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A R T I C L E S

Perspectives on Forty Years 
of Environmental Law

Denis Binder*

Environmental law as we know it today is forty years 
old. !e "eld has expanded exponentially in this 
short time period. Many of the underlying princi-

ples of environmental law that we take for granted today 
were developed in the 1970s. We need to look back at 
its roots to see how we arrived where we are today, and 
also to recognize that many of the problems that spurred 
the expansion of environmental law in the 1970s remain 
unresolved. Victories in environmental law are not always 
permanent.

!is Article is not intended to be an exhaustive analysis 
of environmental law. It is based on the author’s memories 
of forty years in the environmental-law classroom, start-
ing with the issues that were most prominent four decades 
ago.1 Moreover, this Article focuses on major issues from 
the 1970s that are still perplexing problems today, such 
as environmental risk.2 !e Article also describes once-
signi"cant issues that seem to have become environmental 
footnotes.

Four environmental events coalesced to usher in the envi-
ronmental decade of the 1970s and the age of the environ-

1. Some of the stories rely upon the author’s recollections and cannot necessar-
ily be cited in a traditional method. For a history of environmental law, see 
R#$%&'( J. L&)&'*+, T%, M&-#./ 01 E.2#'0.3,.4&5 L&6 (2004). !is 
article also is not intended to be an outline on environmental law, but a recol-
lection of its tides and currents over the past four decades from the author’s 
perspective.

2. See infra Part V.A.4. Wetlands and takings remain major issues today, but their 
analysis exceeds the scope of this Article.

ment.3 First was the rise of smog,4 especially in Southern Cal-
ifornia.5 !e second was the publication of Rachel Carson’s 
epochal book, Silent Spring.6 !ird was the Santa Barbara oil 
blowout of January 28, 1969.7 Finally, the Cuyahoga River, 
which 7ows through Cleveland, caught on "re on June 22, 
1969.8

!e result was a series of highly symbolic events that dem-
onstrated new national attention to the environment. First, 
the inaugural Earth Day took place on April 22, 1970, at 
the University of Wisconsin.9 !en the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (“EPA”) opened its doors on December 
2, 1970.10 A few years later, the Association of American 
Law Schools (“AALS”) Section on Environmental Law was 
formed in 1973. Popular songs11 and movies12 followed. !e 

3. !e 1970s were quickly labeled in popular lore “the decade of the environ-
ment,” which in turn led to “the Environmental Era.” See, e.g., R#$%&'( N.L. 
A.(',6+, M&.&/#./ 4%, E.2#'0.3,.4, M&.&/#./ O*'+,52,+ 350 (2d 
ed. 2006); Frank Gannon, RN in ’70—Launching the Decade of the Environ-
ment, R#$%&'( N#80. F0*.(. (Jan. 1, 2010), http://blog.nixonfoundation.
org/2010/01/rn-in-70-the-decade-of-the-environment/.

4. See Martin V. Melosi, !e Automobile and the Environment in American His-
tory, A*40309#5, #. A3. L#1, : S0$’;, http://www.autolife.umd.umich.edu/
Environment/E_Overview/E_Overview1.htm (last visited Apr. 5, 2012).

5. See Key Events in the History of Air Quality in California, C&5. E.245. P'04,$-
4#0. A/,.$; A#' R,+0*'$,+ B0&'(, http://www.arb.ca.gov/html/brochure/
history.htm (last updated Feb. 6, 2012) (Southern California exceeded stage 1 
smog alerts on 118 days in 1975).

6. R&$%,5 C&'+0., S#5,.4 S<'#./ (1962); see also B&''; C0330.,', T%, 
C50+#./ C#'$5, (1971); P&*5 E%'5#$%, T%, P0<*5&4#0. B039 (1968).

7. P,6 E.2’4 G'<., S&.4& B&'9&'& O#5 S<#55—J&.*&'; =>, ?@A@, at 1 (2010), 
available at http://www.pewenvironment.org/uploadedFiles/PEG/Publica-
tions/Fact_Sheet/PEG_SantaBarbaraSpill_May2010.pdf. !e Santa Barbara 
oil blowout was preceded on March 18, 1967, by the grounding of the tanker 
Torrey Canyon oB the coast of England. See R09,'4 E&+40., B5&$- T#(, 294–
95 (1972). !e anti-oil development organization Get Oil Out was formed in 
Santa Barbara as a reaction to the ecological tragedy. See Harvey Molotch, Oil 
in Santa Monica and Power in America, 40 S0$. I.C*#'; 131 (2007).

8. See Christopher Maag, From the Ashes of ’69, a River Reborn, N.Y. T#3,+, June 
20, 2009, at A18.

9. Earth Day Facts, S4. C'0#8 F&55+ P*9. L#9'., http://stcroixfallslibrary.org/
node/27 (last visited Apr. 5, 2012).

10. EPA History, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/history/ (last updated Mar. 13, 2012).
11. E.g., J0.# M#4$%,55, Big Yellow Taxi, L&(#,+ 01 4%, C&.;0. (Reprise Re-

cords 1970) (“!ey paved paradise / And put up a parking lot.”).
12. For example, S4&' T',- IV: T%, V0;&/, H03, (Paramount Pictures 1986), 

nicknamed “Save the Whales,” featured robotic humpback whales named 
George and Gracie. Other environmental movies are T%, C%#.& S;.('03, 
(Columbia Pictures 1979), S#5-600( (20th Century Fox 1983), and F',, 
W#55; (Warner Brothers Pictures 1993). More recent examples include the 
toxic-torts movies A C#2#5 A$4#0. (Touchstone Pictures 1998) and E'#. 
B'0$-02#$% (Universal Pictures 2000).

*Professor of Law, Chapman University. A.B. 1967, J.D. 1970, 
University of San Francisco; LL.M. 1971, S.J.D. 1973, University of 
Michigan. Professor Binder is the chair of the Association of American 
Law Schools Section of Environmental Law. !is Article is dedicated 
to Dean David Getches (1942–2011), a pioneer in Native American 
rights, natural resources law, and environmental law, as well as the 
founder of the Native American Rights Foundation, and a friend since 
1974. Professor Binder is grateful to Professors Joseph Sax and Zygmunt 
Plater for their suggestions, and apologizes to all the environmental law 
and natural resources law professors he has not mentioned or cited in 
this Article. !e idea of titling this article !oughts on Forty Years of 
Environmental Law was intriguing, but because he had to read and 
report on Blaise Pascal’s Pensées in college, it brought back repressed 
memories.
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onset of the Environmental Era was the recognition by some 
that quality of life was at least as critical as quantity of life.

I. Introduction

A. The Intellectual Underpinnings

!e intellectual underpinnings that supported the Environ-
mental Era are in no way new notions, as a survey of the 
statements and writings of prominent American individu-
als from the past 150 years demonstrates. !ese ideas har-
ken back to Henry David !oreau13 and Aldo Leopold.14 
Approximately a century ago, President !eodore Roosevelt 
expressed his views on resource management, asserting, “We 
are not building this country of ours for a day. It is to last 
through the ages.”15 He wrote in his December 3, 1907, mes-
sage to Congress:

[T]o waste, to destroy, our natural resources, to skin and 
exhaust the land instead of using it so as increase its useful-
ness, will result in undermining in the days of our children 
the very prosperity which we ought by right to hand down 
to them ampli"ed and developed.16

!e great writer Bernard DeVoto in 1950 wrote a letter to 
the editor of the Denver Post:

You are certainly right when you say that “us natives” can 
do what you like with your scenery. But the National Parks 
and Monuments happen not to be your scenery. !ey are 
our scenery. !ey do not belong to Colorado or the West, 
they belong to the people of the United States, including the 
miserable unfortunates who have to live east of the Allegh-
eny hillocks.17

!e great naturist Bob Marshall wrote in a 1930 Scien-
ti"c Monthly article, “!ere is just one hope of repulsing the 
tyrannical ambition of civilization to conquer every niche 
on the whole earth. !at hope is the organization of spirited 
people who will "ght for the freedom of the wilderness.”18

A few jurists a century ago also understood the value 
of preserving our natural resources. In 1908, the Maine 
Supreme Judicial Court upheld a statute controlling timber 
harvesting:

13. H,.'; D&2#( T%0',&*, W&5(,. (JeBrey S. Cramer ed., Yale Univ. Press 
1995) (1854).

14. A5(0 L,0<05(, A S&.( C0*.4; A53&.&$, &.( S-,4$%,+ H,', &.( T%,', 
(1949); see also Eric T. Freyfogle, A Sand County Almanac at 50: Leopold in the 
New Century, [2000] 30 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 10,058 (Jan. 2000).

15. Address at the Capitol Building in Sacramento, California (May 19, 1903), re-
printed in C&5#10'.#& A((',++,+ 9; P',+#(,.4 R00+,2,54 (Cal. Promotion 
Comm. ed., reprt. ed. 1903), available at http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/
index.php?pid=97748&st=&st1=#axzz1rC3aY8Mf.

16. Seventh Annual Message (Dec. 3, 1907), reprinted in A C03<#5&4#0. 01 4%, 
M,++&/,+ &.( P&<,'+ 01 4%, P',+#(,.4+ 7070, 7094 (James D. Richardson 
ed., n.s. 1909).

17. Letter from Bernard DeVoto to the Editor of the Denver Post (Aug. 1, 1950), 
reprinted in T%, L,44,'+ 01 B,'.&'( D,V040 362, 362–63 (Wallace Stegner 
ed., 1975).

18. Robert Marshall, !e Problem of the Wilderness, 30 S$#. M0.4%5; 141, 148 
(1930).

!ere are two reasons of great weight for applying this strict 
construction of the constitutional provision to property in 
land: (1) Such property is not the result of productive labor, 
but is derived solely from the state itself, the original owner; 
(2) the amount of land being incapable of increase, if the 
owners of large tracts can waste them at will without state 
restriction, the state and its people may be helplessly impov-
erished and one great purpose of government defeated.19

Four decades later, the Supreme Court of Washington 
wrote:

Edmund Burke once said that a great unwritten compact 
exists between the dead, the living, and the unborn. We 
leave to the unborn a colossal "nancial debt, perhaps ines-
capable, but incurred, none the less, in our time and for our 
immediate bene"t. Such an unwritten compact requires 
that we leave to the unborn something more than debts and 
depleted natural resources. Surely, where natural resources 
can be utilized and at the same time perpetuated for future 
generations, what has been called ‘constitutional morality’ 
requires that we do so.20

B. Rumblings

To be sure, some omens foreshadowed the coming environ-
mental battles. !e legal stage was set in the late 1960s by 
Scenic Hudson Preservation Conference v. Federal Power Com-
mission—litigation over a proposed pumped-storage facil-
ity at Storm King Mountain on the Hudson River,21 "fty 
miles north of New York City.22 !e Second Circuit Court 
of Appeals reversed the approval of the facility for failure to 
consider alternatives including interconnection systems, gas 
turbines, and putting the transmission lines underground.23 
It rebuked the Federal Power Commission (“FPC”) for 
“act[ing] as an umpire blandly calling balls and strikes” 
rather than aDrmatively protecting the public interest.24

19. In re Opinion of the Justices, 69 A. 627, 629 (Me. 1908). But see Pa. Coal Co. 
v. Sanderson, 6 A. 453, 456–58, 464–65 (Pa. 1886) (holding that the water 
pollution of plaintiB’s land by defendant’s coal mining was not a nuisance 
because the coal mining was an ordinary and natural use of defendant’s land).

20. State v. Dexter, 202 P.2d 906, 908 (Wash. 1949).
21. See Scenic Hudson Pres. Conference v. Fed. Power Comm’n, 354 F.2d 608, 

611 (2d Cir. 1965). One of the lessons from the November 9, 1965, blackout 
of the East Coast was that power must be immediately restored to avoid a cas-
cading power failure. See Martin Gansberg, Power Blackout A"ects Nine States 
in the Northeast and !ree Canadian Provinces, N.Y. T#3,+, Nov. 10, 1965, at 
3; Daniel Kirschen & Goran Strbac, Why Investments Do Not Prevent Blackouts, 
E5,$4'#$#4; J., Mar. 2004, at 29. A pumped-storage facility, which could go 
online almost immediately, was believed to be a solution because water would 
be stored higher up a mountain and released in an emergency or to satisfy peak 
demands. See David Bird, Utility Plans a Berkshires Plant, N.Y. T#3,+, Feb. 
26, 1970, at 43. !ese peak storage facilities can be viewed as giant batteries. 
Northeast Utilities built a pumped-storage facility at North"eld, Massachu-
setts. Id. Consolidated Edison of New York thought it had found a similar site 
at Storm King Mountain, id., but the site was in the prime spawning habitat of 
the Hudson River striped bass, Scenic Hudson, 354 F.2d at 623–24.

22. Storm King Mountain Hike, N,6 Y0'- C#4; D&; H#-#./, http://www.nyc-
dayhiking.com/hikes/strmking.htm (last visited Apr. 6, 2012).

23. Scenic Hudson, 354 F.2d at 622.
24. Id. at 620. !e Supreme Court in a separate opinion, Udall v. Fed. Power 

Comm’n, 387 U.S. 428, 437–40 (1967), construed the provision that the 
project “be best adapted to a comprehensive plan for improving or developing 
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!e existing ethos surrounding energy development in the 
1960s was expressed on remand in the FPC’s opinion:

Just as the mountain has swallowed the scar of the highway, 
the intrusive railroad structure and "lls, and tolerates both 
the barges and scows which pass by it and the thoughtless 
humans who visit it without seeing it, so it will swallow the 
structures which will serve the needs of people for electric 
power.25

Chairman John Nassikas of the FPC subsequently stated 
“I’m a conservationist, too,” but that the Commission’s "rst 
mission is to encourage “an abundant supply of electric 
energy throughout the United States.”26

!e second legal battle was the nascent battle against 
highway locations.27 !ird was the 1966 legislation creat-
ing the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Development 
Commission,28 an early precursor to ecosystem management.

Oil spills over the decades have also prompted statements 
that capture the sentiments of some less environmentally con-
cerned individuals. !e Santa Barbara oil blowout of 1969 
prompted Fred Hartley, the CEO of Union Oil, to announce 
at a news conference, “I don’t like to call it a disaster, because 
there has been no loss of human life. I am amazed at the pub-
licity for the loss of a few birds.”29 !e statement comes across 

a waterway . . . including recreational purposes” to extend protection to anad-
romous "sh. Id.

25. Consol. Edison Co. of N.Y., 44 F.P.C. 350, 384 (1970), a"’d, Scenic Hudson 
Pres. Conf. v. Fed. Power Comm’n, 453 F.2d 463 (2d Cir. 1971). !e FPC 
decision reminds the author of S#30. : G&'1*.-,5, !e Sound of Silence, 
W,(.,+(&; M0'.#./, E A.M. (Columbia Records 1964) (“People hearing 
without listening”).

26. Edward Cowan, Power: To Use or Not to Use, N.Y. T#3,+, July 2, 1972 at F12 
(quoting Federal Power Act, 16 U.S.C. §F824a(a) (2006)).

27. !e “freeway battle” began in San Francisco, when highway-designers pro-
posed building a highway through the beloved Golden Gate Park to connect 
the San Francisco Peninsula and the Golden Gate Bridge with Marin County. 
San Francisco, CA: Embarcadero Freeway, P',+,'2&4#0. I.+4., http://www.pre-
servenet.com/freeways/FreewaysEmbarcadero.html (last visited Apr. 6, 2012). 
!e public was already irate at the 1.2 miles of the Embarcadero Freeway, 
which cut parts of San Francisco oB from the waterfront. Id. !e freeway was 
never built, and the Embarcadero never completed. Id. It was demolished after 
the Loma Prieta earthquake of October 17, 1989. Id. A later con7ict occurred 
over the proposed Westway highway project in Manhattan. New York, NY: West 
Side Highway, P',+,'2&4#0. I.+4., http://www.preservenet.com/freeways/
FreewaysWestSide.html (last visited Apr. 6, 2012). It was a 4.2-mile highway 
intended to replace the old West Side Highway extending into Manhattan. Id. 
It was estimated to cost $1.7 billion. Id. One of the longest running freeway 
battles refuses to die. !ere was a plan for decades to extend Interstate 710 
from the ports of Long Beach and Los Angeles to Interstate 210 in Pasadena. 
Editorial, Foul Forecast for a 4-Decade-Old Freeway Plan: Foe of Interstate 710 
Extension Will Assume Key Post in U.S. Highway Agency, L.A. T#3,+, Jan. 2, 
1994, http://articles.latimes.com/1994-01-02/opinion/op-7849_1_freeway-
extension. !e freeway ends in South Pasadena on city streets a few miles from 
Pasadena, and the dreams of completing it continue. Adolfo Flores, City Pushes 
Transit O#cials to Kill 710 Surface Route, P&+&(,.& S*., Jan 5, 2012, http://
articles.pasadenasun.com/2012-01-05/news/30594333_1_advisory-commit-
tee-surface-highway-caltrans. For a history of the federal highway system, see 
E&'5 S6#14, T%, B#/ R0&(+: T%, U.405( S40'; 01 4%, E./#.,,'+, V#-
+#0.&'#,+, &.( T'&#595&),'+ W%0 C',&4,( 4%, A3,'#$&. S*<,'%#/%6&;+ 
(2011).

28. See Daniel U. Smith, Comment, San Francisco Bay: Regional Regulation for 
Its Protection and Development, 55 C&5#1. L. R,2. 728, 728 (1967). Califor-
nia voters followed in 1972 by creating the California Coastal Commission. 
See Program Overview, C&5. C0&+4&5 C033#++#0., www.coastal.ca.gov/
whoweare.html (last visited Apr. 6, 2012).

29. L,+5#, I'2#.,, F#55#./ 4%, A'-: A.#3&5 W,51&', #. D#+&+4,'+ 61 (2009). 
Union Oil claims his actual statement was “I am always tremendously im-

as callous, as if he were saying, “What’s the big deal with the 
loss of a few dead birds?”

More recently, after the Deepwater Horizon blowout, Tony 
Hayward, chief executive oDcer of BP, was videoed saying, 
“I’m sorry. We’re sorry for the massive disruption it’s caused 
their lives. !ere’s no one who wants this over more than I 
do. I’d like my life back.”30 !e “I’d like my life back” line 
damned him in the public eye.31

!e response of Gulf Oil’s exploration manager to the 
Union Oil blowout was illustrative of the attitude of many 
at the time. He blamed much of the oil company’s domestic 
production decline on environmentalists halting Santa Bar-
bara operations “just because we dribbled some oil on the 
waters.”32

Although Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes was widely 
quoted for saying, in 1931, “A river is more than an amenity, 
it is a treasure,”33 the legal realities in 1970 were in stark con-
trast to his sentiment:

(1) !e exploitation of natural resources was legally 
encouraged and favored by the law;34

(2) Land use planning was reserved to state and local 
governments;35

(3) Energy development in the form of coal, gas, hydro, 
nuclear, and oil was the past, present and the future;36

(4) Citizens had little legal power to challenge or change 
governmental actions, approvals or denials, permits or 
variances;37

(5) International environmental issues were essentially 
unrecognized, even though pollution does not respect 
arti"cial political boundaries;38

pressed at the publicity that the death of birds receives versus the loss of people 
in our country in this day and age.” JeB Share, !e Bene$t of the Doubt, P#<,-
5#., : G&+ J., Aug. 2010, http://pipelineandgasjournal.com/bene"t-doubt.

30. Gus Lubin, Tony Hayward Apologizes For His Idiotic Statement: “I’d Like My 
Life Back,” B*+. I.+#(,' (June 10, 2010), http://articles.businessinsider.
com/2010-06-02/news/30051187_1_apology-bp-ceo-tony-hayward.

31. Id.
32. Jack H. Morris, Bouncing Back: Gulf Oil Corp., Once a ‘Big Barrel of Money,’ 

Strives to Grow Again, W&55 S4. J., Feb. 22, 1973 at 1.
33. New Jersey v. New York, 283 U.S. 336, 342 (1931).
34. See, e.g., Consol. Edison Co. of N.Y., 44 F.P.C. 350, 384 (1970) (discussing 

the FPC’s primary mission), a"’d, Scenic Hudson Pres. Conf. v. Fed. Power 
Comm’n, 453 F.2d 463 (2d Cir. 1971).

35. Senator Henry Jackson proposed a federal land-use-planning act in the early 
1970s, but it went nowhere in Congress. David W. Orr, Land Use and Climate 
Change, 22 C0.+,'2&4#0. B#050/; 1372, 1372 (2008). !e federal govern-
ment is now indirectly implementing local land use planning to a limited ex-
tent through the Endangered Species Act and wetlands preservation. See gen-
erally Eric S. Laschever, !e Endangered Species Act and Its Role in Land Use 
Planning: Lessons Learned From !e Paci$c Northwest, 1 S,&445, J. E.245. L. 
103 (2011).

36. America was still in the infrastructure- and energy-development era, as illus-
trated by the leasing of federal oil lands in the Santa Barbara Channel, leading 
to the Santa Barbara blowout.

37. See, e.g., Zygmunt J.B. Plater, Facing a Time of Counter-Revolution—!e Ke-
pone Incident and a Review of First Principles, 29 U. R#$%. L. R,2. 657, 685–87 
(discussing the creation of the environmental common law).

38. !e major exception was enforcement of the Migratory Bird Treaty, 16 U.S.C. 
§ 703–12 (2006); see Missouri v. Holland, 252 U.S. 416, 433–35 (1920) (up-
holding the act against constitutional challenges); United States v. Delahous-
saye, 573 F.2d 910, 911 (5th Cir. 1978); United States v. Green, 571 F.2d 1, 
1–2 (6th Cir. 1977).
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(6) Native American rights were not considered.39

C. The Paradigms

!e basic con7ict at the time of the "rst Earth Day was 
between resource exploitation and resource recreation—con-
sumption versus conservation. !e environmental movement 
built on the historic conservation movement.40  !e 1960s 
witnessed a small victory for traditional conservation values 
with the enactment of the Wilderness Act in 196441 and the 
Wild and Scenic Rivers Act in 1968,42 but resource exploita-
tion remained the governing paradigm.

Yet the purpose of the environmental movement has 
become not only to preserve and conserve, but also to prevent 
harm and restore. !e conservation of resources is no longer 
the dominant ethos; protection of the broader environment, 
allocation of resources, and reallocation of resources from 
exploitation to recreation have also received signi"cant atten-
tion.43 For example, Congress enacted the Clean Air Act and 
the Clean Water Act not simply to preserve the status quo 
of pollution, but to restore air and water quality.44 Resource 
allocations from "ve decades ago could be reversed to protect 
the environment, as represented by the Mono Lake litigation 
in California.45

Our resources are "nite, but the demands may be in"-
nite. How society allocates the resources today is one aspect 
of environmental law.46 !e con7ict over resources has been 
very apparent in the vast American West. !e American 
West was developed with resource exploitation in mind.47 

39. !e classic example is the original allocation of Colorado River waters, which 
did not allocate Native American water rights. !e initial 1922 Colorado River 
Compact allocation of the river’s waters was 7.5 million acre–feet each to the 
Upper Basin (Colorado, New Mexico, Utah, and Wyoming) and Lower Basin 
states (Arizona, California and Nevada), with a treaty guarantee of 1.5 mil-
lion acre–feet 7owing into Mexico. Arizona v. California, 283 U.S. 423, 461 
n.13 (1931). !e Native American rights were "nally validated in 1983, in 
Arizona v. California, 460 U.S. 605, 640–41 (1983). Recently, the average 
7ow of the Colorado has been lower than the 7ow assumed by the Compact. 
Mass. Inst. of Tech., Colorado River, M#++#0. =G?=: C5,&. W&4,', http://
web.mit.edu/12.000/www/m2012/"nalwebsite/problem/coloradoriver.shtml 
(last visited Apr. 7, 2012).

40. Jared A. Goldstein, Aliens in the Garden, 80 U. C050. L. R,2. 685, 699 (2009). 
41. Wilderness Act, Pub. L. No. 88-577, 78 Stat. 890 (1964) (codi"ed as amended 

at 16 U.S.C. §§F1131–36 (2006)).
42. Wild and Scenic Rivers Act, Pub. L. No. 90-542, 82 Stat. 906 (1968) (codi"ed 

as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§F1271–87 (Supp. III 2009)).
43. See, e.g., Adam Rome, “Give Earth a Chance”: !e Environmental Movement 

and the Sixties, 90 J. A3. H#+4. 525, 532–33 (noting the importance of newer 
environmental issues such as pollution and urban sprawl).

44. Federal Water Pollution Control Act §F101(a), 33 U.S.C. §F1251(a) (2006) 
(“!e objective of this chapter is to restore and maintain .F.F. the Nation’s wa-
ters.” (emphasis added)); Clean Air Act §F101(b), 42 U.S.C. §F7401(b) (2006) 
(“!e purposes of this subchapter are .F.F. to protect and enhance the quality of 
the Nation’s air resources .F.F.F.” (emphasis added)).

45. See Nat’l Audubon Soc’y v. Superior Court, 658 P.2d 709, 732 (Cal. 1983).
46. For example, the Colorado River is one of the major rivers of the West. Mass. 

Inst. of Tech., supra note 39. Consumptive uses of the Colorado and its tribu-
taries can include municipal and industrial use, irrigation, livestock-watering, 
and thermoelectric power. Id. Nonconsumptive uses aBecting the river’s natu-
ral 7ow include hydroelectricity generation and 7ood control. Id. !e Colo-
rado lacks suDcient water to supply all these demands. See id.

47. See Sandra Zellmer, Boom and Bust on the Great Plains: Déjà Vu All Over Again, 
41 C',#/%40. L. R,2. 385, 387–88 (2008) (book review). One example of 
such an approach to resources in the West is the history of the Black Hills. See 
N&4%&.#,5 P%#59'#$-, T%, L&+4 S4&.( 4 (2010). !e Black Hills of North 

Minerals, timber, land for farming and ranching, water, and 
"sheries were the natural resources of the West.48

Several great Western cities, especially Denver, Portland, 
San Francisco, and Seattle, grew out of the exploitation of nat-
ural resources, such as "sheries, timber, and mineral extrac-
tion.49 As their populations grew, their economies diversi"ed 
and urbanization ensued; the urban residents turned from 
exploiting nature’s bounty to enjoying it, especially for rec-
reational activities, such as backpacking, biking, camping, 
canoeing, hiking, jogging, rafting, skiing, and nature-watch-
ing.50 !e urban values changed from resource exploitation 
to resource preservation and recreation for a wider popula-
tion that was not as dependent upon nature’s bounty.

II. The Legal Landscape

!e judicial underpinnings of modern environmental law 
were established four decades ago.51 At the start of the mod-
ern environmental movement, environmental statutes were 
few, relatively weak,52 or so new as to not be fully under-
stood.53 Lawyers could be creative.54 Judges were not limited 
by precedent or statutes.55 Professors could theorize.56 Com-
mon-law theories, such as nuisance57 and the public-trust 
doctrine,58 were dusted oB and revived.

In the famous case of Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. 
Ruckelshaus, Chief Judge Bazelon laid out the legal markers:

Dakota had been reserved to the Sioux, but then a government expedition 
discovered gold in 1874. Id. !e government decided to instigate a war against 
the Sioux in order to acquire the land. Id. In the century following the discov-
ery of gold in the Black Hills, “more gold [was] extracted from a single mine 
in the Black Hills (an estimated $1 billion) than from any other mine in the 
continental United States.” Id.

48. For an overview of issues impacting many states in the West, see Publications: 
Papers & Reports, W. R,+0*'$, A(20$+., http://www.westernresourceadvo-
cates.org/media/pandp.php (last visited Apr. 7, 2012).

49. Neil Greenwood, Leadership or Dominance: !e Role of the Western US Economy 
in the World, in T%, W0'5( 01 4%, A3,'#$&. W,+4 605, 606 (Gordon Mor-
ris Bakken ed., 2011).

50. It should be noted that outdoor recreational activities may have a small 
negative impact on the environment. See JeB Marion & Jeremy Wimpey, 
Environmental Impacts of Mountain Biking: Science Review and Best Prac-
tices, in M&.&/#./ M0*.4&#. B#-#./ (Int’l Mountain Bicycling Ass’n ed., 
2007), available at http://www.imba.com/resources/research/trail-science/
environmental-impacts-mountain-biking-science-review-and-best-practices.

51. See infra Part II.C.
52. For example, the Clean Air Act, the Clean Water Act, and their predecessors 

have been amended several times, strengthening them each time. See History 
of the Clean Air Act, EPA, http://epa.gov/oar/caa/caa_history.html (last updat-
ed Feb. 17, 2012); History of the Clean Water Act, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/
lawsregs/laws/cwahistory.html (last updated Feb. 24, 2012).

53. See infra Part III.A.4 (discussing the National Environmental Policy Act and 
the Endangered Species Act).

54. See David Sive, Some !oughts of An Environmental Lawyer in the Wilderness of 
Administrative Law, 70 C05*3. L. R,2. 612, 613–14 (1970). Victor Yannacone 
was a leading litigator in the early years, especially in the battle to ban DDT. 
See Living on Earth: Yannacone 2-Way (Pub. Radio Int’l broadcast Aug. 20, 
1993), available at http://www.loe.org/shows/segments.html?programID=93-
P13-00034&segmentID=3 (transcript).

55. See Sive, supra note 54, at 614.
56. See William H. Rodgers, Jr., !e Most Creative Moments in the History of En-

vironmental Law: “!e Whats,” 2000 U. I55. L. R,2. 1, 1 (2000) (discussing 
the creative changes in environmental law, especially from the perspectives of 
professors).

57. See infra Part III.B.3.
58. See infra Part III.B.1.
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We stand on the threshold of a new era in the history of the 
long and fruitful collaboration of administrative agencies 
and reviewing courts. For many years, courts have treated 
administrative policy decisions with great deference, con-
"ning judicial attention primarily to matters of procedure. 
On matters of substance, the courts regularly upheld agency 
action, with a nod in the direction of the ‘substantial evi-
dence’ test, and a bow to the mysteries of administrative 
expertise. Courts occasionally asserted, but less often exer-
cised, the power to set aside agency action on the ground 
that an impermissible factor had entered into the decision, 
or a crucial factor had not been considered. Gradually, how-
ever, that power has come into more frequent use, and with 
it, the requirement that administrators articulate the factors 
on which they base their decisions.

Strict adherence to that requirement is especially impor-
tant now that the character of administrative litigation is 
changing. As a result of expanding doctrines of standing 
and reviewability, and new statutory causes of action, courts 
are increasingly asked to review administrative action that 
touches on fundamental personal interests in life, health, 
and liberty. !ese interests have always had a special claim 
to judicial protection, in comparison with the economic 
interests at stake in a ratemaking or licensing proceeding.59

A. Germinal Cases

!ree federal district-court opinions played major roles in 
forging new environmental law. !e "rst, Sierra Club v. 
Ruckelshaus, rebuked EPA’s position that it lacked authority 
to include prevention-of-signi"cant-deterioration (“PSD”) 
clauses in Clean Air Act state implementation plans.60 !e 
result was that PSD clauses became a critical way to pro-
tect air quality.61 !e second in7uential opinion was West 
Virginia Division of Izaak Walton League of America, Inc. v. 
Butz.62 !ere, the court struck down the legality of clearcut-
ting on federal forest lands63 by holding that the Organic 
Act of 1897 required the marking of individual trees to be 
cut.64 In the third case, United States v. Chem-Dyne Corp., 
the federal district court interpreted the vague wording of the 
Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, 
and Liability Act (“CERCLA”) to impose, in most instances, 
retroactive joint and several liability for cleaning up toxic 
contamination.65

59. Envtl. Def. Fund, Inc. v. Ruckelshaus, 439 F.2d 584, 597–98 (D.C. Cir. 1971) 
(footnotes omitted).

60. Sierra Club v. Ruckelshaus, 344 F. Supp. 253, 256–57 (D.D.C. 1972), a"’d per 
curiam, [1972] 2 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 20,656 (D.C. Cir. Nov. 1, 
1972), a"’d by an equally divided court, 412 U.S. 541 (1973).

61. For a description of the requirements now associated with PSD, see Prevention 
of Signi$cant Deterioration (PSD) Basic Information, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/
NSR/psd.html (last updated July 22, 2011).

62. W. Va. Div. of Izaak Walton League of Am., Inc. v. Butz, 367 F. Supp. 422 
(N.D. W. Va. 1973), a"’d 522 F.2d 945 (4th Cir. 1975).

63. Id. at 427, 433.
64. Id. at 429–33 (citing 16 U.S.C. §F476 (2006)).
65. United States v. Chem-Dyne Corp., 572 F. Supp. 802, 811 (S.D. Ohio 1983) 

(citing Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability 
Act of 1980 §F107, 42 U.S.C. §F9607 (1982)).

B. Germinal Issues

!e basic legal issues at the onset of the Environmental Era 
were:

(1) the respective roles of the states and the federal 
government;

(2) the rights of the citizens to challenge government 
actions;

(3) whether trees have standing;
(4) whether hard-look or soft-look review apply to envi-

ronmental decisions;
(5) how clean is clean;
(6) how safe is safe;
(7) how to handle risk; and
(8) whom to hold responsible.66 
!ese issues are reviewed the next sections of this Article.

C. The Administrative Threshold

!e bulk of oDcial government decisions in this country 
have been made by administrative agencies since the days of 
the New Deal.67 Agencies such as EPA are charged with pro-
tecting the public interest, including human health and the 
environment.68 !e explosion of environmental legislation 
and litigation in the 1960s led to a revolution in administra-
tive law and the questioning of agency actions.69 !e chal-
lenge was to determine the procedures and remedies available 
when an agency does not ful"ll its statutory charge.

One might think that the rights of the citizens in a democ-
racy to readily and legally challenge government would be 
certainly recognized, but this has not been the case. !e 
courts’ assumption has been that administrative agencies 
represent the public and the public interest and possess the 
expertise necessary to resolve these issues, so courts conse-
quently defer to agency discretion in exercising their duties 
to protect the public.70 !erefore, private citizens should not 
be allowed to legally challenge their decisions, nor should 
those decisions be subject to judicial second-guessing; citi-
zens therefore were confronted with the unholy trinity of 
standing, ripeness, and deference.71 Yet the children of the 

66. !ese were the prescient issues raised by Professor Joseph Sax in his environ-
mental-law and natural-resources courses four decades ago and encompassed 
much early environmental litigation.

67. For a description of the expansion of administrative law after the New Deal, see 
L&6',.$, M. F'#,(3&., A H#+40'; 01 A3,'#$&. L&6 561 (3d ed. 2005).

68. See, e.g., Our Mission and What We Do, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/
whatwedo.html (last updated June 8, 2011).

69. See, e.g., Envtl. Def. Fund v. Ruckelshaus, 439 F.2d 584, 597–98 (D.C. Cir. 
1971). As a result the courts began to invalidate agency action when not sup-
ported by substantial evidence. See, e.g., ODce of Commc’n of United Church 
of Christ v. FCC, 359 F.2d 994, 1006–08 (D.C. Cir. 1966); see also ODce of 
Commc’n of United Church of Christ v. FCC, 425 F.2d 543, 550 (D.C. Cir. 
1969).

70. See Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 
842–43 & n.11 (1984).

71. See infra Parts II.C.1–II.C.4.
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’60s, disenchanted with government and veterans of the Civil 
Rights Movement, demanded more from the government 
than the arbitrary-and-capricious standard of review.

!e early 1970s was a period of exhilaration as court after 
court—especially the Supreme Court72 and the Court of 
Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit,73 as well as a 
few opinions from the California74 and Wisconsin supreme 
courts75—recognized environmental values and opened 
the doors to environmental litigation. !ree early Supreme 
Court decisions rede"ned the rights of the public: Sierra 
Club v. Morton,76 Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. 
Volpe,77 and Vermont Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural 
Resources Defense Council, Inc.78

1. Do Trees Have Standing?

A threshold standard of federal jurisdiction is that the plain-
tiB must have an injury—a suDcient stake in a justiciable 
controversy recognized by federal law.79 !e Administrative 
Procedure Act (“APA”) provides: “A person suBering legal 
wrong because of agency action, or adversely aBected or 
aggrieved by agency action within the meaning of a relevant 
statute, is entitled to judicial review thereof.”80

Professor Christopher Stone asked a provocative question: 
Should Trees Have Standing?81 !e question is who will speak 
for inanimate objects as well as the biota.82 Who will serve as 
a private attorney general?83

!e Supreme Court in Sierra Club v. Morton opened up 
the doors for plaintiBs to standing to bring claims in envi-
ronmental cases.84 !e Sierra Club opposed development of a 
ski resort in the Mineral King Valley.85 It claimed standing in 
a representative capacity “in the conservation and the sound 
maintenance of the national parks, game refuges and forests 
of the country .F .F .F . One of the principal purposes of the 
Sierra Club is to protect and conserve national resources like 
the Sierra Nevada Mountains.”86

72. See, e.g., Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727 (1972); Citizens to Pres. Over-
ton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402 (1971).

73. See, e.g., Envtl. Def. Fund, 439 F.2d at 584 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
74. See Marks v. Whitney, 491 P.2d 374 (Cal. 1971); Associated Home Builders of 

the Greater E. Bay, Inc. v. City of Walnut Creek, 484 P.2d 606 (Cal. 1971).
75. See, e.g., Just v. Marinette Cnty., 201 N.W.2d 761 (Wis. 1972).
76. Sierra Club, 405 U.S. at 727.
77. Overton Park, 401 U.S. at 402.
78. Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 

519 (1978).
79. Sierra Club, 405 U.S. at 731–32, 739.
80. 5 U.S.C. §F702 (2006).
81. C%'#+40<%,' D. S40.,, S%0*5( T',,+ H&2, S4&.(#./H T06&'( L,/&5 

R#/%4+ 10' N&4*'&5 O9I,$4+ (1974); Christopher D. Stone, Should Trees 
Have Standing?—Toward Legal Rights for Natural Objects, 45 S. C&5. L. R,2. 
450 (1972) [hereinafter Stone, S. C&5. L. R,2.].

82. See Stone, S. C&5. L. R,2., supra note 81, at 464–65 (advancing a guardianship 
framework).

83. See id. at 471.
84. Sierra Club, 405 U.S. at 734, 739. !e Disney plan for the Mineral King Valley 

in Sequoia National Forest called for a $35-million complex of motels, restau-
rants, swimming facilities, parking lots, and other structures to accommodate 
up to 14,000 visitors. Id. at 743 (Douglas, J., dissenting). Ironically, develop-
ment of the area was originally supported by the Sierra Club. Tom Turner, Who 
Speaks for the Future, S#,''&, July–Aug. 1990, at 30, 33–34.

85. Sierra Club, 405 U.S. at 730.
86. Id. at 735 n.8.

!ree critical holdings emerged from Sierra Club v. Mor-
ton. First, the Court extended standing to encompass aes-
thetic and environmental well-being.87 Second, standing can 
be extended to organizations in a representational capacity as 
long as an individual member satis"es the standing require-
ments.88 !ird, once standing is obtained, the claimant can 
assert the broader public interest.89 !e successful claimant 
thereby assumes the role of a private attorney general.90 !e 
case helped fuel the growth of environmental public-interest 
organizations on both sides.91 So, trees can be named plain-
tiBs, as long as a named individual plaintiB satis"es the legal 
standards for standing.

On November 10, 1978, President Jimmy Carter signed 
the National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978, also known 
as the “Park Barrel bill.”92 Congressman Phil Burton of San 
Francisco played oB the traditional preference for pork-bar-
rel legislation by inviting members of Congress to propose 
additions to the national parks, forests, marine sanctuaries, 
refuges, monuments, and seashores in their districts, mak-
ing it unassailable in Congress.93 Mineral King was added 
to Sequoia National Park, preventing any future downhill 
skiing in the area.94

87. Id. at 734.
88. Id. at 739.
89. Id. at 737–38. !e claimant is not therefore limited to arguing the claims upon 

which standing is granted.
90. Id.
91. !e Environmental Defense Fund was established earlier in 1967, Our Mission 

and History, E.245. D,1. F*.(, http://www.edf.org/about/our-mission-and-
history (last visited Apr. 9, 2012), and was soon followed by the Natural Re-
sources Defense Council, Who We Are, N&4. R,+0*'$,+ D,1. C0*.$#5, http://
www.nrdc.org/about/who_we_are.asp (last visited Apr. 9, 2012), Earthjustice 
(formerly the Sierra Club Legal Defense Fund), Our History, E&'4%I*+4#$,, 
http://earthjustice.org/about/our_history (last visited Apr. 9, 2012), and the 
Conservation Law Foundation, About CLF, C0.+,'2&4#0. L. F0*.(., http://
www.clf.org/about-clf/ (last visited Apr. 9, 2012). !e Sierra Club blossomed. 
M#$%&,5 P. C0%,., T%, H#+40'; 01 4%, S#,''& C5*9: ?>@=–?@JG (1988), 
available at http://www.sierraclub.org/history/origins/. Other established en-
vironmental organizations such as the National Audubon Society, About Us, 
N&4’5 A*(*90. S0$’;, http://www.audubon.org/about-us (last visited Apr. 
9, 2012), the Wilderness Society, About Us, W#5(,'.,++ S0$’;, http://wilder-
ness.org/content/about-us (last visited Apr. 9, 2012), World Wildlife Fund, 
About WWF, W0'5( W#5(5#1, F*.(, http://www.worldwildlife.org/who/in-
dex.html (last visited Apr. 9, 2012), and the Izaak Walton League, I)&&- W&5-
40. L,&/*, A3., http://www.iwla.org/ (last visited Apr. 9, =G?=), thrived in 
the new environment. Greenpeace has been the most active internationally. See 
G',,.<,&$, I.4’5, http://www.greenpeace.org/international/en/ (last visited 
Apr. 9, 2012). !e Nature Conservancy, Our History, N&4*', C0.+,'2&.$;, 
http://www.nature.org/aboutus/visionmission/history/index.htm (last visited 
Apr. 9, 2012), and Save the Redwoods League, Mission and History, S&2, 
R,(600(+ L,&/*,, http://savetheredwoods.org/league/anniversary.shtml 
(last visited Apr. 9, 2012), continued their policies of acquiring environmen-
tally critical lands. !e National Parks Association renamed itself the National 
Parks Conservation Association. NPCA Timeline, N&4’5 P&'-+ C0.+,'2&4#0. 
A++’., http://www.npca.org/about-us/history-and-values/npca-timeline.html 
(last visited Apr. 9, 2012). On the opposite side of the spectrum are organiza-
tions such as Paci"c Legal Foundation, About PLF, P&$. L,/&5 F0*.(., http://
www.paci"clegal.org/page.aspx?pid=262 (last visited Apr. 9, 2012), and the 
Mountain States Legal Foundation, Mission, M0*.4&#. S4+. L,/&5 F0*.(., 
http://www.mountainstateslegal.org/mission.cfm (last visited Apr. 9, 2012).

92. National Parks and Recreation Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-625, 92 Stat. 
3467; see Harold Gilliam, Remembering Edgar Wayburn, S#,''& (July–Aug. 
2010), http://www.sierraclub.org/sierra/201007/wayburn.aspx (discussing the 
“park barrel” bills).

93. See S4&11 01 S*9$033. 0. N&4’5 P&'-+ : I.+*5&' A11&#'+ 01 4%, H. 
C033. 0. I.4,'#0' : I.+*5&' A11&#'+, @K4% C0./., L,/#+5&4#2, H#+40'; 
01 4%, N&4#0.&5 P&'-+ &.( R,$',&4#0. A$4 01 ?@J> (Comm. Print 1978).

94. Id. at 142.
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!e Court seemingly gave standing no limits in United 
States v. Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures 
(SCRAP).95 Signi"cantly, SCRAP was an early decision 
involving governmental disincentives to recycling.96 Law 
students in a seminar opposed a proposed 2.5% surcharge 
on freight rates.97 !e students claimed the rate structure 
discouraged the use of recyclable materials while promot-
ing the use of raw materials:98 “[!e students were] allegedly 
impaired because of unnecessary destruction of timber and 
extraction of raw materials, and the accumulation of other-
wise recyclable solid and liquid waste materials.”99

Speci"cally, SCRAP alleged that each of its members was 
caused to pay more for "nished products, that each of its 
members ‘(u)ses the forests, rivers, streams, mountains, and 
other natural resources surrounding the Washington Metro-
politan area and at his legal residence, for camping, hiking, 
"shing, sightseeing, and other recreational (and) aesthetic 
purposes,’ and that these uses have been adversely aBected 
by the .F.F. increased pollution caused by the modi"ed rate 
structure, and that each member has been forced to pay 
increased taxes because of the sums which must be expended 
to dispose of otherwise reusable waste materials.100

Having accepted this expansive standard for standing, the 
Court then warned, “Of course, pleadings must be some-
thing more than an ingenious academic exercise in the 
conceivable.”101

It is important to note that the SCRAP decision was at 
the stage of preliminary pleadings.102 !e Court recognized 
that the plaintiBs would still have to prove the truth of their 
allegations after discovery.103 Extensive discovery battles over 
standing have ensued.104

A critical holding in SCRAP is that standing will not be 
denied to an individual plaintiB just because large numbers 
are similarly aggrieved.105 !is rule was reaDrmed in Mas-
sachusetts v. EPA,106 which, in a "ve-to-four decision, granted 
standing to Massachusetts, recognizing that states have spe-
cial standing because of their “quasi-sovereign” status.107 

95. United States v. Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures 
(SCRAP), 412 U.S. 669 (1973). !e suit was initiated by students in Profes-
sor John Banzhaf ’s seminar at the George Washington University Law School. 
To A High Court: Alumnus Neil Proto Donates U.S. v. SCRAP Papers to Law 
Library, L,/&5 M#+$,55&.,& (George Washington Univ. Law Sch., Wash., 
D.C.), Spring 2010, at 1, 3, available at http://www.law.gwu.edu/Library/
Documents/Legal_Miscellanea/FriendsNwslttr_Sp10.pdf.

96. SCRAP, 412 U.S. at 676.
97. Id. at 680.
98. !e existing rate structure charged recyclables for $3 versus $1 for raw materi-

als. See id. at 713.
99. SCRAP, 412 U.S. at 676.
100. Id. at 678.
101. Id. at 688. !e Supreme Court has never been known for irony.
102. Id. at 688 n.15.
103. Id.
104. As Professor Rodgers has commented: “Pointless discovery, even day-long de-

positions, are now the norm.” William H. Rodgers, Jr., !e Environmental 
Laws of the 1970s: !ey Looked Good on Paper, 12 V4. J. E.245. L. 1, 14 
(2010).

105. SCRAP, 412 U.S. at 688.
106. Massachusetts. v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 522 (2007) (noting that “widely shared” 

risks do not minimize the state’s interest).
107. Id. at 520.

While the procedural issue of standing is signi"cant, the 
more critical holding of the majority is that carbon monoxide 
and other greenhouse gases constitute air pollution within 
the meaning of the Clean Air Act.108 !erefore, EPA may 
exercise its authority to regulate them with respect to new 
motor vehicles.109

!e true signi"cance, though, is that the Court’s reason-
ing in Massachusetts v. EPA should apply by analogy to the 
other provisions of the Act, thereby giving EPA the power to 
regulate carbon dioxide emissions from stationary sources. 
!e reality for President Barack Obama’s administration is 
that even if Congress does not enact a cap-and-trade pro-
gram for coal emissions, the reasoning in Massachusetts indi-
cates that EPA may create and implement one unless barred 
by Congress.

In spite of the basic lessons from Sierra Club v. Morton, 
the Court has often readdressed the issue of standing in a 
variety of environmental, political, and constitutional issues 
without consistency.110

2. Standards of Review

In Overton Park, the Supreme Court clearly de"ned its stan-
dards of review of agency action and held that an agency’s 
discretion had to be measured within the context of the rel-
evant statutes.111 !e APA provides that agency standards 
are subject to review unless (1) a statutory prohibition exists; 
or (2) “agency action is committed to agency discretion by 
law”—that is, there is no law to apply.112

In Overton Park, the Secretary of Transportation made no 
formal "ndings of fact.113 Section 4(f) of the Department of 
Transportation Act of 1966 provides that “the Secretary may 
approve a transportation program or project .F.F. only if—(1) 
there is no prudent and feasible alternative to using that land; 
and (2) the program or project includes all possible planning 
to minimize harm” resulting from the use.114

108. Id. at 528.
109. Id. at 532.
110. See, e.g., Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Env’t, 523 U.S. 83 (1998); Lujan v. 

Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. 555 (1992) (claims of ecosystem nexus and 
animal nexus against foreign projects); Lujan v. Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n, 497 U.S. 
871 (1990) (reclassi"cation of withdrawn federal lands); Warth v. Seldin, 422 
U.S. 490 (1975) (exclusionary zoning). !e eBect of the two Lujan decisions is 
that claims of general aesthetic or scienti"c concerns will have diDculty meet-
ing the standards for standing. See Defenders of Wildlife, 504 U.S. at 562–63; 
Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n, 497 U.S. at 885.

111. See Citizens to Pres. Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 412–13 (1971). 
!e proposal was to build a six-lane highway through Overton Park in Mem-
phis, Tennessee, severing the zoo from the rest of the park. Id. at 406. Twenty-
six acres of the 342-acre park would have been destroyed. Id. !e highway 
segment was never built. See About, O2,'40. P&'-, http://www.overtonpark.
org/about (last visited Apr. 10, 2012). A look at a map of Overton Park will 
show why the highway planners were extremely limited in their options. See 
id. Highways go through parks in Cincinnati, Los Angeles, and St. Louis. See 
Haya El Nasser, Urban Parks Take Over Downtown Freeways, USA T0(&;, May 
5, 2010, http://www.usatoday.com/news/nation/2010-05-05-urban-parks_N.
htm. !e case also foreshadowed the extensive nature of environmental litiga-
tion: !e record was over 10,000 pages. James V. DeLong, Informal Rulemak-
ing and the Integration of Law and Policy, 65 V&. L. R,2. 257, 264 (1979).

112. 5 U.S.C. §F701(a) (2006).
113. See Overton Park, 401 U.S. at 408.
114. Department of Transportation Act of 1966 §F4(f ), 49 U.S.C. § 303(c) (2006).
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!us, there was law to apply.115 Most signi"cantly, by 
requiring agencies to explain their actions,116 Overton Park 
substantially reined in the sphere of unreviewed discretion 
by agencies.

3. Administrative Procedures

!e APA sets forth the default procedures to be followed by 
administrative agencies.117 !e famous Vermont Yankee case 
delineates the procedural requirements in administrative 
hearings118 and exempli"es the diBerence between the hard-
look approach of the D.C. Circuit and the soft-look approach 
of the Supreme Court.119 !e Atomic Energy Commission 
twice approved the licensing of the nuclear reactors at Ver-
mont Yankee and was twice reversed by the D.C. Circuit, 
which in turn was twice overruled by the Supreme Court.120 
!e two underlying environmental issues in Vermont Yankee 
involved the disposal of nuclear waste and energy alterna-
tives and conservation.121 Signi"cantly, these issues remain 
important today.122

Vermont Yankee reversed Natural Resources Defense Council, 
Inc. v. NRC, a D.C. Circuit case that illustrates the hard-look 
approach. In that case, the staB of the Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission (“NRC”) had prepared a table re7ecting the 
environmental eBects of the fuel cycle.123 !e NRC con-
cluded that the eBects were “relatively insigni"cant.”124 Part 
of the problem, according to the D.C. Circuit, was how the 
NRC treated the NRC’s study; it gave the staB ’s twenty-page 
conclusory study great deference,125 in contrast to its open 
hostility toward the intervenors.126

!e thrust of the intervenors’ position was, “[T]he prob-
lems involved are not merely technical, but involve basic 
philosophical issues concerning man’s ability to make com-
mitments which will require stable social structures for 
unprecedented periods.”127 Chief Judge Bazelon’s separate 
statement laid out his fundamental premise:

Decisions in areas touching the environment or medicine 
aBect the lives and health of all. !ese interests, like the First 
Amendment, have “always had a special claim to judicial 
protection.” Consequently, more precision may be required 

115. Overton Park, 401 U.S. at 413.
116. Id. at 419–21.
117. See 5 U.S.C. §§ 551–59, 701 (2006).
118. See Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 435 

U.S. 519, 523–24 (1978).
119. See William H. Rodgers, Jr., A Hard Look at Vermont Yankee: Environmental 

Law Under Close Scrutiny, 67 G,0. L.J. 699, 708 (1979).
120. Vt. Yankee, 435 U.S. at 527.
121. See id. at 532–33.
122. See, e.g., New York v. United States, 505 U.S. 144, 149 (1992).
123. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. NRC, 547 F.2d 633, 641 n.18 (D.C. Cir. 

1976), rev’d sub nom. Vt. Yankee, 435 U.S. 519 (1978).
124. Id. at 638.
125. See id. at 647, 649–50.
126. See id. at 651.
127. Id. at 652. One nuclear waste product is plutonium, which has a half-life of 

25,000 years and must be isolated for 250,000 years before it becomes harm-
less. Id. at 638.

than the less rigorous development of scienti"c facts which 
may attend notice and comment procedures.128

!e majority opinion was concerned about the NRC’s 
inadequate "ndings and procedures in light of the uncertain-
ties and risks involved with nuclear energy and waste dis-
posal. For example, the majority stated:

To the extent that uncertainties necessarily underlie pre-
dictions of this importance on the frontiers of science and 
technology, there is a concomitant necessity to confront and 
explore fully the depth and consequences of such uncertain-
ties. Not only were the generalities relied on in this case not 
subject to rigorous probing in any form but when appar-
ently substantial criticisms were brought to the Commis-
sion’s attention, it simply ignored them, or brushed them 
aside without answer. Without a thorough exploration of 
the problems involved in waste disposal, including past mis-
takes, and a forthright assessment of the uncertainties and 
diBerences in expert opinion, this type of agency action can-
not pass muster as reasoned decisionmaking.129

!e majority criticized the “conclusory” statement of 
NRC’s Dr. Pittman and the “complete absence of any prob-
ing of [the statement’s] underlying basis.”130

In contrast to the D.C. Circuit’s hard-look approach 
to nuclear risks, the Supreme Court adopted a soft-look 
approach to the risks of nuclear power, adopting the tradi-
tional rules of deference to the agency.131 A reader examining 
the appellate and Supreme Court opinions side by side might 
not recognize that the two courts were deciding the same 
case.

!e Supreme Court held that agencies do not have to 
impose additional procedural requirements beyond those 
required by statute.132 !e Court held that the National 
Environmental Policy Act (“NEPA”)133 was a procedural 
statute whose purpose was “to insure a fully informed and 
well-considered decision, not necessarily a decision .F .F . the 
Court .F.F. would have reached had they been members of the 
decisionmaking unit of the agency.”134

!e majority opinion contained a critical caveat from the 
Court: “Nuclear energy may some day be a cheap, safe source 
of power or it may not. But Congress has made a choice to 
at least try nuclear energy, establishing a reasonable review 

128. Id. at 657 (Bazelon, J., separate opinion) (footnote omitted) (quoting Envtl. 
Def. Fund, Inc. v. Ruckelshaus, 439 F.2d 584, 598 (D.C. Cir. 1971)).

129. Id. at 653 (majority opinion).
130. Id. at 651.
131. See Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 435 

U.S. 519, 524–25 (1978).
132. Id. at 543 (1978) (“Absent constitutional constraints or extremely compelling 

circumstances the administrative agencies should be free to fashion their own 
rules of procedure and .F.F. methods of inquiry .F.F.F.” (quoting FCC v. Schreiber, 
381 U.S. 279, 290 (1965)) (internal quotation marks omitted)). For a discus-
sion of Vermont Yankee, see Rodgers, supra note 119, at 727 (arguing that the 
case is outside the mainstream of judicial review and should have a limited 
application). More recently he strongly criticized many of the Supreme Court 
opinions in the environmental area. Rodgers, supra note 104, at 30–33.

133. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. §§F4321–70h (Supp. 
III 2009).

134. Vt. Yankee, 435 U.S. at 558.
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process in which courts are to play only a limited role.”135 
!e second time around, the Court again gave deference to 
the agency:

We are acutely aware that the extent to which this Nation 
should rely on nuclear power as a source of energy is an 
important and sensitive issue. Much of the debate focuses on 
whether development of nuclear generation facilities should 
proceed in the face of uncertainties about their long-term 
eBects on the environment. Resolution of these fundamen-
tal policy questions lies, however, with Congress and the 
agencies to which Congress has delegated authority, as well 
as with state legislatures and, ultimately, the populace as a 
whole.136

!e Court explained that “[t]he role of the courts is sim-
ply to ensure that the agency has adequately considered and 
disclosed the environmental impact of its actions and that its 
decision is not arbitrary or capricious.”137

!e D.C. Circuit and the Supreme Court clearly split on 
a hard-look versus soft-look approach. !e D.C. Circuit per-
severed with the hard-look approach in cases in spite of the 
Supreme Court opinions. !e general assumption was that 
the D.C. Circuit judges realized the Supreme Court could 
not review all their decisions. !e reality is that, hard look or 
soft look, the extensive litigation involved in the licensing of 
nuclear power plants, followed by the accident at !ree Mile 
Island on March 28, 1979, resulted in carrying costs that 
made nuclear power plants very costly to build—the oppo-
site of “too cheap to meter.”

4. The Role of the Citizen

Professor Joseph Sax pioneered the concept of citizen suits.138 
He convinced the Michigan Legislature to enact the !omas 
J. Anderson, Gordon Rockwell Environmental Protection 
Act of 1970, which allowed “any person, partnership, cor-
poration, association, organization or other legal entity” 
to bring suit, in addition to the traditional public attorney 
general.139

One of the major features of many federal environmental 
statutes is the citizen-suit provision.140 !e "rst citizen-suit 
provision was added to the Clean Air Act in 1970,141 and 
then added to several environmental statutes that followed.142 
!e citizen-suit provisions normally provide that “any per-
son” may sue “any person” alleged to be in violation of that 

135. Id. at 557–58.
136. Balt. Gas & Electric Co. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 462 U.S. 87, 97 

(1983).
137. Id. at 97–98.
138. See J0+,<% L. S&8, D,1,.(#./ 4%, E.2#'0.3,.4 56–57 (1971).
139. !omas J. Anderson, Gordon Rockwell Environmental Protection Act of 

1970, No. 127, §F2(1), 1970 Mich. Pub. Acts 390, 390 (repealed 1995).
140. See Hallstrom v. Tillamook Cnty., 493 U.S. 20, 23 n.1 (1989) (listing statutes 

with citizen-suit provisions); see also Friends of the Earth, Inc. v. Laidlaw Envtl. 
Servs. (TOC), Inc., 528 U.S. 167, 173 (2000); Gwaltney of Smith"eld, Ltd. v. 
Chesapeake Bay Found., Inc., 484 U.S. 49, 52 (1987).

141. Clean Air Act §F304, 42 U.S.C. §F7604 (2006) (“[A]ny person may commence 
a civil action on his own behalf .F.F.F.”).

142. Hallstrom, 493 U.S. at 23.

particular statute.143 Potential defendants can include state 
oDcials.144 !e successful complainant may receive attorney’s 
fees and the costs of the suit.145

!e citizen-suit provision in the Clean Water Act diBers 
from many other citizen-suit provisions by providing an 
additional remedy.146 !e plaintiB may seek as a penalty the 
"nes that would be imposed in a government suit against the 
violator.147 As an alternative remedy, the violator can seek a 
settlement with the complainant with a sum paid to ben-
e"t the environment.148 !e suit would be settled with the 
advantage that the violator could write oB the settlement as 
a charitable contribution instead of a nondeductible "ne.149

III. Legal Theories

A. Statutory

1. The Proliferation of Legislation

As environmental issues arose, the cries that ‘there ought to 
be a law’ followed.150 A 7ood of environmental legislation 
poured out of the federal, state, and local legislative halls.151 
Congress, the states, and local governments enacted many 
statutes and ordinances that in totality or in part contained 
environmental-protection measures.152 Each new crisis seem-
ingly resulted in at least one new statute, or amendments to 
existing statutes, followed by the promulgation of thousands 
of pages of regulations.153 An example of legislative response 
is illustrated by the recurring issue of massive oil spills. Con-
gress enacted the Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972154 
after the Santa Barbara and Torrey Canyon oil spills.155 It also 

143. Barton H. !ompson, Jr., !e Continuing Innovation of Citizen Enforcement, 
2000 U. I55. L. R,2. 185, 192–93; see, e.g., 42 U.S.C. §F7604(a).

144. 42 U.S.C. § 7604(a); Eileen Gauna, Federal Environmental Citizen Provisions: 
Obstacles and Incentives on the Road to Environmental Justice, 22 E$050/; L.Q. 
1, 4 (1995).

145. !ompson, supra note 143, at 193–94.
146. Id. at 213.
147. Federal Water Pollution Control Act §F505(a), 33 U.S.C. §F1365(a) (2006).
148. See !ompson, supra note 143, at 207–08.
149. Id.
150. Professor Plater noted that over thirty environmental statutes were enacted in 

the three years that followed NEPA. Zygmunt J.B. Plater, Environmental Law 
and !ree Economies: Navigating a Sprawling Field of Study, Practice, and Soci-
etal Governance in Which Everything Is Connected to Everything Else, 23 H&'2. 
E.245. L. R,2. 359, 372 n.28 (1999).

151. For example, the town of Casey, Wisconsin—a rural town of 400–500 resi-
dents—enacted a comprehensive pesticide-regulation ordinance. See Wis. Pub. 
Intervenor v. Mortier, 501 U.S. 597, 602, 616 (1991) (holding that the local 
regulation was not preempted by the Federal Insecticide, Fungicide, and Ro-
denticide Act).

152. Andrew P. Morriss, Lessons for Environmental Law from the American Codi$-
cation Debate, in T%, C0330. L&6 &.( 4%, E.2#'0.3,.4 130, 130–31 
(Roger E. Meiners & Andrew P. Morriss eds., 2000).

153. Id.
154. Ports and Waterways Safety Act of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-340, 86 Stat. 424 

(codi"ed as amended at 33 U.S.C. §§F1221–36 (Supp. IV 2010)). Congress 
also imposed some strict liability for oil spills in 1970. Water Quality Improve-
ment Act of 1970, Pub. L. No. 91-224, §F102, 84 Stat. 91, 95 (adding section 
11(f )(3)—now 311(f )(3)—to the Federal Water Pollution Control Act) (codi-
"ed as amended at 33 U.S.C. §F1321(f )(3) (2006)).

155. See United States v. Locke, 529 U.S. 89, 101 (2000).
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enacted the Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972.156 !e 
Exxon Valdez spill led to the Oil Pollution Act of 1990,157 
which required greater response plans and assurances that 
eBective contingency plans would be established.158

!e federal government "nally recognized that one of its 
critical roles is to provide safe drinking water to the popula-
tion. Congress enacted "ve major statutes that had a pur-
pose to preserve the quality of America’s drinking water: the 
Clean Water Act;159 CERCLA;160 the Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act;161 the Toxic Substances Control Act;162 
and the Safe Drinking Water Act.163

2. The Statutory Schemata

!e common characteristics of the federal statutes developed 
early: citizen suits, savings clauses, cooperative federalism, 
command-and-control schemes, administrative and judicial 
review, and no victim compensation.164 A major aspect of 
many of the statutes is that they do not prohibit pollution or 
development.165 Zero discharge is not normally the statutory 
mandate;166 instead, statutes often simply prohibit discharges 
without a permit, or in violation of the terms and conditions 
of a permit.167 Adherence to a permit means legal pollution 
can continue, subject to the savings clause allowing a private 
remedy for any damages in7icted.168

!e major statutes generally create permit systems. Air and 
water pollution are not illegal per se, but only if the eLuents 
are discharged without a permit or in violation of the terms, 
conditions, and limits of the permit.169 !e permit require-
ments include "ling periodic statements called discharge-
monitoring reports, which are signed by oDcials with the 

156. Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, Pub. L. No. 92-583, 86 Stat. 1280 
(codi"ed as amended at 16 U.S.C. §§F1451–66 (Supp. III 2009)).

157. Oil Pollution Act of 1990, Pub. L. No. 101-380, 104 Stat. 484 (codi"ed as 
amended at 33 U.S.C. §§F2701–62 (Supp. IV 2010)); see Locke, 529 U.S. at 
101.

158. Obviously, this statute came up short with the Deepwater Horizon blowout in 
2010. See Denis Binder, Lessons From the BP Emergency Action Plan in Action, 
[2010] 40 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 11,115, 11,118 (Nov. 2010).

159. Clean Water Act, Pub. L. No. 92-500, 86 Stat. 816 (1972) (codi"ed as amend-
ed at 33 U.S.C. §§F1251–1387 (Supp. V 2011)).

160. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 
1980, Pub. L. No. 96-510, 94 Stat. 2767 (codi"ed as amended at 42 U.S.C. 
§§F9601–75 (2006)). CERCLA, the great toxic cleanup statute, in spite of its 
name did not initially include a victims-compensation provision. See David E. 
Bronston, Note, Compensating Victims of Hazardous Substance Pollution in the 
United States and Japan: A Comparative Analysis, 7 F0'(%&3 I.4’5 L. J. 501, 
506 (1983).

161. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act of 1976, Pub. L. No. 94-580, 90 
Stat. 2795 (codi"ed as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§F6901–92k (Supp. II 2008)).

162. Toxic Substances Control Act, Pub. L. No. 94-469, 90 Stat. 2003 (1976) (cod-
i"ed as amended at 15 U.S.C. §§F2601–97 (Supp. IV 2010)).

163. Safe Drinking Water Act, Pub. L. No. 93-523, 88 Stat. 1660 (1974) (codi"ed 
as amended at 42 U.S.C. §§F300f to j-26 (Supp. V 2011)).

164. See supra Part II.C.3; infra notes 175–176, Parts VIII.B–C.
165. See Eric W. Orts, Re%exive Environmental Law, 89 N6. U. L. R,2. 1227, 1235 

(1995).
166. !e Federal Water Pollution Control Act originally had a goal of zero dis-

charge, though the goal date has passed without success. C5&*(#& C0<,5&.(, 
C0./. R,+,&'$% S,'2., RL EGGEG, C5,&. W&4,' A$4: A S*33&'; 01 4%, 
L&6 2 (2010).

167. See Orts, supra note 165, at 1235.
168. See, e.g., Federal Water Pollution Control Act §F505(e), 33 U.S.C. §F1365(e) 

(2006).
169. See Orts, supra note 165, at 1235.

discharging organizations.170 Because these statutes include 
criminal penalties for violations, the signer has received the 
nickname of “the designated jailee.”171

Some statutes provide for bans172 or restrictions on spe-
ci"c activities.173 Statutes also evolved from environmental 
protection to environmental disclosure. For example, the 
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act 
requires the annual disclosure of air and water eLuents.174

One characteristic of most of the federal statutes was to 
create a command-and-control structure implemented by 
federal agencies,175 usually EPA.176

3. The Path Not Taken

An alternative to command-and-control environmental-
protection schemes would be to set goals, avoid microman-
aging, and leave the means of achieving goals to the states. 
An example of this alternative approach was the conditional 
banning of hydraulic mining in California over a century 
ago. California experienced one of the "rst major environ-
mental battles in the aftermath of the Forty-Niners.177

!e Forty-Niners discovered hydraulic mining, achieved 
via water forced through a hose at high pressure.178 !e force 
of the water would wash away the soil and rocks, making the 
recovery of gold much easier.179

!e environmental eBects were devastating: Mountains 
were washed away, fertile lands became deserts, and silt-
ation clogged the Sacramento River.180 A court decision in 
1884 decried hydraulic mining.181 !ereafter, the California 
State Legislature enacted a statute in 1893 that conditionally 
barred hydraulic mining: “!e business of hydraulic min-
ing may be carried on within the state wherever and when-
ever it can be carried on without material injury to navigable 
streams or the lands adjacent thereto.”182

170. See, e.g., 40 C.F.R. §F122.41(l)(4) (2011) (describing DMR requirements un-
der the Clean Water Act).

171. Orts, supra note 165, at 1286 (internal quotation marks omitted).
172. See, e.g., Press Release, EPA, EPA Bans PCB Manufacture; Phases Out Uses 

(Apr. 19, 1979), available at http://www.epa.gov/history/topics/pcbs/01.html.
173. See, e.g., Solid Waste Disposal Act §F9003(a), 42 U.S.C. §F6991b(a) (2006).
174. Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act §F313, 42 U.S.C. 

§F11023 (2006).
175. See Orts, supra note 165, at 1235–41.
176. See Statutory Programs Compliance Monitoring, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/com-

pliance/monitoring/programs/index.html (last updated Jan. 2, 2009).
177. See Raymond F. Dasmann, Environmental Changes Before and After the Gold 

Rush, in A G05(,. S4&4, 105 (James J. Rawls & Richard J. Orsi eds., 1999).
178. See Ronald H. Limbaugh, Making Old Tools Work Better: Pragmatic Adaptation 

and Innovation in Gold-Rush Technology, in A G05(,. S4&4,, supra note 177.
179. Id.
180. See Charles C. Dietrich, Mined Land Reclamation in the Western United States, 

?A R0$-; M4.. M#.. L. I.+4. 143, F148–49 (1971).
181. People v. Gold Run Ditch & Mining Co., 4 P. 1152, 1153 (Cal. 1884); see also 

WoodruB v. N. Bloom"eld Gravel Mining Co., 18 F. 753 (C.C.D. Cal. 1884).
182. Act of Mar. 24, 1893, ch. 223, 1893 Cal. Stat. 337 (codi"ed at C&5. P*9. R,+. 

C0(, §F3981 (West 2012)).
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4. The Sleeper Statutes

Two sleeper statutes with great impact are NEPA and the 
Endangered Species Act (“ESA”) of 1973.183 !ese statutes 
received less attention than later warranted at the time of 
enactment.184 !ey seemed like feel-good statutes with no 
real signi"cance, easy for Congress to enact and then claim 
credit with voters.

a. Tellico Dam, Law Professors, and 
Environmental-Law Clinics

Tennessee Valley Authority v. Hill185 is one of the most signi"-
cant Supreme Court environmental-law decisions construing 
the ESA.186 Professor Zygmunt Plater of the University of 
Tennessee College of Law represented the aggrieved resi-
dents, whose cause looked hopeless under existing law.187 
!e Tellico Dam was virtually completed at the time.188 !e 
plaintiBs were up against the established, accepted dams and 
infrastructure of the Tennessee Valley Authority, the New 
Deal authority that electri"ed much of the South.189

!e ESA was enacted to save species—not just from direct 
harm, but also from impairment of their critical habitat.190 
!e ESA allows anyone to "le a petition for the listing of an 
endangered species, which triggers a governmental duty to 
investigate the state of that species.191 !e ESA contains the 
standard citizen-suit provision.192 Section 7 of the Act, appli-
cable only to the federal government, provides:

Each Federal agency shall, in consultation with and with 
the assistance of the Secretary [of the Interior], insure that 
any action authorized, funded, or carried out by such agency 
.F .F . is not likely to jeopardize the continued existence of 
any endangered species or threatened species or result in the 
destruction or adverse modi"cation of habitat of such spe-
cies which is determined by the Secretary .F.F. to be critical.193

!e federal district court was about to lift an injunction 
issued under NEPA against the almost-completed dam194 

183. Endangered Species Act of 1973, 16 U.S.C. §§F1531–99 (Supp. II 2008); see 
William H. Rodgers, Where Environmental Law and Biology Meet: Of Pandas’ 
!umbs, Statutory Sleepers, and E"ective Law, 65 U. C050. L. R,2. 25, 57–58 
(1993).

184. Rodgers, supra note 183, at 57–58.
185. Tenn. Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153 (1978). One of the rumors about the 

case was that Chief Justice Burger was opposed to a liberal interpretation of 
the Act. Zygmunt J.B. Plater, Endangered Species Act Lessons over 30 Years, and 
the Legacy of the Snail Darter, a Small Fish in a Pork Barrel, 34 E.245. L. 289, 
304 n.35 (2004). When he realized a majority of the Justices were prepared to 
aDrm the lower court’s ruling "ve to four, he switched to the majority and as-
signed the opinion to himself, delivering a six-to-three majority. Id. He hoped 
he could blunt the impact by writing the opinion. Id.

186. See Plater, supra note 185, at 295 n.17.
187. Id. at 297.
188. Hill, 437 U.S. at 157.
189. Plater, supra note 185, at 295–96. !e dam at issue, however, was not intended 

to generate electricity. Id. at 295 n.19.
190. Endangered Species Act §F4(a)(3), 16 U.S.C. §F1533(a)(3) (2006).
191. Id. §F4(b)(3).
192. Id. §F11(g).
193. Id. §F7(a)(2).
194. Envtl. Def. Fund v. Tenn. Valley Auth., 371 F. Supp. 1004, 1015 (E.D. Tenn. 

1973), a"’d, 492 F.2d 466 (6th Cir. 1974).

when a scientist discovered an endangered species, the two-
and-a-half-inch snail darter, downstream of the dam.195 !e 
tiny snail darter had a revolutionary impact on environmen-
tal law.196 Chief Justice Burger wrote for the majority of the 
Supreme Court:

One would be hard pressed to "nd a statutory provision 
whose terms were any plainer than those in §F7 of the [ESA]. 
Its very words aDrmatively command all federal agencies 
“to insure that actions authorized, funded, or carried out 
by them do not jeopardize the continued existence” of an 
endangered species or “result in the destruction or modi"ca-
tion of habitat of such species .F.F.F.”197

He recognized that “[a]s it was "nally passed, the [ESA] 
represented the most comprehensive legislation for the pres-
ervation of endangered species ever enacted by any nation.”198 
!e Court aDrmed the appellate court’s "nding that the trial 
court should have granted the plaintiBs’ requested perma-
nent injunction against the completion of the dam.199

!e Supreme Court subsequently reaDrmed the broad 
sweep of the ESA in a case involving section 9 of the Act.200 
Section 9 is even broader in its application than section 7 
because it applies to private parties.201 It prohibits any person 
from taking any endangered or threatened species.202 “Take” 
is de"ned as “to harass, harm, pursue, hunt, shoot, wound, 
kill, trap, capture, or collect, or attempt to engage in any 
such conduct.”203 !e U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s regu-
lations further de"ne “harm” to include “signi"cant habitat 
modi"cation or degradation where it actually kills or injures 
wildlife.”204 !e Court upheld this regulation in Babbitt v. 
Sweet Home Chapter of Communities for a Great Oregon.205

!e Tellico Dam litigation was critical in two respects. 
First, the Supreme Court opinion turned a sleeper statute into 
a great source of environmental protection, making it one of 
the most signi"cant environmental-law decisions and instru-
ments of environmental protection.206 !e underlying envi-
ronmental issue was not the narrow one of the snail darter, 
or even the dam itself, but the broader issue of the future of 
infrastructure and pork-barrel projects unrestrained by envi-
ronmental considerations.207 PlaintiBs must have a special-
ized grievance to bring a claim in federal courts,208 and the 
ESA often provides the legal means. If a species is listed under 
the statute, then the ESA’s prohibitory provisions apply.209 

195. Plater, supra note 185, at 295.
196. Id. at 294 n.17.
197. Tenn. Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153, 173 (1978).
198. Id. at 180.
199. Id. at 169–70, 193–95.
200. See, e.g., Babbitt v. Sweet Home Chapter of Cmtys. for a Great Or., 515 

U.S. 687, 690 (1995) (holding that de"nition of “harm” included habitat 
modi"cation).

201. Endangered Species Act §F9(a)(1), 16 U.S.C. §F1538(a)(1) (2006).
202. Id.
203. Id. §F3(19).
204. 50 C.F.R. § 17.3(c)(3) (2011).
205. Babbitt, 515 U.S. at 703.
206. See supra note 185 and accompanying text.
207. See Plater, supra note 185, at 302.
208. Cries of “Save the trees!” or “Stop the dam!” do not constitute legal claims. See 

supra Part II.C.1.
209. See supra notes 193, 201–202 and accompanying text.
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!us, the snail darter helped "ght dam construction,210 the 
northern spotted owl helped challenge timber harvesting in 
the Paci"c Northwest,211 and the polar bear recently helped 
challenge contributions to global climate change.212

Second, the ESA marked the end of the era of building 
and infrastructure construction without concern for environ-
mental impacts. After the passage of the Act, environmental 
considerations became a critical factor in the decisionmaking 
process for infrastructure projects such as those to construct 
dams, bridges, highways and roads, buildings, and even 
nuclear power plants.213 Environmental law was vindicated. 
It was no longer business as usual.

!e Tellico Dam decision was not warmly received in 
Tennessee. Professor Plater found it necessary to leave the 
University of Tennessee.214 In some respects Professor Plater’s 
travails presage the issues faced by today’s environmental-law 
clinics. !ey may face backlashes to the extent that they take 
on powerful legal entities. !e eBorts of the Tulane Envi-
ronmental Law Clinic against facilities in Louisiana’s “can-
cer alley”215 prompted a reaction by the Governor and some 
legislators spanning over a decade, including an unsuccess-
ful attempt in 2010 to cut oB funding to the clinic.216 More 
recently the University of Maryland Environmental Law 
Clinic fended oB a similar legislative initiative by the Mary-
land General Assembly in response to a suit brought against 
a chicken farmer and the large Perdue Farms.217

In some respects, the ESA is stronger than NEPA; its ban 
can be absolute. However, NEPA has a broader reach.

b. NEPA

Of all the federal environmental statutes, NEPA218 is the 
most simple—deceptively simple. !e critical provision of 

210. See supra note 199.
211. Bradley C. Karkkainen, Biodiversity and Land, 83 C0'.,55 L. R,2. 1, 18 

(1997).
212. See, e.g., In re Polar Bear Endangered Species Act Listing & §F4(d) Rule Litig., 

794 F. Supp. 2d 65, 68–69 (D.D.C. 2011).
213. However, Congress has overridden the ESA to bene"t infrastructure on some 

occasions, including when "nishing the Tellico Dam. See Zygmunt J.B. Plater, 
Tiny Fish/Big Battle, T,... B.J., Apr. 2008, at 14, 19.

214. Explaining his "ring for participation in the case, Professor Plater said, “You 
did not understand the moderation expected of a Tennessee law professor.” 
Rodgers, supra note 56, at 8. His colleague, Professor Don Cohen, resigned 
as well. Id. For Professor Plater’s perspective on the case, see Zygmunt J. B. 
Plater, Environmental Law in the Political Ecosystem––Coping with the Reality 
of Politics, 19 P&$, E.245. L. R,2. 423 (2002). See generally K,..,4% M. 
M*'$%#+0., T%, S.&#5 D&'4,' C&+, (2007).

215. “Cancer alley” is the 85-mile stretch between New Orleans and Baton Rouge, 
often abutting the Mississippi River. Cancer Alley, Louisiana, P055*4#0. I+-
+*,+, http://www.pollutionissues.com/Br-Co/Cancer-Alley-Louisiana.html 
(last visited May 16, 2012). Over 100 industrial facilities line the alley. Id. For 
a discussion of one of the communities, see S4,2, L,'.,', D#&30.( (2004).

216. See Bill Barrow, Senator, Louisiana Chemical Association Get No Support for Bill 
to Limit Student Law Clinics, NOLA.$03 (May 19, 2010), http://blog.nola.
com/politics/print.html?entry=/2010/05/senator_louisiana_chemical_ass.
html; see also Adam Babich, How the Tulane Environmental Law Clinic Survived 
the Shintech Controversy and Rule XX Revisions: Some Questions and Answers, 
[2002] 32 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 11,476 (Dec. 2002).

217. See David A. Fahrenthold, Md. Legislature Scrutinizing Law Clinic over Chicken 
Farm Suit, W&+%. P0+4, Mar. 28, 2010, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-
dyn/content/article/2010/03/27/AR2010032702380.html.

218. NEPA was passed by both houses of Congress in 1969 and was signed into 
law by the President on January 1, 1970. National Environmental Policy Act 

the statute is section 102, which requires federal agencies to 
include “detailed statement[s]” on a variety of environmental 
impacts in “every recommendation or report on proposals 
for legislation and other major Federal actions signi"cantly 
aBecting the quality of the human environment.”219 A state-
ment must cover:

(1) the environmental impact of the proposed action,
(2) any adverse environmental eBects which cannot be 

avoided should the proposal be implemented,
(3) alternatives to the proposed action,
(4) the relationship between local short-term uses of man’s 

environment and the maintenance and enhancement 
of long-term productivity, and

(5) any irreversible and irretrievable commitments of 
resources which would be involved in the proposed 
action should it be implemented.220

!e leading case in this area is Calvert Cli"s’ Coordinating 
Committee, Inc. v. U.S. Atomic Energy Commission.221 !is 
case, like many D.C. Circuit environmental opinions, was 
authored by Judge Skelly Wright, setting the stage for the 
interpretation of NEPA by federal district-court and other 
court-of-appeals judges.222 He wrote that the court faced the 
challenge of ensuring that NEPA’s “important legislative pur-
poses, heralded in the halls of Congress, are not lost or misdi-
rected in the vast hallways of the federal bureaucracy.”223 !e 
D.C. Circuit held that NEPA makes environmental protec-
tion a part of the legislative mandate of every federal agency 
and department unless speci"c legislation directs a contrary 
result.224

A critical part of this holding is that environmental 
impacts must be considered at every important stage in the 
decisionmaking process: “at every stage where an overall 
balancing of environmental and nonenvironmental factors 
is appropriate and where alterations might be made in the 
proposed action to minimize environmental costs.”225 !e 
judges were unimpressed with the Atomic Energy Com-
mission’s eBorts to comply with the statute, stating: “We 
believe that the Commission’s crabbed interpretation of 
NEPA makes a mockery of the Act.”226 !e court further 
stated that the Commission’s “responsibility is not simply to 
sit back, like an umpire, and resolve adversary contentions 

of 1969, Pub. L. No. 91-190, 83 Stat. 852 (1970). Dr. Lynton Caldwell, a 
renown public-aBairs professor, of Indiana University was the lead architect 
of NEPA. See L#.(& L*4%,', C0./. R,+,&'$% S,'2., RL EE?K=, T%, N&-
4#0.&5 E.2#'0.3,.4&5 P05#$; A$4: B&$-/'0*.( &.( I3<5,3,.4&4#0. 
4–5 (2005).

219. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 §F102(C), 42 U.S.C. §F4332(C) 
(2006).

220. Id.
221. Calvert CliBs’ Coordinating Comm., Inc. v. U.S. Atomic Energy Comm’n, 

449 F.2d 1109 (D.C. Cir. 1971). For an early critique of the case, see Daniel 
A. Bronstein, !e AEC Decision-Making Process and the Environment: A Case 
Study of the Calvert Cli"s Nuclear Power Plant, 1 E$050/; L.Q. 689 (1971).

222. Calvert Cli"s, 449 F.2d at 1111.
223. Id.
224. Id. at 1112, 1114.
225. Id. at 1118.
226. Id. at 1117. 
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at the hearing stage. Rather, it must itself take the initiative 
of considering environmental values at every distinctive and 
comprehensive stage of the process beyond the staB ’s evalua-
tion and recommendation.”227

Calvert Cli"s was followed the next year by Greene County 
Planning Board v. Federal Power Commission,228 which 
involved the siting of transmission lines.229 In that case, the 
Second Circuit emphasized that NEPA is a mandate to con-
sider environmental values “at every distinctive and compre-
hensive stage of the [agency’s] process.”230

NEPA is technically not a retroactive statute, but some 
courts have noted that NEPA should apply to further major 
federal actions that still remain in the execution of a pro-
posal or project that had been authorized prior to NEPA’s 
enactment.231

!e procedural requirements of NEPA caused agencies 
to publicly air some environmentally suspect ideas, such as 
spraying paraquat on Mexican marijuana farms232 or planting 
kudzu on stream banks in the South.233 NEPA also turned 
out to leave plaintiBs without a remedy if an agency did not 
adhere to its environmental-impact statement (“EIS”) and 
the project had been completed.234

A major split occurred between the lower courts and the 
Supreme Court on the proper interpretation of NEPA. !e 
federal district courts interpreted NEPA broadly, turning it 

227. Id. at 1119.
228. Greene Cnty. Planning Bd. v. Fed. Power Comm’n, 455 F.2d 412 (2d Cir. 

1972).
229. Id. at 414–15.
230. Id. at 420 (quoting Calvert Cli"s, 449 F.2d at 1119).
231. See id. at 424 (declining to apply NEPA retroactively when the project “be-

came "nal nearly six months prior to the eBective date of the Act,” but clari-
fying that “the Act applies to all major federal actions taken after January 1, 
1970, despite the fact that construction of the project under consideration 
may have commenced prior to that date”); see also S.F. Tomorrow v. Romney, 
472 F.2d 1021, 1024 (9th Cir. 1973) (“[NEPA] does not by direct language 
or by implication call for retrospective application. In fact, the Council on 
Environmental Quality, the agency created by NEPA to enforce the Act, states 
in its interim guidelines of April 23, 1971 that existing federal projects and 
programs are aBected only by further major action, as follows: ‘11. Application 
of section 102(2)(C) procedure to existing projects and programs. To the maxi-
mum extent practicable the section 102(2)(C) procedure should be applied to 
further major Federal actions having a signi"cant eBect on the environment 
even though they arise from projects or programs initiated prior to enactment 
of the Act on January 1, 1970. Where it is not practicable to reassess the basic 
course of action, it is still important that further incremental major actions be 
shaped so as to minimize adverse environmental consequences. It is also im-
portant in further action that account be taken of environmental consequences 
not fully evaluated at the outset of the project or program.’” (quoting State-
ments on Proposed Federal Actions ABecting the Environment, 36 Fed. Reg. 
7,724, 7,727 (Apr. 23, 1971)) (emphasis added)).

232. Nat’l Org. for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) v. U.S. Dep’t of State, 
452 F. Supp. 1226, 1226, 1229, 1235 (D.D.C. 1978) (holding that several 
federal agencies were in violation of NEPA because they failed to prepare and 
consider the environmental impacts of spraying marijuana and poppy plants 
with the herbicide paraquat in Mexico).

233. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. Grant, 355 F. Supp. 280, 288, 289 
(E.D.N.C. 1973) (holding that an environmental-impact statement that did 
not disclose speci"c methods for controlling kudzu to be planted on the edge 
of a channel did not satisfy NEPA).

234. Ogunquit Vill. Corp. v. Davis, 553 F.2d 243, 244, 246–47 (1st Cir. 1977) 
(holding that even though a project to rebuild a sand dune deviated from the 
EIS to use indigenous white quartz sand, unless the agency consciously tried to 
circumvent NEPA requirements, the Act could not provide a remedy because 
the project was completed).

into a substantive statute,235 but the Supreme Court took a 
more limited perspective.236

!e Supreme Court was not as receptive to NEPA as the 
lower courts. Unlike its approach to the ESA, the Supreme 
Court narrowly interpreted NEPA.237 Kleppe v. Sierra Club 
held that an EIS is not required until there is a report or 
recommendation on a proposal for a major federal action.238 
Also, the only procedural requirements imposed by NEPA 
are those expressly provided in the statute.239 !us, if another 
statute, such as the APA, does not require a public hearing, 
neither does NEPA. !e Court further held that “NEPA 
merely prohibits uninformed—rather than unwise—agency 
action.”240

Several other Supreme Court decisions further inter-
preted NEPA narrowly. !e SCRAP Court concluded that 
“NEPA was not intended to repeal by implication any other 
statute.”241 In another case, the Court held that no need exists 
to prepare a “worst case analysis” in evaluating the environ-
mental impacts of a project from which there is insuDcient 
information.242 Still another determined that NEPA did not 
consider psychological trauma in response to the proposed 
restart of !ree Mile Island to be an environmental harm;243 
this was because the “risk of an accident is not an eBect on 
the physical environment,”244 at which NEPA was directed.

Moreover, NEPA does not even have the same impact 
today as it did in its early days. Agencies have learned to 
play the game.245 First, the discussion of alternatives often 
includes boilerplate language. !e agencies also have learned 
how to comply with NEPA’s purely procedural requirements 
when the agencies disagree with public opinion: !e draft 
EIS requests comments from the public;246 the "nal EIS 
addresses the comments,247 perhaps in an appendix; the dis-
cussion displays the agency’s “reasoned” consideration of the 
comments;248 and the public’s failure to comment results in 

235. Donald M. Zillman & Peggy Gentles, Perspectives on NEPA in the Courts, 20 
E.245. L. 505, 511 (1990).

236. Id. at 513.
237. See, e.g., Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. 390, 391 (1976) (“[Section] 102(2)

(C) clearly states that an EIS is not required until an agency makes a rec-
ommendation or report on a Proposal for major federal action.” (emphasis 
added)); Flint Ridge Dev. Co. v. Scenic Rivers Ass’n of Okla., 426 U.S. 776, 
777 (1976) (“NEPA recognizes that where a clear and unavoidable con7ict in 
statutory authority exists, NEPA must yield.”).

238. Kleppe v. Sierra Club, 427 U.S. at 391, 399.
239. Id. at 405–06.
240. Robertson v. Methow Valley Citizens Council, 490 U.S. 332, 351 (1989).
241. United States v. Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures 

(SCRAP), 412 U.S. 669, 694 (1973).
242. Robertson, 490 U.S. at 355–56.
243. See Metro. Edison Co. v. People Against Nuclear Energy, 460 U.S. 766, 776 

(1983).
244. Id. at 775.
245. See Jason J. Czarnezki, Revisiting the Tense Relationship Between the US Supreme 

Court, Administrative Procedure, and the National Environmental Policy Act, 25 
S4&.. E.245. L.J. 3, 10–11 (2006) (discussing how NEPA review has become 
purely procedural with the Supreme Court consistently upholding agency 
action).

246. See !e NEPA Process, N&2&5 A#' W,&<0.+ S4&4#0. C%#.& L&-, L&.( W#4%-
('&6&5, http://www.chinalakeleis.com/nepa-process (last visited May 16, 
2012).

247. See id.
248. An agency is not required to address all comments received and, in particular, 

may ignore “remote and speculative possibilities.” Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power 
Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 519, 551 (1978) (quot-
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the argument that the complainants failed to exhaust their 
administrative remedies.249

It is important to note that NEPA has turned out to be 
one of America’s great contributions to environmental pro-
tection at the global level, with states and foreign countries 
enacting their own versions of NEPA.250 It has also become a 
key tool in NIMBY litigation.251 It serves to delay an action 
until political and economic pressures can be brought to bear 
to end it.252

B. Common-Law Doctrine

1. The Slowly Expanding Common-Law Public-
Trust Doctrine

Professor Joseph Sax wrote one of the classic environmental 
articles in 1970, !e Public Trust Doctrine in Natural Resource 
Law: E"ective Judicial Intervention.253 His proposal, after an 
extensive review of the history of the public-trust doctrine, 
was to encourage public agencies to engage in creative water 
management that served the overall public interest.254 His 
thesis was echoed in the famous Mono Lake decision, when 
the California Supreme Court held

[T]he public trust is more than an aDrmation of state power 
to use public property for public purposes. It is an aDrma-
tion of the duty of the state to protect the people’s common 
heritage of streams, lakes, marshlands and tidelands, surren-
dering that right of protection only in rare cases when the 
abandonment of that right is consistent with the purposes 
of the trust.255 

!e Mono Lake case changed the settled expectations of 
the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, which 
had been diverting Owens Valley and Mono Lake waters for 
decades pursuant to permits issued by the state.256

!e Supreme Court opinion Illinois Central Railroad v. 
Illinois257 forms the background of Professor Sax’s public-

ing Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. Morton, 458 F.2d 827, 838 (D.C. Cir. 
1972)).

249. Id. at 558 (“[A] single alleged oversight on a peripheral issue, urged by parties 
who never fully cooperated or indeed raised the issue below, must not be made 
the basis for overturning a decision properly made after an otherwise exhaus-
tive proceeding.”). For an in-depth discussion of NEPA and exhaustion, see 
Paul D. Friedland, Comment, !e Exhaustion Doctrine and NEPA Claims, 79 
C05*3. L. R,2. 385 (1979).

250. See !e National Environmental Policy Act: An Interview with William Hede-
man, Jr., EPA J., Nov./Dec. 1980, available at http://www.epa.gov/aboutepa/
history/topics/nepa/02.html.

251. See generally Denis Binder, Cutting the Nimbian Knot: A Primer, 40 D,P&*5 
L. R,2. 1009 (1991); Orlando Delogu, “NIMBY” Is a National Environmen-
tal Problem, 35 S.D. L. R,2. 198 (1990) (describing NIMBY litigation in 
general).

252. See Binder, supra note 251, at 1051.
253. Joseph L. Sax, !e Public Trust Doctrine in Natural Resource Law: E"ective Judi-

cial Intervention, 6> M#$%. L. R,2. 471 (1970).
254. See id. at 556–58, 565.
255. Nat’l Audubon Soc’y v. Superior Court (Mono Lake), 658 P.2d 709, 724 

(1983). For a lookback at the Mono Lake case, see Craig Anthony Arnold, 
Working Out an Environmental Ethic: Anniversary Lessons from Mono Lake, 4 
W;0. L. R,2. 1 (2004).

256. See Sherry Enzler, How Law Mattered to the Mono Lake Ecosystem, 35 W3. : 
M&'; E.245. L. : P05’; R,2. 413, 440, 475–76 (2011).

257. Ill. Cent. R.R. v. Illinois, 146 U.S. 387 (1892).

trust analysis.258 In 1869, the Illinois legislature granted 
1,000 acres of submerged lands of the Chicago waterfront, 
the bed of Lake Michigan, to the Illinois Central Railroad.259 
It revoked the grant four years later.260 !e Supreme Court 
held that the state holds the lands in trust for the people for 
the purposes of the public trust.261 !e state may make small 
grants, but it may not abdicate general control over lands 
under the navigable waters.262

Professor Sax looked to the “suspicious” path of the Illinois 
legislation that transferred the submerged lands to the rail-
road, as well as similar transactions elsewhere in America,263 
and posited: “When a state holds a resource which is available 
for the free use of the general public, a court will look with 
considerable skepticism upon any governmental conduct 
which is calculated either to reallocate that resource to more 
restricted uses or to subject public uses to the self-interest of 
private parties.”264

Professor Rodgers posits an alternative explanation for the 
public-trust doctrine as “perhaps the strongest contempo-
rary expression of the idea that the legal rights of nature and 
of future generations are enforceable against contemporary 
users.”265 !us, one major purpose of the public trust doc-
trine is to preserve these resources—the water resources—for 
future generations.266

States possess the primary authority to de"ne basic prop-
erty rights over coastal lands.267 !us, they can, in theory, 
rede"ne property rights to the disadvantage of private own-
ers.268 !e public-trust doctrine is a prime vehicle for doing so 
because the private rights, the jus privatum, are subordinate 
to the public rights, the jus publicum.269 States have rede"ned 
the public trust to the detriment of owners, and the Supreme 
Court has twice approved these changes.270

Let us look "rst at cases the Supreme Court did not 
review. Massachusetts and Vermont recognized the shift of 
the use of the waterfront from its historic use in maritime 
commerce to its role in urban development, such as restau-
rants, hotels, gift shops, and condominiums.271 A Vermont 
case involved the ownership of a 1.1-mile strip of "lled lands 

258. Sax, supra note 253, at 489.
259. Ill. Cent. R.R., 146 U.S. at 389, 454.
260. Id. at 389.
261. Id. at 452–54.
262. Id.
263. Sax, supra note 253, at 490, 548–49. A detailed look at the legislation as it 

wound its way through the legislature gives rise to the inference, using today’s 
terms, of corruption or in7uence peddling. !e original bill was to grant some 
waterfront land to the city, but ended up transferring 1,000 acres to a railroad. 
But see Joseph D. Kearney & !omas W. Merrill, !e Origins of the American 
Public Trust Doctrine: What Really Happened in Illinois Central, 71 U. C%#. 
L. R,2. 799 (2004) (providing a diBerent perspective on the Illinois Central 
transaction).

264. Sax, supra note 253, at 490 (emphasis omitted).
265. William H. Rodgers, Jr., Bringing People Back: Toward a Comprehensive !eory 

of Taking in Natural Resources Law, 10 E$050/; L.Q. 205, 239–40 (1982).
266. Id. at 239–41.
267. Sax, supra note 253, at 476.
268. See supra notes 257–262 and accompanying text.
269. Shively v. Bowlby, 152 U.S. 1, 11 (1894) (“[F]or the jus privatum of the owner 

or proprietor is charged with and subject to that jus publicum which belongs 
to the king’s subjects .F.F.F.”).

270. See infra notes 284–304 and accompanying text.
271. See Bos. Waterfront Dev. Corp. v. Commonwealth, 393 N.E.2d 356 (Mass. 

1979); State v. Cent. Vt. Ry., 571 A.2d 1128 (Vt. 1989).
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along the waterfront.272 !e underlying issue was not the 
preservation of traditional public-trust purposes of "shing, 
navigation, and commerce, but who had the right to control 
and pro"t from the redevelopment of the ports.273 !e state 
used the public-trust doctrine to reclassify the original grants 
for ports and waterways, including land grants since "lled in 
by the grantee; it reclassi"ed them from a fee simple absolute 
to a fee simple subject to a condition subsequent, with a right 
of reentry by the public if the original purposes of the grant 
were no longer adhered to.274

!e eBective result was that the City of Burlington, Ver-
mont then owned, and hence controlled and pro"ted by, the 
development of its waterfront,275 even though the railroad’s 
claimed rights traced back to 1827276 and the Vermont Legis-
lature reaDrmed those claimed rights in 1874.277

!e California Supreme Court recognized in Marks v. 
Whitney that the rights traditionally protected by the public-
trust doctrine are navigation, commerce, and "shing,278 but 
the court modernized and extended the protective scope of 
the doctrine:

!e public uses to which tidelands are subject are suDciently 
7exible to encompass changing public needs. In administer-
ing the trust the state is not burdened with an outmoded 
classi"cation favoring one mode of utilization over another. 
!ere is a growing public recognition that one of the most 
important public uses of the tidelands—a use encompassed 
within the tidelands trust—is the preservation of those lands 
in their natural state, so that they may serve as ecological 
units for scienti"c study, as open space, and as environments 
which provide food and habitat for birds and marine life, 
and which favorably aBect the scenery and climate of the 
area.279

Marks v. Whitney was decided in the background of the 
exponential population growth of post–World War II Cali-
fornia, with most of the growth concentrated in the narrow 
coastal zone.280 A few months earlier, the California Supreme 
Court in Associated Home Builders of the Greater East Bay, 
Inc. v. City of Walnut Creek upheld a compulsory-dedication 
statute.281 !e court wrote:

!e elimination of open space in California is a melancholy 
aspect of the unprecedented population increase which has 
characterized our state in the last few decades. Manifestly 
governmental entities have the responsibility to provide park 
and recreation land to accommodate this human expansion 

272. Cent. Vt. Ry., 571 A.2d at 1129.
273. Id. at 1129–30.
274. Id. at 1137.
275. Id.
276. Act of Nov. 12, 1827, No. 38, 1827 Vt. Public & Private Acts 37.
277. Act of Nov. 24, 1874, No. 85, 1874 Vt. Acts & Resolves 117.
278. Marks v. Whitney, 491 P.2d 374, 380 (Cal. 1971).
279. Id. at 380 (citation omitted).
280. See R0/,' A*$% ,4 &5., U.S. G,050/#$&5 S*'2,;, C#'$*5&' ?=K=, U'9&. 

G'064% #. A3,'#$&. C#4#es 6 "g.6 (2004) available at http://pubs.usgs.gov/
circ/2004/circ1252/pdf/circ1252.pdf.

281. Associated Home Builders of the Greater E. Bay, Inc. v. City of Walnut Creek, 
484 P.2d 606, 618 (Cal. 1971).

despite the inexorable decrease of open space available to ful-
"ll such need.282

!e Washington Supreme Court reached a decision 
similar to Marks v. Whitney in Wilbour v. Gallagher, when 
it extended the public-trust doctrine to include “incidental 
rights of "shing, boating, swimming, water skiing, and other 
related recreational purposes.”283

!e U.S. Supreme Court has long upheld and applied the 
public-trust doctrine, but in two cases in the past twenty-"ve 
years has approved the extension by states of the public-trust 
doctrine to further restrict common-law property rights. !e 
"rst of the two Supreme Court cases recognizing the pub-
lic-trust doctrine was Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Mississippi.284 
PlaintiBs owned several tracts of land ranging from one-half 
to almost ten acres in size.285 !ey traced ownership to Span-
ish land grants predating statehood, and had paid property 
taxes for over a century.286 !e tracts were nonnavigable 
wetlands adjacent to a navigable river and were in7uenced 
by tides.287 !e land became potentially valuable because of 
the possible presence of oil underground.288 !e state then 
claimed ownership under the public-trust doctrine and the 
Court agreed with this claim.289

!e second Supreme Court case recognizing the public-
trust doctrine is the recent case Stop the Beach Renourishment, 
Inc. v. Florida Department of Environmental Protection,290 
which involved a major change in Florida law.291 Hurricanes 
eroded several miles of beachfront in the city of Destin and 
Walton County.292 !e state proposed to restore the beach, 
but the eBect would be to cut oB the littoral owners’ con-
nection to the ocean.293 !e right of accretion would end.294 
Signi"cantly, the Supreme Court had earlier invalidated an 
attempt by the state of Washington to cut oB the right of 
accretion.295

282. Id. at 610. !e California Supreme Court also wrote in an implied-beach-
dedication case:

!is intensi"cation of land use combined with the clear public policy 
in favor of encouraging and expanding public access to and use of 
shoreline areas leads us to the conclusion that the courts of this state 
must be as receptive to a "nding of implied dedication of shoreline 
areas as they are to a "nding of implied dedication of roadways.

 Gion v. City of Santa Cruz, 465 P.2d 50, 59 (Cal. 1970).
283. Wilbour v. Gallagher, 462 P.2d 232, 239 (Wash. 1969).
284. Phillips Petroleum Co. v. Mississippi, 484 U.S. 469 (1988).
285. Id. at 472.
286. Id. at 472, 482.
287. Id. at 472.
288. Id.
289. Id. at 472–73.
290. Stop the Beach Renourishment, Inc. v. Fla. Dep’t of Envtl. Prot., 130 S. Ct. 

2592 (2010).
291. See Michael C. Blumm & Elizabeth B. Dawson, !e Florida Beach Case and 

the Road to Judicial Takings, 35 W3. : M&'; E.245. L. : P05’; R,2. 713 
(2011); see also Dandy D. Hollums & Katherine D. David, Slip Slidin’ Away: 
Easements, Avulsions, Access, and the Ever Changing Law of Beach Front Property, 
43 U'9. L&6. 813, 815 (2011).

292. Stop the Beach Renourishment, 130 S. Ct. at 2600.
293. Id.
294. Id. Accretion is the gradual and imperceptible addition of sand, sediment, or 

other deposits to the waterfront land. Conversely, avulsion is the sudden or 
perceptible loss of land or the sudden change in the bed of a lake or stream, 
such as through a storm. Avulsion does not change the boundary line at com-
mon law. !us, the seabed owner has the right to subsequent accretion if avul-
sion has pushed the shore out. See id. at 2598–99.

295. Hughes v. Washington, 389 U.S. 290 (1967).
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Florida had recognized the common-law rule that the 
mean high tide is the ordinary boundary between private 
beachfront and state-owned land.296 !e rights of the litto-
ral owner included beach access, use of the water for certain 
purposes, unobstructed view of the water, and accretion and 
reliction.297 !e ocean shore ebbs and 7ows through natural 
processes. It can be built up or washed away. !e Florida 
Supreme Court rede"ned the right to accretion as a future 
contingent interest rather than a vested property right.298

!e U.S. Supreme Court held that the state had the right 
to "ll its own seabed with the right of accretions subordinate 
to the state’s right to "ll.299 !us, whether the avulsion is nat-
ural or arti"cial, the littoral owner loses the right of accretion, 
and could forever be cut oB from the right to exclude.300 !e 
land is no longer littoral land; it is now upland or inland.301 
!e jus privatum is not extended to the new land.302

Courts have extended application of the public-trust 
doctrine beyond shorelands and waterbeds to other natural 
resources, including wildlife.303 However, it does not extend 
to protect forests or park lands absent speci"c legislative 
protection.304

2. Instream Flow

!e traditional common-law view is that riparians have pri-
ority to water resources.305 Riparian rights might work well 
in the wet East and South, but in the West, especially Texas, 
the Southwest, and southern California, the land is much 
drier.306 !is, in part, led California to pioneer water alloca-
tion based on prior appropriation during the California Gold 
Rush.307 Because water had to be put to constructive use, the 
"rst to use it received a prior right to the resource.308

!e modern approach is that instream 7ows should be 
preserved for habitat protection and "sh 7ows.309 For exam-

296. Stop the Beach Renourishment, 130 S. Ct. at 2599.
297. Id. at 2598.
298. Walton Cnty. v. Stop the Beach Renourishment, Inc., 998 So. 2d 1102, 1112 

(Fla. 2008), a"’d, 130 S. Ct. 2592 (2010).
299. Stop the Beach Renourishment, 130 S. Ct. at 2611.
300. See id. at 2612.
301. See id. at 2612–13.
302. Id.
303. Ctr. for Biological Diversity, Inc. v. FPL Grp., Inc., 83 Cal. Rptr. 3d 588, 595, 

599 (Ct. App. 2008) (“!e public trust doctrine applies to wildlife .F.F.F. [T]
he public trust doctrine commands that the state not abdicate its duty to pre-
serve and protect the public’s interest in common natural resources.” (citation 
omitted)).

304. See, e.g., N.Y. State Assemblyman v. City of New York, 924 N.Y.S.2d 370, 
372–73 (App. Div. 2011).

305. United States v. Rio Grande Dam & Irrigation Co., 174 U.S. 690, 702 (1899).
306. Id. at 704 (“[A]lthough there has been in all the Western states an adoption 

or recognition of the common law, it was early developed in their history that 
[local conditions] .F.F. justi"ed an appropriation of 7owing waters.”).

307. Richard P. Shanahan, Comment, !e Application of California Riparian Water 
Rights Doctrine to Federal Lands in the Mono Lake Basin, 34 H&+4#./+ L.J. 
1293, 1302 (1983).

308. Id.
309. See Nat’l Sci. & Tech. Ctr., Bureau of Land Mgmt., Western States Water 

Laws: Western States Instream Flow Summary, B*',&* 01 L&.( M/34. (n.d.), 
https://docs.google.com/viewer?a=v&q=cache:GpOAao8c1YoJ:www.blm.
gov/nstc/WaterLaws/pdf/StateFlowSummary.pdf+&hl=en&gl=us&pid=bl&
srcid=ADGEESiVxUPhX9yvNuJIb67V-RDPrj5SIPY4UjSjiQqZKLD7ic-
q5Mq81rhK5oV98XDTpiXkluQG1XnGsMlci8Ecds1SvJd8WdO5JrIM-_le-

ple, dams on the Columbia River are managed for salmon 
runs as well as hydroelectric power.310 

3. The False Appeal of Nuisance Law as a Global 
Problem-Solver

!e standard de"nition of a private nuisance is relatively 
simple: a nontrespassory interference with the use and enjoy-
ment of one’s land.311 !e interference must cause signi"-
cant harm,312 and the defendant’s use must be intentional or 
unreasonable or abnormally dangerous.313

A public nuisance is an unreasonable interference with 
a right common to the general public,314 such as the public 
health, peace, safety, comfort, or convenience.315 Although 
air and water pollution and toxic contamination may pose 
a risk to the public, the common-law limitation is that a 
public-nuisance action can normally only be brought by a 
public representative—that is, the attorney general, district 
attorney, or county attorney.316 A private party may bring a 
public-nuisance suit if the injury is diBerent in kind from 
that suBered by the public as a whole.317 A personal injury 
usually quali"es for a private cause of action.318 As we have 
seen, standing can also be conferred by a statute, such as the 
citizen suit provisions common in federal environmental 
legislation.319 Nuisance law provided an eBective remedy in 
many private cases320 and provided a path to punitive dam-
ages in intentional-nuisance cases.321

However, the courts have been unreceptive to broad nui-
sance claims, especially when brought by private plaintiBs 
seeking global environmental solutions that would have 
a signi"cant adverse economic eBect on business. !e "rst 
harbinger was Boomer v. Atlantic Cement Co. in 1970,322 fol-
lowed in 1971 by Diamond v. General Motors in California.323 
Boomer involved a cement plant constructed south of Albany, 
New York in the economically depressed Hudson River Val-

lg8ucdw9xEKiGL0-joVo6gOUT81v6snv&sig=AHIEtbSSMc3V_HeSllYC-
gOwG9SvGx3qcVQ (last visited Mar. 31, 2012).

310. See B0..,2#55, P06,' A(3#.., U.S. D,<’4 01 E.,'/;, DOE/BP-M?JK, 
M&.&/#./ 4%, C05*39#& R#2,' S;+4,3 40 H,5< F#+% (=G?G), available 
at http://www.bpa.gov/corporate/pubs/Managing_the_Columbia_River_sys-
tem_for_"sh_-_Sept_2010.pdf.

311. R,+4&4,3,.4 (S,$0.() 01 T0'4+ §F821D (1979).
312. Id. §F821F.
313. Id. §F822.
314. Id. §F821B(1).
315. Id. §F821B(2)(a).
316. Corvello v. New Eng. Gas Co., 460 F. Supp. 2d 314, 323 (D.R.I. 2006).
317. R,+4&4,3,.4 (S,$0.() 01 T0'4+ § 821C(1) (1979).
318. Id. §F821C cmt. d.
319. See supra Part II.C.4.
320. See, e.g., Spur Indus., Inc. v. Del E. Webb. Dev. Co., 494 P.2d 700 (Ariz. 

1972). Spur Industries involved urban development moving into an agricul-
tural area. Id. at 706–07. !e coming-to-the-nuisance defense failed, and the 
defendant’s feedlot was shut down. Id. at 707–08. Legislatures responded by 
enacting right-to-farm statutes. Jacquelin P. Hand, Right-to-Farm Laws: Break-
ing New Ground in the Preservation of Farmland, MK U. P#44. L. R,2. 289, 
347–48 (1984).

321. Nev. Cement Co. v. Lemler, 514 P.2d 1180 (Nev. 1973).
322. Boomer v. Atl. Cement Co., 257 N.E.2d 870 (N.Y. 1970). For a symposium 

on Boomer, see Joel C. Dobris, Boomer Twenty Years Later: An Introduction, 
with Some Footnotes About “!eory,” 54 A59. L. R,2. 171 (1990).

323. Diamond v. Gen. Motors Corp., 97 Cal. Rptr. 639 (Ct. App. 1971).
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ley.324 Neighbors complained of the air pollution from the 
plant.325 !ey incurred economic losses of $185,000, whereas 
the capital investment in the plant was $45,000,000, and 
it employed 300 workers.326 Morever, the plant had been 
encouraged to come into the area.327

PlaintiBs sought injunctive relief, but the New York Court 
of Appeals essentially limited them to the compensatory 
damages.328 !e court concluded that air pollution was an 
unsolved problem whose resolution would require a massive 
expenditure at the regional and interstate levels.329 !e court 
called for judicial restraint and deferred to legislatures and 
regulatory agencies to act:

A court should not try to [control air pollution] on its own as 
a by-product of private litigation and it seems manifest that 
the judicial establishment is neither equipped in the limited 
nature of any judgment it can pronounce nor prepared to lay 
down and implement an eBective policy for the elimination 
of air pollution. !is is an area beyond the circumference 
of one private lawsuit. It is a direct responsibility for gov-
ernment and should not thus be undertaken as an incident 
to solving a dispute between property owners and a single 
cement plant—one of many—in the Hudson River valley.330

Diamond was a class-action suit brought by an attor-
ney on behalf of 7,119,184 residents of the County of Los 
Angeles against 293 corporations and municipalities, seek-
ing damages for air pollution as well as injunctive relief.331 
!is attempt to deal with the problems of air pollution in the 
county included tort claims based on negligence, nuisance, 
trespass, and products liability.332

!e court found that the requirements for class-action 
suits were not met because of signi"cantly disparate inter-
ests of the class members and a lack of commonality of fact 
between plaintiBs.333 !e court noted that a superior court 
cannot, by decree, abolish air pollution.334 !e resolution 
had to be by the legislature and the regulatory agency.335 !e 
plaintiB ’s objective in the class action suit was “judicial regu-
lation of the processes, products and volume of business of 
the major industries of the county,” which the court held was 
beyond the eBective capability of the courts.336

!e Oregon Supreme Court in an earlier opinion, Martin 
v. Reynolds Metals Co., held that an air pollutant—to wit, 
7uoride particulates—could constitute both a nuisance and 

324. Boomer, 257 N.E.2d at 871; see Dobris, supra note 322, at 173 (describing the 
humble origins of the area around the cement plant).

325. Boomer, 257 N.E.2d at 871.
326. Id. at 873.
327. Shortly after construction began, the town board rezoned the area to “heavy 

industrial” for the plant. See Dobris, supra note 322, at 172.
328. Boomer, 257 N.E.2d at 875.
329. !e majority opinion ignored the health eBects of air pollution, see id. at 871, 

whereas the dissent emphasized them, id. at 875 (Jasen, J., dissenting).
330. Boomer, 257 N.E.2d. at 871.
331. Diamond v. Gen. Motors, 97 Cal. Rptr. 639, 641 (Ct. App. 1971).
332. Id.
333. Id. at 642.
334. Id. at 645.
335. See id.
336. Id. at 646.

a trespass.337 !e molecular invasion of the 7uorides could be 
a suDcient physical invasion to be a trespass.338 In Bradley v. 
American Smelting & Re$ning Co., the plaintiBs attempted to 
apply this theory to the eLuents from the American Smelt-
ing & Re"ning Company’s smelter near Tacoma, Washing-
ton.339 Arsenic and cadmium discharges were found in the 
plaintiBs’ backyard soils on Vaschon Island four miles from 
the smelter, but within safe levels.340 No physical injuries 
existed.341 !e plaintiBs argued, however, that the presence 
of the eLuents constituted a compensable injury due to the 
diminished property value.342 !e federal district case was 
referred to the Washington Supreme Court for an opinion.343

!e Washington Supreme Court was unwilling to grant 
relief without an injury when the decision could close an 
existing manufacturing plant:

!e issues present the con7ict in an industrial society 
between the need of all for the production of goods and the 
desire of the landowner near the manufacturing plant pro-
ducing those goods that his use and enjoyment of his land 
not be diminished by the unpleasant side eBects of the man-
ufacturing process. A reconciliation must be found between 
the interest of the many who are unaBected by the possible 
poisoning and the few who may be aBected.344

!e court cautioned:
While at common law any trespass entitled a landowner to 
recover nominal or punitive damages for the invasion of his 
property, such a rule is not appropriate under the circum-
stances before us. No useful purpose would be served by 
sanctioning actions in trespass by every landowner within 
a hundred miles of a manufacturing plant. Manufacturers 
would be harassed and the litigious few would cause the 
escalation of costs to the detriment of the many. !e ele-
ments that we have adopted for an action in trespass .F .F . 
require that a plaintiB has suBered actual and substantial 
damages.345

Finally, in American Electric Power Co. v. Connecticut, 
the U.S. Supreme Court was unreceptive to the attempted 
use of public-nuisance law to "ght global climate change.346 
Eight states, three land trusts, and New York City "led suit 

337. Martin v. Reynolds Metals Co., 342 P.2d 790, 791, 797 (Or. 1959) (in which 
plaintiBs sought relief on a trespass theory rather than a nuisance theory be-
cause of the longer statute of limitations).

338. Id. at 797.
339. Bradley v. Am. Smelting & Ref. Co., 635 F. Supp. 1154, 1155–56 (W.D. 

Wash. 1986). !e smelter was commonly called “the Tacoma Smelter” even 
though it was technically in a small hamlet called Ruston. !e author taught 
at the University of Puget Sound in Tacoma from 1975 to 1978 and was able 
to take a class on a tour of the facility. !e smelter opened in 1889, and lasted 
almost a century, closing in 1985. It looked like a relic of the Industrial Age 
that one could picture in old movies.

340. See id. at 1155, 1157.
341. See id. at 1157.
342. Id.
343. Bradley v. Am. Smelting & Ref. Co., 709 P.2d 782 (Wash. 1985).
344. Id. at 785.
345. Id. at 791.
346. Am. Elec. Power v. Connecticut, 131 S. Ct. 2527, 2537 (2011) (“We hold that 

the Clean Air Act and the EPA actions it authorizes displace any federal com-
mon law right to seek abatement of carbon-dioxide emissions from fossil-fuel 
"red power plants.”).
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against "ve electric utilities that ran fossil-fuel plants in 
twenty states, the emissions of which allegedly constituted 
a public nuisance contributing to global warming through 
carbon dioxide emissions.347 !e complaint alleged violations 
of the federal common law of interstate nuisance and of state 
tort law.348 Injunctive relief was sought; speci"cally, plaintiBs 
sought caps on carbon dioxide emissions and annual emis-
sions reductions for a decade.349

!e Court referred to the City of Milwaukee v. Illinois 
cases350 to hold that Congress had displaced the federal com-
mon law of interstate air pollution by speaking directly to the 
question at issue.351 !e Court further reasoned that EPA is 
“best suited to serve as primary regulator of greenhouse gas 
emissions.”352 !e agency with the expertise is in a better posi-
tion to regulate the emissions rather than individual federal 
district-court judges, who lack the “scienti"c, economic, and 
technological resources” of the agency.353 Because the Clean 
Air Act provided one track—the administrative track—to 
seek limits on the emissions, “no room [exists] for a parallel 
track.”354

!e pattern has been a closed loop since Boomer and Dia-
mond, continuing through American Electric Power Co.; the 
courts have been unwilling to resolve broad societal problems 
using public-nuisance law. !ey believe that the legislatures 
and regulatory agencies are in a better position to address air 
and water pollution on a macro level.

C. Constitutional Issues

Constitutional law became a critical component of environ-
mental law with early emphasis on the Takings Clause.355 
Soon though, the Commerce Clause became more signi"-
cant, both as a source of authority for the enactment of envi-
ronmental-protection statutes356 and as a restraint on state 
and local protectionist measures “outwardly guised in the 
currently fashionable garb of environmental protection.”357 
Also playing roles in environmental protection have been the 

347. Id. at 2532. !e four private utilities and the Tennessee Valley Authority al-
legedly emitted 25% of the domestic emissions from power plants, 10% of 
emissions from all domestic activities, and 2.5% of anthropogenic emissions 
globally. Id. at 2534.

348. Id. at 2529.
349. Id. at 2534.
350. City of Milwaukee v. Illinois, 451 U.S. 304 (1981); see infra Part VIII.A.
351. Id. at 2537. !e Court did not decide the issue of the applicability of state tort 

law. Id. at 2540.
352. Id. at 2539.
353. Id.
354. Id. at 2531.
355. U.S. C0.+4. amend. V; see infra Part III.C.2.
356. U.S. C0.+4. art. I, §F8, cl. 3; see, e.g., Pennsylvania v. Union Gas, 491 U.S. 1, 

5 (1989) (holding that Congress has the authority, pursuant to the Commerce 
Clause, to permit a suit for monetary damages against a state under CERCLA). 
Congress’s powers under the Commerce Clause may not be unlimited in light 
of United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549 (1995), and United States v. Morrison, 
529 U.S. 598 (2000).

357. City of Philadelphia v. New Jersey, 473 U.S. 617, 625–26 (1978) (internal 
quotation marks omitted). New Jersey attempted to extend the life of its 
land"lls by banning out-of-state waste. !e Court adopted a test of simple 
protectionism: “[W]here simple economic protectionism is eBected by state 
legislation, a virtually per se rule of invalidity has been erected.” Id. at 624; see 
also Pike v. Bruce Church, Inc., 397 U.S. 137 (1971).

Property Clause,358 Taxing and Spending Clause,359 Com-
pact Clause,360 and First Amendment.361

Even questions of sovereign immunity were raised with 
Congress reiterating that it intended for federal facilities to 
be bound by the federal statutes, especially air and water.362 
!e Supreme Court held in several cases that Congress had 
not clearly waived sovereign immunity in requiring federal 

358. U.S. C0.+4. art. IV, §F3, cl. 2 (“!e Congress shall have Power to dispose of 
and make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other 
Property belonging to the United States .F.F.F.”). !e Supreme Court held in 
Kleppe v. New Mexico, 426 U.S. 529, 540 (1976), that the United States acts as 
both a proprietor and in a legislative capacity. !e Property Clause is a critical 
tool for federal regulation because roughly one-third of the nation’s lands are 
owned by the federal government. See Donna Holt, !e History of Sustainable 
Development—Connecting the Dots, I.4’5 C#4;/C0*.4; M/34. A++’. (Nov. 
10, 2010), http://icma.org/en/icma/knowledge_network/blogs/blogpost/115/
!e_History_of_Sustainable_Development__Connecting_the_Dots. Sover-
eign immunity, the Property Clause, and the Supremacy Clause, U.S. C0.+4. 
art. VI, cl. 2, thereby protect the federal government from state and local regu-
lation of its property unless authorized by Congress. See Kleppe, 426 U.S. at 
540 (noting that “[a]lthough the Property Clause does not authorize an exer-
cise of a general control over public policy in a State, it does permit an exercise 
of the complete power which Congress has over particular public property 
entrusted to it.” (internal quotation marks omitted)).

359. U.S. C0.+4. art. I, § 8, cl. 1; see South Dakota v. Dole, 483 U.S. 203 (1987) 
(Congress could condition the receipt of federal highway funds upon states’ 
raising the drinking age to 21); Nevada v. Skinner, 884 F.2d 445, 447–48 (9th 
Cir. 1989) (states faced a potential loss of 95% of their highway funds unless 
they adopted the 55-miles-per-hour speed limit). For background, see general-
ly Denis Binder, !e Spending Clause as a Positive Source of Environmental Law: 
A Primer, 4 C%&<. L. R,2. 147 (2001), which is part of Chapman’s symposium 
on the spending power. With respect to taxation, as long as the measure raises 
revenue, the Supreme Court has decided not to pass upon the reasonableness 
of the measure. City of Pittsburgh v. Alco Parking Corp., 417 U.S. 369 (1974) 
(upholding twenty percent gross-revenue tax imposed on private parking ga-
rages, but not their public competitors).

360. U.S. C0.+4. art. I, §10, cl. 3. For an example of how the Compact Clause 
could eBect environmental regulatory eBorts amongst the states, see Claire 
Carothers, Note, United We Stand: !e Interstate Compact as a Tool for E"ecting 
Climate Change, 41 G&. L. R,2. 229, 235–36 (2006).

361. U.S. C0.+4. amend. I. !e First Amendment has protected citizens in arguing 
against proposed developments when the developers retaliate by "ling suits 
against them, such as for defamation and tortious interference. !e classic case 
is Edwards v. National Audubon Society, Inc., 556 F.2d 113 (2d Cir. 1977); 
see Floyd Abrams, !e First Amendment in the Second Circuit: Re%ections on 
Edwards v. National Audubon Society, Inc., the Past and the Future, 65 S4. 
J0%.’+ L. R,2. 731 (1991). Professors Pring and Canan of the University of 
Denver Law School coined the term “SLAPP suits” (strategic lawsuits against 
public participation) to describe these actions. See Penelope Canan & George 
W. Pring, Research Note, Studying Strategic Lawsuits Against Public Participa-
tion: Mixing Quantitative and Qualitative Approaches, 22 L&6 : S0$’; R,2. 
385 (1988). Lawsuits were brought by developers against citizen intervenors, 
community activists, environmental organizations in an attempt to chill their 
activities. See generally id.; Penelope Canan & George W. Pring, Strategic Law-
suits Against Public Participation, 35 S0$. P'09+. 506 (1988). For additional 
background, see Note, Counterclaim and Countersuit Harassment of Private 
Environmental Plainti"s: !e Problem, Its Implications, and Proposed Solutions, 
74 M#$%. L. R,2. 106 (1975); see, e.g., Sierra Club v. Butz, 349 F. Supp. 934, 
935–36, 938–99 (N.D. Cal. 1972) (dismissing counterclaims for interference 
with advantageous relationship against plaintiBs, who sought injunctive relief 
against logging company); Yiamouyiannis v. Consumers Union of the U.S., 
619 F.2d 932 (2d Cir. 1980) (concerning SLAPP suit against opponents of the 
7uoridation of public water supplies). Some states, such as California, have en-
acted anti-SLAPP-suit statutes. C&5. C#2. P'0$. C0(, §F425.16 (West 2011); 
see Troy Grp., Inc. v. Wilson, 364 F. Supp. 2d 1149 (C.D. Cal. 2005) (grant-
ing motion to dismiss defamation suit pursuant to California’s anti-SLAPP 
provision). One of the author’s Chapman colleagues, Professor Susan Paterno, 
who teaches English and journalism, was caught up in SLAPP litigation. See 
Paterno v. Superior Court, 78 Cal. Rptr. 3d 244, 248–49. (Ct. App. 2008).

362. See U.S. Dep’t of Energy v. Ohio, 503 U.S. 607, 613 (1992) (noting that the 
Clean Water Act and the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act “render 
federal agencies liable for "nes imposed to induce them to comply with injunc-
tions or other judicial orders designed to modify behavior prospectively”).
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facilities to comply with federal and state environmental-
protection measures.363

1. The Constitutional Right to a Clean, Healthy, 
and Safe Environment

Early attempts to craft a federal constitutional right to a clean 
environment failed because no such right expressly appears 
in the Constitution and courts were unwilling to stretch 
the Ninth Amendment that far.364 However, several states 
have constitutional provisions providing for environmental 
protection.365 For example, New York’s unique forever wild 
clause was intended to protect the forever wild sections of the 
Adirondacks from development.366 More general provisions 
simply have not been eBective, often because they are not 
self-enforcing.367

2. The Takings Issue

Takings jurisprudence has at times been murky,368 and 
there is a fear that in light of a series of state cases on 
wetlands preservation,369 7oodplains zoning,370 and strip 

363. See, e.g., id.; Ruckelshaus v. Sierra Club, 463 U.S. 680 (1983). But see Pennsyl-
vania v. Union Gas Co., 491 U.S. 1, 10 (1989) (noting that the plain language 
of CERCLA acts as a clear waiver of the United States’ sovereign immunity 
with respect to environmental-cleanup cases). !ese cases constitute cruel and 
unusual punishment for law students to read.

364. See, e.g., Ely v. Velde, 451 F.2d 1130, 1139 (4th Cir. 1971); Pinkney v. Ohio 
Envtl. Prot. Agency, 375 F. Supp. 305, 310 (N.D. Ohio 1974). Justice Doug-
las believed the environment may be entitled to constitutional protection. He 
once opined “[T]he right of the people to education or to work or to recreation 
. . . , like the right to pure air and pure water, may well be rights ‘retained by the 
people’ under the Ninth Amendment.” Palmer v. !ompson, 403 U.S. 217, 
233–34 (1971) (Douglas, dissenting). 

365. See R09,'4 M,54), C0./. R,+. S,'2#$,, RS =GG>M, R#/%4 40 & C5,&. E.-
2#'0.3,.4 P'02#+#0.+ #. S4&4, C0.+4#4*4#0.+, &.( A'/*3,.4+ &+ 40 
A F,(,'&5 C0*.4,'<&'4 (?@@@), available at http://digital.library.unt.edu/
ark:/67531/metacrs1023/m1/1/high_res_d/RS20084_1999Feb23.html.

366. N.Y. C0.+4. art XIV, §F1; see Ass’n for the Prot. of the Adirondacks v. Mac-
Donald, 170 N.E. 902 (N.Y. 1930).

367. See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Nat’l Gettysburg Battle"eld Tower, Inc., 311 A.2d 
588, 591 (Pa. 1973). !e case involved the proposed construction of a 307’ 
observation tower overlooking the Gettysburg battle site. !e developers, hav-
ing won the case, built the tower. However, it was demolished 25 years later on 
July 3, 2000, after the state paid $3 million in eminent domain proceedings 
to acquire the tract of land and the structure on it. See George Strawley, 1970s 
Tower at Gettysburg Demolished, A++0$#&4,( P',++, July 4, 2000, http://web.
archive.org/web/20091022131126/http://geocities.com/ntgreencitizen/tower.
html.

368. See generally Nestor M. Davidson, !e Problem of Equality in Takings, 102 N6. 
U. L. R,2. 1, 6–28 (2008) (discussing the Supreme Court’s at-times murky 
analysis of the Takings Clause, and distilling from more recent approaches 
three fundamental principles underlying the Court’s Takings jurisprudence).

369. See MacGibbon v. Bd. of Appeals, 255 N.E.2d 347, 351 (Mass. 1969) ("nd-
ing, in response to a zoning board’s decision to deny special permits for physical 
changes or improvements on any coastal wetland within the board’s jurisdic-
tion, that “[t]he preservation of privately owned land in its natural, unspoiled 
state for the enjoyment and bene"t of the public by preventing the owner 
from using it for any practical purpose is not within the scope and limits of 
any power of authority delegated to municipalities under the [Massachusetts] 
Zoning Enabling Act”).

370. Floodplains zoning was upheld in Vartelas v. Water Resources Commission, 153 
A.2d 822, 825 (Conn. 1959), and Iowa Natural Resources Council v. Van Zee, 
158 N.W.2d 111, 118 (Iowa 1968), but rejected in Hager v. Louisville & Je"er-
son County Planning & Zoning Commission, 261 S.W.2d 619, 620 (Ky. 1953), 
Morris County Land Improvement Co. v. Township of Parsippany-Troy Hills, 193 
A.2d 232, 243-44 (N.J. 1963), and Dooley v. Town Plan & Zoning Commission 
of Fair$eld, 197 A.2d 770, 774–75 (Ct. 1964).

mining,371 the Takings Clause could pose a major restric-
tion on environmental legislation.372 Contemporary schol-
ars are still seeking a grand theory of takings, a standard 
that would decide the constitutionality of almost every 
government restriction on the use of property.373 Scholars 
read each new Supreme Court takings opinion with trepi-
dation, looking for nuances and guidance for future cases, 
only to be disappointed. As discussed immediately below, 
the only clear thing in the world of property is that today’s 
property rights are not as great as those of our ancestors.

3. The Diminution of Traditional Property Rights

!e lack of de"nitive standards in takings law has resulted in 
uncertainty around the present-day rights of property own-
ers.374 !e Environmental Era has clearly diminished these 
rights.375 Professor Donald Large wrote a prophetic article, 
!is Land is Whose Land? Changing Concepts of Land as Prop-
erty, in 1973:

Present pressures on the land .F.F. are not the result of villainy 
or evil-minded people bent on destroying the environment 
for personal pro"t. !ey are the result of our attitude toward 
land as property, an attitude which initially was neither evil 
nor wrong. Our property concepts were developed in a time 
when exploitation of the land’s bounty was seen as a social 
good to be encouraged. While these concepts may have 
made sense in such a milieu, we are beginning to run out 
of land to waste. Although many land uses will of course 
continue, potential uses must now be weighed against the 
needs of the ecosystem as a whole. In this new context our 
traditional notions of land as property are becoming increas-
ingly irrelevant and even harmful.376

Professor Sax echoed these sentiments in a 1983 article:
I believe that we have moved in recent years from a situation 
(characterized by conventional urban zoning) in which we 

371. See N. Ill. Coal Co. v. Medill, 72 N.E.2d 844, 844, 848 (Ill. 1947) (invalidat-
ing strip-mining regulations as unconstitutional, in part because they singled 
out strip mining from other mining activities); see also Md. Coal & Realty Co. 
v. Bureau of Mines, 69 A.2d 471, 473, 477 (Md. 1949) (invalidating strip-
mining regulations as unconstitutional that exempted certain counties from 
the regulations). Contra DuFour v. Maize, 56 A.2d 675, 676, 681 (Pa. 1948) 
(aDrming dismissal of challenge to statute to regulating strip mining).

372. Cf. Ruckelshaus v. Monsanto Co., 467 U.S. 986, 992–93, 1010–16 (1984) 
(holding that EPA, under regulations promulgated under the Federal Insecti-
cide, Fungicide, and Rodenticide Act that required certain pesticide users to 
provide certain data, and that that data would be used in considering other 
applications for pesticide use, deprived plaintiB of a property right in a trade 
secret without compensation, in violation of the Takings Clause).

373. See, e.g., Christopher S. Kiefer, Note, Reconciling the Internal Inconsistency & 
Resolving the Denominator Problem in Takings Law, 10 B.U. P*9. I.4. L.J. 171, 
192–93 (2000).

374. Cf. Joseph Sax, Some !oughts on the Decline of Private Property, K> W&+%. L. 
R,2. 481, 481 (1983) (expressing a belief that society is in the midst of a trans-
formation that is rede"ning property rights to the disadvantage of property 
owners).

375. Property rights were probably never totally laissez-faire in the United States, 
but the Supreme Court opinion in Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U.S. 365, 
373 (1926), upheld comprehensive zoning and sparked the twentieth-century 
diminution in property rights.

376. Donald W. Large, !is Land is Whose Land? Changing Concepts of Land as Prop-
erty, 1973 W#+. L. R,2. 1039, 1082 (1973) (footnotes omitted).
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generally encourage developmental rights, though recogniz-
ing they must from time to time be restrained, to one in 
which developmental activity has itself become suspect. As 
a result, we are in the midst of a major transformation in 
which property rights are being fundamentally rede"ned to 
the disadvantage of property owners.377

He recognized the developmental ethic, which had con-
trolled America prior to the Environmental Era:

!e building of the railroads, the irrigation of the arid West, 
the electri"cation of rural areas, the growth of great cities, 
even the belching steel mills of Pittsburgh or Gary, idealized 
America on the march, putting the world on wheels, serv-
ing as the breadbasket and the arsenal of democracy. Such 
images were at least as powerful as the current imagery of 
the wilderness or of our historic heritage. !e nonexclusive 
consumption bene"ts of a symbolic sort that 7owed from 
these activities were in harmony with conventional exclusive 
consumption bene"ts that 7owed to users and builders. !e 
pro"ts that came to landowners in allocating property to 
development automatically brought in their wake a sense of 
common purpose to a public enlivened by an idea of prog-
ress tied to development.378

Professor Sax explained the major transformation in 
property law, away from the development ethic that he saw 
emerging:

I argue that Penn Central [Transportation Co. v. City of New 
York] and its companions do not turn on the compensation/
no compensation issue, which has traditionally dominated 
legal thinking about property. Instead, they address the allo-
cational function of property. Put as bluntly as possible my 
thesis is this: We have endowed individuals and enterprises 
with property because we assume that the private ownership 
system will allocate and reallocate the property resource to 
socially desirable uses. Any such allocational system will, of 
course, fail from time to time. But when the system regularly 
fails to allocate property to “correct” uses, we begin to lose 
faith in the system itself. Just as older systems of property, 
like feudal tenures, declined as they became nonfunctional, 
so our own system is declining to the extent it is perceived 
as a functional failure. Since such failures are becoming 
increasingly common, the property rights that lead to such 
failures are increasingly ceasing to be recognized.379

IV. Equity

!e key to eBective relief for environmentalists in many 
disputes is the granting of injunctive relief prior to com-
mencement of the project, or in extreme cases prior to the 
completion of the proposed project.380 Temporary restrain-

377. Sax, supra note 374, at 481.
378. Id. at 489.
379. Id. at 484.
380. See generally 1 G,0'/, C&3,'0. C0//#.+ : R09,'4 L. G5#$-+3&., P*95#$ 

N&4*'&5 R,+0*'$,+ L&6 § 8:54 (2d ed. 2011). Courts have historically been 
hesitant in stopping on-going projects, especially when a project has been com-
pleted. See, e.g., Sequoia Forestkeeper v. U.S. Forest Serv., No. CV F 09-392 

ing orders and preliminary injunctions are designed to main-
tain the status quo pending a full trial seeking a permanent 
injunction.381 Two early cases, discussed below, tested tradi-
tional rules of equity in determining the status quo.

In Canal Authority of Florida v. Callaway, a case involv-
ing the Cross Florida Barge Canal,382 the court laid out the 
traditional requirements for preliminary injunctive relief: (1) 
a substantial likelihood that the plaintiB will prevail on the 
merits, (2) a substantial threat that the plaintiB will suBer 
irreparable injury if the injunction is denied, (3) the threat-
ened injury to the plaintiB outweighs the threatened harm 
to the defendant if the injunction is issued, and (4) granting 
injunctive relief will not disserve the public interest.383

!e Cross Florida Barge Canal was "rst authorized by 
Congress in 1942 with construction beginning in 1964.384 
An injunction was issued under NEPA in 1971,385 followed 
by an executive order halting the project several days later.386 
!e Canal, if completed, would have been an environmen-
tal disaster,387 bifurcating Florida. It would have cut through 
north-central Florida, linking the Gulf Coast with the port 
of Jacksonville through a series of locks.388 !e canal con-
struction project was “one-third complete and approximately 
$74 million had been spent on land acquisition and con-
struction” when the project was halted.389

Rodman Dam was completed on the Ocklawaha River in 
1968 as part of the project.390 A lake, approximately sixteen 
miles long, 7ooded 13,000 acres of partially cleared land in 
Ocklawaha Valley.391 About 1,135 acres of large hardwood 
trees had been left standing prior to the 7ooding to serve 

LJO JLT, 2011 WL 902120, at *10 (E.D. Cal. Mar. 15, 2011) (denying pre-
liminary injunction of a water diversion that had been occurring for more than 
100 years). But see Tenn. Valley Auth. v. Hill, 437 U.S. 153 (1978) (upholding 
injunction of construction of a dam project that was eighty percent completed 
when lawsuit was "led).

381. See Canal Auth. of Fla. v. Callaway, 489 F.2d 567, 573 (5th Cir. 1974) (“[T]
he court must remember that a preliminary injunction is an extraordinary and 
drastic remedy which should not be granted unless the movant clearly carries 
the burden of persuasion. !e primary justi"cation for applying this remedy is 
to preserve the court’s ability to render a meaningful decision on the merits.”).

382. Id. at 570.
383. Id. at 572.
384. See Envtl. Def. Fund Inc. v. Corps of Eng’rs of the U.S. Army, 324 F. Supp. 

878, 881 (D.D.C. 1971) (discussed in the court’s "ndings of fact).
385. See id. at 883.
386. See Callaway, 489 F.2d at 570. President Nixon responded to protests and law-

suits and issued the executive order. Marjorie Harris Carr Cross Florida Green-
way, N&4’5 R,$',&4#0. T'&#5+, http://www.americantrails.org/nationalrecre-
ationtrails/trailNRT/Carr-Cross-Florida-Greenway.html (last visited May 16, 
2012). A common belief at the time was that he wanted to gain points with 
environmentalists. Because the Cross Florida Barge Canal was not a project of 
his administration, the President had little diDculty in ending a predecessor’s 
project.

387. See Envtl. Def. Fund, 324 F. Supp. at 880 (discussing various communications 
in mid-to-late 1970 between government oDcials, the consensus being that 
there was “a strong probability that further construction and related operations 
[of the canal] .F.F. might irreparably damage marine and plant life and a primary 
source of drinking water for the State of Florida”).

388. See S4,2,. N055 : M. D&2#( T,/,(,', F'03 E8<50#4&4#0. 40 C0.+,'2&-
4#0.: A H#+40'; 01 4%, M&'I0'#, H&''#+ C&'' C'0++ F50'#(& G',,.6&; 
27 (2003), available at http://www.dep.state.7.us/gwt/cfg/pdf/History_Re-
port.pdf.

389. See Marjorie Harris Carr Cross Florida Greenway—History, F5&. D,<’4 E.245. 
P'04,$4#0., http://www.dep.state.7.us/gwt/cfg/history.htm (last updated 
May 31, 2011).

390. Callaway, 489 F.2d at 570.
391. Id.
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as "sh habitat.392 !ese trees were now being progressively 
killed oB by the 7ooding.393

With the judicial and executive orders halting further work 
on the Cross Florida Barge Canal, opponents of the project 
then sought a partial drawdown.394 !e fate of approximately 
120,000 trees and the river’s swamp forest was at stake.395 
Proponents of the project opposed any drawdown.396

In light of the factors used to determine whether a pre-
liminary injunction should be granted, the basic issue fac-
ing the court was whether the district court properly applied 
those factors to allow a meaningful decision on the merits.397 
In this case, although the physical status quo was the partial 
submersion of the trees, the court observed that irreparable 
harm could arise from that status quo itself, and it remanded 
the case back to the district court for a proper weighing of 
the preliminary-injunction factors.398

A second case, Punnett v. Carter, involved the plight of 
the “Atomic Veterans,” who viewed the aboveground nuclear 
tests in the Nevada desert between 1951 and 1962.399 !e 
suit sought preliminary injunctive relief, alleging that the 
plaintiBs were exposed to a high level of radiation, result-
ing in genetic damages to the plaintiBs, and miscarriages 
and mutagenic injuries to their children.400 !e relief sought 
included the issuance of public warnings of the mutagenic 
risks, and a permanent injunction enjoining the defendants 
from causing anyone to participate in peacetime testing of 
nuclear weapons without warning them of the dangers, as 
well as compensatory and exemplary damages, and attorneys’ 
fees and costs.401

!e preliminary relief sought would have substantially 
changed the status quo by eBectively granting the plaintiBs 
substantial portions of the ultimate relief they sought in 
the lawsuit.402 !e plaintiBs’ case also presented substantial 
problems in their factual analysis and assumptions.403

Judges in equity have changed many of the traditional 
rules of equity to provide environmental relief.404 Because 
the purpose of temporary restraining orders and preliminary 

392. Id.
393. Id.
394. See id. at 570–71.
395. Id. at 572.
396. Id. at 571.
397. See id. at 573.
398. See id. at 576 (“[T]here is [no] particular magic in the phrase ‘status quo.’ !e 

purpose of a preliminary injunction is always to prevent irreparable injury so as 
to preserve the court’s ability to render a meaningful decision on the merits. It 
often happens that this purpose is furthered by preservation of the status quo, 
but not always. If the currently existing status quo itself is causing one of the 
parties irreparable injury, it is necessary to alter the situation so as to prevent 
the injury .F.F.F.”).

399. Punnett v. Carter, 621 F.2d 578, 580 (3d Cir. 1980). For more information 
about the Atomic Veterans, see N&4’5 A++’. 01 A403#$ V,4,'&.+, http://
www.naav.com/ (last visited May 16, 2012).

400. Punnett, 621 F.2d at 580.
401. Id.
402. Id. at 583.
403. See id. at 583–86 (discussing the questionable "ndings of the plaintiBs’ expert 

witnesses and how that evidence was insuDcient to establish a likelihood that 
the plaintiBs would succeed on merits of their claims).

404. See generally Daniel A. Farber, Equitable Discretion, Legal Duties, and Envi-
ronmental Injunctions, MK U. P#44. L. R,2. K?E, 515–27 (1984) (examining 
three Supreme Court decisions on equitable discretion in the environmental 
context).

injunctions is to preserve the status quo,405 plaintiBs are usu-
ally required to post bonds to compensate the defendant in 
the event that the injunction turns out to have been improvi-
dently granted.406 Forcing a public-interest complainant 
to post a bond in a large sum could chill the "ling of such 
complaints.407 Courts often upheld the letter of the law of 
equity but deferred to the spirit of equity by allowing the 
public-interest complainants to post only nominal bonds.408 
Legislatures also set ceilings on the bonds to be required of 
environmentalists.409

V. Environmental Issues over Time

A. The Neverending Issues: Sisyphus and the 
Environment

A Rip Van Winkle environmentalist who just awoke after a 
forty-year nap would be amazed at how many of the pre-nap 
issues still exist. Environmental protection to some extent 
echoes Nietzsche’s eternal recurrence of history410 or Yogi 
Berra’s “It’s déjà vu all over again.”411 Massive oil spills still 
occur, as witnessed by the Exxon Valdez,412 the Deepwater 

405. See Granny Goose Foods, Inc. v. Bhd. of Teamsters Local No. 70,F415 U.S. 
423, 439 (1974) (“[T]emporary restraining orders .F.F. should be restricted to 
serving their underlyingFpurposeFof preserving theFstatus quoFand preventing 
irreparable harm just so long as is necessary to hold a hearing, and no longer.”); 
Hollon v. Mathis Indep. Sch. Dist., 491 F.2d 92, 93 (5th Cir. 1974) (“!e 
purpose of a preliminary injunction is to preserve the status quo during litiga-
tion to determine the merits of the case for permanent injunction.”).

406. See Ross-Whitney Corp. v. Smith Kline & French Labs.,F207 F.2d 190, 198 
(9th Cir. 1953) (“Where the injunction is granted, the enjoined party is pro-
tected by the requirement that the petitioner post a bond and by the require-
ment that the court support its discretionary action with "ndings of fact and 
conclusions of law.”).

407. Cf. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc. v. Morton, 337 F. Supp. 167, 169 (D.D.C. 
1971) (“!e requirement of more than a nominal amount as security would 
in the Court’s opinion sti7e the intent of [NEPA], since these three ‘concerned 
private organizations’ would be precluded from obtaining judicial review of the 
defendant’s actions.”), motion for summary reversal denied, 458 F.2d 827 (D.C. 
Cir. 1972).

408. See, e.g., W. Va. Highlands Conservancy v. Island Creek Coal Co., 441 F.2d 
232, 236 (4th Cir. 1971) (“After a hearing at which evidence was oBered as to 
potential harm as a result of the injunction, the district judge determined that 
Conservancy need post only a $100 bond to protect suDciently both defen-
dants.”); Alabama ex rel. Baxley v. Corps of Eng’rs of the U.S. Army, 411 F. 
Supp. 1261, 1276 (N.D. Ala. 1976) (“[P]laintiBs shall give as security a good 
and suDcient bond in the amount of One Dollar ($1.00) for the payment of 
such costs and damages as may be incurred or suBered by any party who is 
found to have been wrongfully enjoined or restrained.”). But see Natural Res. 
Def. Council, Inc. v. Grant, 355 F. Supp. 280, 285 (E.D.N.C. 1973) (recount-
ing that the court “denied the PlaintiBs’ motion to reduce security to $100 and 
again directed the PlaintiBs to post security in the amount of $75,000”).

409. See, e.g., M&++. G,.. L&6+ ch. 214, §F7a (2010) (“!e court may require the 
plaintiBs to post a surety or cash bond in a sum of not less than "ve hundred 
nor more than "ve thousand dollars to secure the payment of any costs which 
may be assessed against the plaintiBs in the event that they do not prevail.”).

410. See F'#,('#$% N#,4)+$%,, !e Gay Science, in T%, P0'4&95, N#,4)+$%, 93, 
101–02 (Walter Kaufmann ed., 1976) (1954). Nietzsche was a favorite of the 
children of the 1960s. See W&54,' K&*13&.., Preface to the !ird Edition 
(1968), in N#,4)+$%,: P%#50+0<%,', P+;$%050/#+4, A.4#$%'#+4, at v, vii–
viii (4th ed. 1974).

411. See Zellmer, supra note 47, at 385 n.† (2008).
412. See Richard Mauer, Unlicensed Mate Was in Charge of Ship that Hit Reef, Exxon 

Says, N.Y. T#3,+, Mar. 27, 1989, at A1.
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Horizon,413 and the Tennessee Valley Authority’s coal-ash-
tailings dam failure on December 22, 2008.414

!e country is still "ghting the toxics issue, with many of 
the chemicals that replaced dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane 
(“DDT”) also being banned.415 Our air416 and water417 are 
cleaner. Smog itself no longer exists, but only because EPA 
changed the name from “smog” to “ozone.”418 We still have 
an ozone problem,419 but the air of cities such as Los Ange-
les420 and Denver421 has measurably improved.

1. Strip Mining

Strip mining, also known as surface mining or open-cut 
mining,422 was a major environmental problem forty years 
ago. Unregulated strip mining resulted in substantial acid 
mine waters polluting the streams of Appalachia, landslides, 
erosion, cutting oB of animal trails, and aesthetic degrada-
tion.423 John Prine wrote a song, Paradise, about the Peabody 
Coal Company’s strip mine in Paradise, Kentucky.424 In 
the song, Pine laments that natural beauty of his childhood 
home was forever gone, replaced by Peabody’s strip-mining 
operation.425 Peabody’s defensive public comments following 
the release of the song prompted Prine to return home and 

413. See Editor’s Note, [2010] 40 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. L. Inst.) 11,030 (Nov. 
2010).

414. See Mays v. Tenn. Valley Auth., 699 F. Supp. 2d 991, 998 (E.D. Tenn. 2010) 
(“As a result of the dike failure, approximately 5.4 million cubic yards of coal 
ash sludge spilled from the 84-acre containment area of the Swan Pond facili-
ties to an adjacent area of about 300 acres .F.F.F.”).

415. See Stockholm Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, opened for signa-
ture May 23, 2001, 2256 U.N.T.S. 119 (entered into force May 17, 2004). An 
initial “dirty dozen” of proscribed chemicals included chlordane, heptachlor, 
mirex, and toxaphene, id. annex A, pt. I, some of which had been involved in 
toxic-torts litigation. See, e.g., Conde v. Velsicol Chem. Corp., 24 F.3d 809, 
810 (6th Cir. 1994) (alleging personal injuries and property damage following 
exposure to chlordane); Villari v. Terminix Int’l, Inc., 692 F. Supp. 568, 570 
(E.D. Pa. 1988) (alleging that defendant pest-control corporation contami-
nated plaintiBs’ home with heptachlor).

416. See Air Quality Trends, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/airtrends/aqtrends.html (last 
updated Jan. 5, 2012).

417. See Robert W. Adler, Resilience, Restoration, and Sustainability: Revisiting the 
Fundamental Principles of the Clean Water Act, E= W&+%. U. J.L. : P05’; ?E@, 
172 (2010).

418. Cf. EPA, A#' Q*&5#4; G*#(, 10' O)0., 2 (2008), available at http://www.
epa.gov/airnow/aqguide.pdf (last updated Mar. 1, 2008) (“Ozone .F.F. is a ma-
jor part of urban smog.”).

419. Cf. Key Findings, A3. L*./ A++’., http://www.stateoftheair.org/2012/key-
"ndings/ (last visited May 16, 2012) (noting that despite improvements in 
air quality during a survey period from 2008 to 2010, “over 121 million peo-
ple—41% of the [United States]—still suBer pollution levels that are too often 
dangerous to breathe”).

420. See State of the Air 2011: California, A3. L*./ A++’., http://www.stateoftheair.
org/2012/states/california/los-angeles-06037.html (last visited May 16, 2012).

421. See State of the Air 2011: Colorado, A3. L*./ A++’., http://www.stateoftheair.
org/2012/states/colorado/denver-08031.html (last visited May 16, 2012).

422. See Denis Binder, A Novel Approach to Reasonable Regulation of Strip Mining, EM 
U. P#44. L. R,2. EE@, 339 (1973) (noting that strip mining is a form of surface 
mining); See N. Ill. Coal Co. v. Medill, 72 N.E.2d 844, 844 (Ill. 1947) (noting 
that strip mining is also referred to as “open cut” mining).

423. Id. at 343–45. 
424. J0%. P'#.,, Paradise, on J0%. P'#., (Atlantic Records 1971); see Frank Mar-

tin, For a Song: John Prine Goes Back to What’s Left of Paradise, P,0<5, W-5;., 
Oct. 28, 1974, at 34.

425. See Martin, supra note 424, at 34.

view the mine.426 He proclaimed in an early issue of People 
Weekly that the conditions were worse than he thought.427

!e attitude of the traditional coal barons four decades 
ago was shown in the following statement of a Consolidation 
Coal Company vice president:

[C]onservationists who demand that strip miners do a better 
job of restoring what they tear up are “stupid idiots, social-
ists, and commies who don’t know what they are talking 
about. I think it is our bounden duty to knock them down 
and subject them to the ridicule they deserve.”428

!e ravages of strip mining were a major environmen-
tal issue in the 1970s.429 In response to this issue, President 
Carter signed the Surface Mining Control and Reclamation 
Act in 1977.430 !e Act, however, did not resolve all environ-
mental issues related to strip mining. A notable issue today 
is hilltop mining, in which the entire top of a mountain is 
removed in order to access the coal reserves.431

2. Aesthetics and Billboards

!e persistence of billboards represents the epitome of aes-
thetic pollution.432 Anyone driving the nation’s highways 
recognizes that billboards persist. !e visibility of billboards 
aroused opposition a century ago,433 making them one of the 
longest-running environmental struggles.434

426. See id. at 34–35 (“Prine, his curiosity and sentimentality rising rather more 
than his dander, returned to Paradise the other day to check out the facts for 
himself.”).

427. Id. at 35.
428. Arnold W. Reitze, Jr., Old King Coal and the Merry Rapists of Appalachia, == 

C&+, W. R,+. L. R,2. AKG, 650 (1971) (quoting David McCullough, !e 
Lonely War of a Good Angry Man, A3. H,'#4&/,, Dec. 1969, at 107).

429. H&''; M. C&*(#55, N#/%4 C03,+ 40 4%, C*39,'5&.(+: A B#0/'&<%; 
01 & D,<',++,( A',& 305–24 (1963) (a classic description of the ravages of 
unrestrained and unregulated coal mining in Appalachia).

430. Surface Mining Control and Reclamation Act of 1977, Pub. L. No. 95-87, 91 
Stat. 445 (codi"ed as amended at 30 U.S.C. §§F1201–1328 (Supp. III 2009)).

431. See, e.g., Michael Martinez, EPA Revokes Permit for Hilltop Mining Project in 
West Virginia, CNN.$03 (Jan. 13, 2011), http://articles.cnn.com/2011-01-
13/us/west.virginia.epa.coal_1_mountaintop-removal-traditional-shaft-min-
ing-arch-coal?_s=PM:US (“[EPA] revoked a permit for one of the nation’s 
largest mountaintop removal mining projects, saying it would destroy water, 
wildlife and Appalachian communities in West Virgnia.”). !e physical extrac-
tion of coal through mountaintop mining has extreme environmental costs. 
Sophia Yan, In West Virginia, A Battle Over Mountaintop Mining, T#3, (Mar. 
12, 2010), http://www.time.com/time/health/article/0,8599,1971709,00.
html (“Mountaintop mining destroys the natural habitats of many local spe-
cies, whether endangered ones such as 7ying squirrels or 7ourishing ones like 
salamanders. Further, mountaintop debris that is dug up or displaced by explo-
sions is dumped in the valleys below, burying headwater streams, killing the 
aquatic species that live in the waters and impacting downstream water sup-
plies. About 1,200 miles of streams have been buried in this manner in central 
Appalachia, according to a 2003 federal study.”).

432. For a general discussion of the aesthetic values threatened by excessive bill-
board advertising, see Darrel C. Menthe, Aesthetic Regulation and the Develop-
ment of First Amendment Jurisprudence, 19 B.U. P*9. I.4. L.J. 225, 228–38 
(2010).

433. See generally St. Louis Gunning Advertisement Co. v. City of St. Louis, 137 
S.W. 929 (Mo. 1911) (concerning the validity of a municipal ordinance pur-
porting to regulate the use and placement of signs and billboards). Ogden 
Nash once wrote: “I think that I shall never see / A billboard lovely as a tree 
/ Indeed, unless the billboards fall / I’ll never see a tree at all.” O/(,. N&+%, 
Song of the Open Road, in T%, S,5,$4,( V,'+, 01 O/(,. N&+% 97 (1945).

434. Current issues include mobile billboards. See, e.g., Showing Animals Respect 
& Kindness v. City of West Hollywood, 83 Cal. Rptr. 3d 134 (Ct. App. 2008) 
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Under the Highway Beauti"cation Act (“HBA”) of 
1965, signs, displays, and devices, such as billboards, 
within 660 feet of a primary or interstate highway are gen-
erally banned unless they "t into limited exempted cat-
egories—including directional and other oDcial notices, 
on-premises signs, signs within zoned commercial areas, 
or industrial signs.435 Some commentators believe, how-
ever, that because the HBA requires states to compensate 
billboard owners for the removal of their billboards,436 the 
HBA has actually protected billboards from removal by 
state governments.437

Courts once held that aesthetics are not a proper basis for 
the exercise of the police power,438 but later relented and held 
that aesthetics could be a factor in regulating billboards.439 
States and local communities have continued to regulate 
billboards ever since.440 !e Supreme Court in Metromedia, 
Inc. v. City of San Diego laid down a roadmap, distinguish-
ing between onsite and oBsite advertisements and between 
commercial and noncommercial signs.441 San Diego’s ordi-
nance allowed onsite commercial signs and some oBsite non-
commercial signs, but banned most oBsite signs.442 While 
commercial speech is not entitled to the same protections as 
noncommercial speech,443 the city does not have the same 
range of choice in distinguishing noncommercial speech 
from commercial speech.444 !e ordinance allowed onsite 
commercial speech, but placed restrictions on noncom-
mercial speech, which has First Amendment protection.445 
Ultimately, the Court struck down the San Diego ordinance 
to the extent that it purported to regulate noncommercial 
speech, on the grounds that the ordinance was an imper-
missible time, place, and manner regulation of protected 
speech.446

(concerning a challenge to the validity of a municipal ordinance banning mo-
bile billboards).

435. See Highway Beauti"cation Act of 1965, 23 U.S.C. §F131 (2006).
436. See id. §F131(g) (2006).
437. See Charles F. Floyd, !e Takings Issue in Billboard Control, 3 W&+%. U. J.L. : 

P05’; 357, 374–76 (2000).
438. Cf. City of Passaic v. Paterson Bill Posting, Advertising & Sign Painting Co., 62 

A. 267, 268 (N.J. 1905) (striking down an advertisement-setback ordinance 
on the grounds that its primary purpose was not to secure the public safety).

439. Cromwell v. Ferrier, 225 N.E.2d 749, 752–53 (N.Y. 1967) (“One important 
factor in the courts’ increasingly permissive treatment of similar [advertising-
setback] zoning ordinances has been the gradual acceptance of the conclusion 
that a zoning law is not necessarily invalid because its primary, if not its exclu-
sive objective, is the esthetic enhancement of the particular area involved, so 
long as it is related if only generally to the economic and cultural setting of the 
regulating community.”).

440. See, e.g., N.Y. H#/%. L&6 §F88 (McKinney 2004) (governing the control of 
outdoor advertising).

441. Metromedia, Inc. v. City of San Diego, 453 U.S. 490, 511, 513 (1981).
442. Id. at 503.
443. See id. at 506–07.
444. See id. at 514 (“Although the city may distinguish between the relative value 

of diBerent categories of commercial speech, the city does not have the same 
range of choice in the area of noncommercial speech to evaluate the strength 
of, or distinguish between, various communicative interests.”).

445. See id. at 512–13.
446. See id. at 512–17.

3. Wetlands Preservation

Professor Sax emphasized the need to preserve wetlands 
before it became a popular environmental objective.447 !e 
author and Professor Plater wrote articles on the need for 
wetlands preservation under the latter’s tutelage.448 !e issues 
with wetlands include the basic de"nition of a wetland, the 
extent of jurisdiction, legislation, and regulations.449

Early cases were brought under the various Rivers and 
Harbors Acts, enacted by Congress in the late nineteenth 
century.450 !en, in 1972, Congress implemented the permit 
system enshrined in both section 404(a)451 and the National 
Pollution Discharge ELuent System452 of the Clean Water 
Act. Wetlands have received great attention and protection 
from federal and state agencies.453

President George H.W. Bush’s administration adopted a 
“no net loss” policy for wetlands in 1989.454 Every succeeding 
administration has continued that policy.455 However, con-
fusion still exists about the scope of regulation of wetlands, 
especially at the federal level, in light of the Supreme Court 
decisions in Solid Waste Agency of Northern Cook County 
(SWANCC) v. U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and Rapanos v. 
United States.456

!e predilection of the Supreme Court to decide cases 
on narrow grounds was present in the famous SWANCC 
case.457 Congress conditioned the "lling of wetlands on the 
issuance of a section 404(a) permit from the Army Corps 

447. See, e.g., Joseph L. Sax, !e Fate of Wetlands in the Face of Rising Sea Levels: A 
Strategic Proposal, 9 UCLA J. E.245. L. : P05’; 143 (1991).

448. See, e.g., Denis Binder, Taking Versus Reasonable Regulation: A Reappraisal in 
Light of Regional Planning and Wetlands, 25 U. F5&. L. R,2. 1 (1972); Zyg-
munt J.B. Plater, !e Takings Issue in a Natural Setting: Floodlines and the Police 
Power, 52 T,8. L. R,2. 201 (1974).

449. See Solid Waste Agency of N. Cook Cnty. v. U.S. Army Corps of Eng’rs (SW-
ANCC), 531 U.S. 159, 162 (2001). !e issue in this case was whether section 
404(a) of the Clean Water Act conferred authority to the Army Corps of En-
gineers over an abandoned sand and gravel pit which had incidentally become 
a habitat for migratory birds. Id. !e Court’s analysis necessarily turned on 
whether certain wetlands could be interpreted as “navigable waters” under the 
Act. See id. at 167–74.

450. See id. at 177–79 (Stevens, J., dissenting) (discussing the history of federal 
water regulation).

451. Federal Water Pollution Control Act §F404(a), 33 U.S.C. §F1344(a) (2006); see 
SWANCC, 531 U.S. at 179 (Stevens, J., dissenting).

452. §F402.
453. See Clean Water Act De$nition of “Waters of the United States,” EPA, http://

water.epa.gov/lawsregs/guidance/wetlands/CWAwaters.cfm (last updated May 
9, 2011) (observing that one of the focuses of proposed regulations “is also on 
reaDrming protection for wetlands that "lter pollution and store water and 
help keep communities safe from 7oods”).

454. Karl Blankenship, ‘No Net Loss’ Proves to Be an Elusive Wetlands Goal, 
C%,+&<,&-, B&; J., Apr. 1994, http://www.bayjournal.com/article/
no_net_loss_proves_to_be_an_elusive_wetlands_goal.

455. Id.
456. Rapanos v. United States, 547 U.S. 715 (2006); SWANCC, 531 U.S. 159; see 

infra notes 473–478 and accompanying text. John Rapanos may have won the 
battle in Federal Court, but he ultimately lost the war by entering into a con-
sent decree whereby he paid $150,000 in civil penalties and agreed to an addi-
tional $750,000 in oBsite mitigation. David Shepardson, Man Avoids Prison in 
Land Feud, D,4'0#4 N,6+, Mar. 16, 2005, at B01; Press Release, U.S. Dep’t 
of Justice, John Rapanos Agrees to Pay for Clean Water Act Violations (Dec. 
29, 2008), http://www.justice.gov/opa/pr/2008/December/08-enrd-1152.
html. Of course, we do not know how much John Rapanos pro"ted from the 
transgression.

457. See SWANCC, 531 U.S. at 167–68.
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of Engineers.458 In the Clean Water Act, Congress asserted 
jurisdiction over “navigable waters,” but then de"ned nav-
igable waters broadly and cryptically as “the waters of the 
United States, including the territorial seas.”459 !e Army 
Corps of Engineers issued regulations de"ning “waters of 
the United States,” and the de"nition included wetlands.460 
Presuming that jurisdiction is being asserted pursuant to the 
Commerce Clause, the underlying constitutional issue was 
whether Congress’s jurisdiction under the Commerce Clause 
extended to isolated wetlands, and by analogy, to isolated 
endangered species.461

SWANCC was not the "rst time the Court was asked 
to rule on the validity of the Corps’ interpretation of the 
terms in section 404(a). In 1985, in United States v. River-
side Bayview Homes, Inc., the Court upheld the Corps’ inter-
pretations of “waters of the United States.”462 In that case, 
the Corps had interpreted “waters of the United States” to 
include “tributaries of [the navigable waters of the United 
States], interstate waters and their tributaries, and nonnavi-
gable intrastate waters whose use or misue could aBect inter-
state commerce,”463 as well as “‘freshwater wetlands’ that 
were adjacent to other covered waters.”464 

!e issue returned to the Court in SWANCC.465 !e peti-
tioner proposed a nonhazardous solid-waste, bale-"ll disposal 
site on a 533-acre site—an abandoned sand-and-gravel sur-
face mine.466 In the absence of human activity, however, the 
mining site evolved into a forest, with old excavation trenches 
turning into ponds of various sizes and depths.467

!e Corps initially found that it had no jurisdiction to 
issue a permit, but subsequently reversed itself and denied 
the permit.468 It claimed jurisdiction under its Migratory 
Bird Rule, which extended the Corps’ jurisdiction under sec-
tion 404(a) to intrastate waters used as habitats for migratory 
birds,469 after discovering that approximately 121 migratory 
birds had been observed at the site.470

!e Court, in a "ve-to-four opinion, held that the gov-
ernment’s de"nition did not fall within the statutory de"ni-
tion of “waters of the United States,”471 leaving unresolved 
the underlying constitutional issue: whether the Commerce 
Clause supports federal jurisdiction over isolated wetlands 
and endangered species.472

458. Id. at 163.
459. Id.
460. See id.
461. Id. at 162. !e Army Corps of Engineers had issued guidance stating that sec-

tion 404(a) extended to bodies of water used as habitat for migratory birds. Id. 
at 164.

462. See United States v. Riverside Bayview Homes, Inc., 474 U.S. 121, 123–24, 
139 (1985).

463. Id. at 123–24 (citing Permits for Activities in Navigable Waters or Ocean Wa-
ters, 40 Fed. Reg. 31,320 (July 25, 1975) (codi"ed at 33 C.F.R. pt. 209)).

464. Id. at 124.
465. See SWANCC., 531 U.S. at 162.
466. Id. at 162–63.
467. Id. at 163.
468. Id. at 164.
469. See id. (citing Regulatory Programs of the Corps of Engineers, 51 Fed. Reg. 

41,217 (Nov. 13, 1986) (codi"ed at 33 C.F.R. pts. 320–330)).
470. Id.
471. Id. at 174.
472. Cf. Jamison E. Colburn, Waters of the United States: !eory, Practice, and Integ-

rity at the Supreme Court, 34 F5&. S4. U. L. R,2. 183, 184–85 (2007) (“When 

!e ultimate Supreme Court opinion creating wet-
lands confusion is Rapanos, a 2006 opinion picking up 
on SWANCC.473 John Rapanos discharged dredge and "ll 
materials on his Michigan farm without obtaining a section 
404(a) permit from the Corps.474 His wetlands were not adja-
cent wetlands, but they were hydrogeologically connected.475

!e Court split 4–1–4 with Justice Kennedy’s concurring 
vote of one being the decisive vote in holding for Rapanos.476 
Justice Scalia, writing for the plurality of four, held that a 
determination that waters were “waters of the United States” 
would require "nding

"rst, that the adjacent channel contains a relatively perma-
nent ‘wate[r] of the United States,’ (i.e., a relatively permanent 
body of water connected to traditional interstate navigable 
waters); and second the wetland has a continuous surface 
connection with that water, making it diDcult to determine 
where the ‘water’ ends and the ‘wetland’ begins.477

Justice Kennedy’s concurring opinion proposed a “sig-
ni"cant nexus” test between wetlands and navigable waters: 
“[W]etlands possess the requisite nexus, and thus come 
within the statutory phrase ‘navigable waters,’ if the wet-
lands, either alone or in combination with similarly situated 
lands in the region, signi"cantly aBect the chemical, physi-
cal, and biological integrity of other covered waters more 
readily understood as ‘navigable.’”478

Clear as mud!

4. Risk Analysis and the Limits of Technology

One of the "rst acts of the new EPA was to ban DDT,479 
but that act hardly resolved the issue of acceptable risk.480 
Indeed, several of the pesticides that replaced DDT in the 
market were subsequently banned because of their health 
risks.481

!e courts have struggled with the assessment of risk.482 
!e problem is a combination of the challenges of initially 
assessing the risk itself and then deciding how much risk 
is acceptable to society.483 !e dilemma is compounded by 

the Supreme Court decided [SWANCC], environmental lawyers were sure the 
Court would have to return to the scene to clarify what it had done.”).

473. Rapanos v. United States, 547 U.S. 715 (2006).
474. Id. at 719–20.
475. Id. at 729–30 (discussing the "ndings in the circuit-court proceedings below).
476. See id. at 759 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).
477. Id. at 742 (majority opinion).
478. Id. at 780 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment).
479. See Envtl. Def. Fund v. EPA, 489 F.2d 1247, 1249 (D.C. Cir. 1973) (noting 

that plaintiBs challenged an EPA decision of June 14, 1972, to cancel nearly all 
registrations for the use of DDT).

480. For an early article laying out the issues concerning information availability, 
risk assessment, and the judicial assignment of the burdens of particular risks, 
see Marcia R. Gelpe & Dan Tarlock, !e Uses of Scienti$c Information in Envi-
ronmental Decision Making, 48 S. C&5. L. R,2. 371 (1974).

481. Toxaphene, chlordane, and heptachlor were among the 12 chemicals pro-
scribed in the Stockholm Convention. See Stockholm Convention on Persis-
tent Organic Pollutants, supra note 415, art. 3(1)(a), app. A.

482. See David L. Bazelon, Coping with Technology !rough the Legal Process, 62 
C0'.,55 L. R,2. 817, 820–22 (1977) (discussing the diDcult factual and 
policy choices facing judges when assessing risks).   

483. Cf. City of New York v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 715 F.2d 732, 741 (2d Cir. 
1983). In interpreting the Secretary of Transportation’s authority to set regula-
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limited scienti"c knowledge.484 !e technological sophistica-
tion of the modern industrial world exposes the public to 
hundreds of thousands of chemicals and substances whose 
adverse eBects and risks are, at best, just beginning to be 
understood.485 It is not necessarily that the world is less safe 
than a century ago, but instead, understanding of these new 
risks is just beginning.486

!e legislature can decide the issue by enacting a no-risk 
policy, as it did with the risk of cancer from food additives.487 
It can ban the use of harmful substances, such as polychlo-
rinated biphenyls.488 Congress can also force the adoption of 
technology, as it did in the Clean Air Act.489

Although the bene"ts of a product are noticeable imme-
diately in the form of its uses and jobs created in production 
and distribution, the long-term risks, such as occupational 
carcinogenesis, are often unknown or speculative. !e prob-
lem is balancing the unknown risks, including health risks, 
against the present bene"ts of the product.490 A good exam-
ple occurred during World War II when the nation’s utmost 
priority was the production of warships with little thought 
given to the long-term health hazards to the shipyard workers 
and boiler-room operators from asbestos exposure.491

tions for the transportation of hazardous waste under the Hazardous Materials 
Transportation Act, the Second Circuit rejected the lower court’s interpreta-
tion, which would require the Secretary of Transportation to permit only the 
safest method of transporting hazardous materials. Id. Instead, the Second Cir-
cuit found that regulations would comply with the Act, so long as the regula-
tions were rationally related to developing “acceptable levels of public safety 
for each mode of transportation” and the Department of Transportation, in 
promulgating such regulations, fully complied with the APA. Id.

484. See Bazelon, supra note 482, at 822 (“Courts are not the agency either to resolve 
the factual disputes [concerning scienti"c "ndings], or to make the painful 
value choice. !e problem is not just that these scienti"c issues are complicated 
.F.F. but .F.F. almost [no judges] have the knowledge and training to assess the 
merits of competing scienti"c arguments. And this is hardly a task for on-the-
job training.”).

485. See, e.g., Indus. Union Dep’t. v. Am. Petrol. Inst. (!e Benzene Case), 448 U.S. 
607, 615–23 (1980) (discussing benzene, which was used in manufacturing a 
variety of products, and noting that the entire population of the United States 
is exposed to the material, although the extent of the material’s toxicity was 
relatively unclear).

486. Cf. Peter Huber, !e Old-New Division in Risk Regulation, 69 V&. L. R,2. 1025, 
1026–27 (1983). !e author emphasizes the diBerence between old risks and 
new risks. Id. New risks are those that, by their nature, are unclear, that “loom 
on the horizon.” Id. at 1026. Legislators, regulators, and judges, when deal-
ing with new risks, are generally weighing the risks to public health against 
lost opportunity costs. See id. at 1027. !e decisionmaking process itself is 
not without consequence. Professor Bazelon notes that, even in the case of an 
administrative agency spending two years assessing the risk of a product or sub-
stance, there is cost: Not only could the funds devoted to the study be directed 
elsewhere, but if there are damaging eBects of the product, those eBects persist 
while the agency conducts its study. See Bazelon, supra note 482, at 821.

487. See 21 U.S.C. §F348(c)(3)(A) (2006) (barring EPA from approving the use of 
a food additive where the additive is found to be cancerous to a human being 
or other animal, except in extremely limited circumstances).

488. See 15 U.S.C. §F2605(e)(2)(A) (2006).
489. See generally 42 U.S.C. §F7411 (2006) (setting forth standards of performance 

for new structures or facilities emitting air pollutants).
490. See Bazelon, supra note 536, at 821–22 (noting that even if the scienti"c ex-

perts were in agreement on the potential risks of a given product, “a diDcult 
value choice would still remain; we would still have to choose between present, 
well-documented economic dislocation on the one hand, and future, probabi-
listic harm to human health on the other. Who should make that choice?”).

491. See generally Susan L. Barna, Abandoning Ship: Government Liability for Ship-
yard Asbestos Exposures, 67 N.Y.U. L. R,2. 1034, 1038–46 (1992). !is exam-
ple is not perfect, though, because many of the asbestos companies knew of the 
health risks of asbestos and failed to disclose—indeed conspired to suppress—
the health risks. For a discussion of the “Sumner Simpson” papers detailing the 

Perhaps one problem associated with technology assess-
ment is inherent in the de"nition of the term, as espoused by 
Barry Portnoy in 1970. Portnoy de"ned technology assess-
ment as “the process of balancing the desirable consequences 
against the undesirable, including, to the extent possible, 
eBects that are uncertain.”492 Much of the problem is that 
the alleged harm is long-term and speculative, yet potentially 
grave and irreversible.493 As expressed by Professor Rodgers, 
“A major diDculty with modern pollution cases is that they 
deal not so much with provable injuries but with risks and 
thus the question of the degree of injury is complicated both 
by actual uncertainties and burden of proof preferences.”494 
!e dilemma faced by regulators was summarized by an EPA 
oDcial: “We have to hurry up without making a mistake .F.F.F. 
You don’t want harmful exposures to go on too long, but you 
don’t want to make a snap decision either.”495

As recognized in Industrial Union Department, AFL-CIO 
v. Hodgson, agencies and courts must make decisions in cases 
where the available knowledge is slender.

[S]ome of the questions involved in the promulgation of 
these standards are on the frontiers of scienti"c knowledge, 
and consequently as to them insuDcient data is presently 
available to make a fully informed factual determination. 
Decision making must in that circumstance depend to a 
greater extent upon policy judgments and less upon purely 
factual analysis. !us, in addition to currently unresolved 
factual issues, the formulation of standards involves choices 
that by their nature require basic policy determinations 
rather than resolution of factual controversies. Judicial 
review of inherently legislative decisions of this sort is obvi-
ously an undertaking of diBerent dimensions.”496

!e Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit frequently 
disagreed with the Supreme Court over the standards to 
apply in environmental cases, often in the context of nuclear 
power.497 !e underlying issue was often how to assess risk, 

conspiracy, see Hendrix v. Raybestos-Manhattan, Inc., 776 F.2d 1492, 1498 
n.13 (11th Cir. 1985).

492. Barry M. Portnoy, !e Role of the Courts in Technology Assessment, 55 C0'.,55 
L. R,2. 861, 861 (1970).

493. Cf. Ethyl Corp. v. Envtl. Prot. Agency, 541 F.2d 1, 6 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (“Man’s 
ability to alter his environment has developed far more rapidly than his ability 
to fresee with certainty the eBects of his alterations. It is only recently that we 
have begun to appreciate the danger posed by unregulated modi"cation of the 
world around us . . . .”). 

494. W#55#&3 R0(/,'+, H&.(900- 0. E.2#'0.3,.4&5 L&6 115 (1986).
495. David Shribman, Calculating the Odds on Accurate Risk Assessment, N.Y. T#3,+, 

Jan. 2, 1983, http://www.nytimes.com/1983/01/02/weekinreview/ideas-and-
trends-calculating-the-odds-on-accurate-risk-assessment.html.

496. Indus. Union Dep’t, AFL-CIO v. Hodgson, 499 F. 2d 467, 474–75 (D.C. Cir. 
1974).

497. See, e.g., Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, 435 
U.S. 519, 525 (1978) (“[W]e granted certiorari to review two judgments of the 
Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit because of our concern 
that they had seriously misread or misapplied this statutory and decisional law 
cautioning reviewing courts against engrafting their own notions of proper 
procedures upon agencies entrusted with substantive functions by Congress. 
.F.F. We conclude that the Court of Appeals has done just that in these cases, 
and we therefore remand them to it for further proceedings. We also "nd it 
necessary to examine the Court of Appeals’ decision with respect to agency 
action taken after full adjudicatory hearings. We again conclude that the court 
improperly intruded into the agency’s decisionmaking process, making it nec-
essary for us to reverse and remand with respect to this part of the cases also.”).
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and the D.C. Circuit was in7uenced by the apparent risk to 
public life, health and safety.498 Judge Newman of the Sec-
ond Circuit wrote in City of New York v. U.S. Department of 
Transportation:

Every age has experienced scienti"c advances. A distinguish-
ing feature of our era is the eBort the scienti"c community is 
making to quantify the risks that seem inevitably to accom-
pany the results of technological progress. !e availability 
of this data has doubtless played a part in raising public 
consciousness about the mixed blessings of “progress,” and 
public concern has led to rigorous governmental regulation. 
!ese trends, in turn, have brought before the courts con-
troversies that present old issues in new contexts of unusual 
complexity. In determining whether regulatory actions con-
form to statutory requirements, courts are now obliged to 
review agency consideration of sophisticated data concern-
ing the potential gravity of adverse consequences and the 
probability of their occurrence.499

Risk analysis and the limits of technology arose early as 
administrative agencies and courts wrestled with assessing 
risks when science could not provide de"nitive answers.500 
!e law confronts the limits of technology with the realiza-
tion that, under normal rules, whoever has the burden of 
proof should lose.501

A second aspect of the environmental risk issue overlaps 
with the NIMBY phenomenon. We all wish to enjoy the ben-
e"ts of the project, but do not want to bear the risks.502 

!e next sections explore the attempts of society and the 
courts to de"ne an acceptable level of risk.

a. Love Canal: An Imperfect Scientific Basis for 
Risk Assessment?

!e problem for regulators, litigators, and policymakers is 
shown by the infamous Love Canal toxic-waste dump in the 
Niagara Falls, New York area.503 !e scienti"c studies were 
inconsistent in their "ndings. An exploratory study con-
ducted for EPA in the spring of 1980 indicated that some 
Love Canal residents had unusual patterns of aberrant chro-
mosomes.504 !e federal government responded by deciding 
a potential health threat existed in the area near Love Canal, 
and establishing an emergency declaration area, which led 

498. See, e.g., Indus. Union Dep’t, AFL-CIO, 499 F.2d at 470 (explaining the need 
for OSHA by comparing advances in technology with the increase in occupa-
tional disease).

499. City of New York v. U.S. Dep’t of Transp., 715 F.2d 732, 736 (2d Cir. 1983).
500. Cf. Bazelon, supra note 482 at 820 (noting that decisionmaking with respect to 

perceived risks is exacerbated by con7icts in the underlying information: “!e 
experts are likely to disagree about the underlying facts, which are usually both 
complex and uncertain; they are even more likely to disagree about the infer-
ences to be drawn from those facts.”).

501. See Portnoy, supra note 492, at 874.
502. !is article is not focused on the NIMBY problem. For a greater look, see 

Delogu, supra note 251, at 198–200 (noting that successful NIMBY demon-
strations can have adverse eBects when the proposed development is necessary 
for, say, environmental goals but cannot "nd a situs).

503. Love Canal became the poster child for toxic waste imperiling the health and 
lives of the public. Gina Bari Kolata, Love Canal: False Alarm Caused by Botched 
Study, 208 S$#,.$, 1239, 1239 (1990).

504. Id. 

about 1,000 families to be evacuated.505 Yet, at the time, no 
clear evidence of substantial and widespread contamination 
of the area by toxic chemicals from Love Canal existed.506

A subsequent study sponsored by the Centers for Disease 
Control, Brookhaven National Laboratory, and Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory found that people who lived close to 
the chemical dump did not show an increased incidence of 
chromosomal damage when compared to other persons liv-
ing in the Love Canal area.507 !is study stated that if chro-
mosome damage had been found, it would be impossible to 
know whether such damage might foretell later occurrences 
of chemical illness.508

!e ODce of Technology Assessment issued a report at 
roughly the same time questioning a 1982 Department of 
Health and Human Services opinion stating that the area 
near Love Canal was habitable if safeguards against canal 
leakage were imposed.509 !e study concluded that “with 
available information it is not possible to conclude either that 
unsafe levels of toxic contamination exist or that they do not 
exist.”510

Yet another study of meadow voles, or "eld mice, in and 
around the Love Canal area found that voles living near Love 
Canal had a reduced life expectancy compared with a control 
group a mile away.511 !e closer the voles were to Love Canal, 
the younger they were dying.512 Signs of liver damage were 
in the form of a characteristic response of the liver to a wide 
variety of toxic compounds was found.513 Conversely, a 1984 
study by researchers in the New York State Department of 
Health found that children living near Love Canal suBered 
low birth weight.514

Such is the scienti"c basis upon which legislators, regu-
lators, and judges must make decisions of risk analysis. In 
hindsight, Love Canal was a rush to judgment,515 but is 
engraved in the American consciousness as a shorthand 
phrase for toxic contamination.516

b. Judicial Parameters of Risk Assessment

!ree early cases laid out the parameters of risk assessment 
for future courts. Two, which bootstrapped on each other, 

505. Id.
506. Id.
507. Ctrs. for Disease Control, Cytogenetic Patterns for Persons Living near Love 

Canal––New York, M0'9#(#4; : M0'4&5#4; W-5;. R,<., May 27, 1983, at 
261–62.

508. See id.
509. O11#$, 01 T,$%. A++,++3,.4, OTA-TM-M-I3, H&9#4&9#5#4; 01 4%, L02, 

C&.&5 A',& 3 (1983).
510. Id. !e assessment of the study was based on several factors, including the 

uneven sampling of the soils, an inadequate number of soil samples, and inad-
equate controls. See id. at 9–10.

511. See John J.Christian, Love Canal’s Unhealthy Voles, 92 N&4. H#+4. 8 (1983).
512. Id.
513. Id.
514. Nicholas J. Vianna & Adele K. Polan, Incidence of Low Birth Weight Among 

Love Canal Residents, 226 S$#,.$, 1217, 1219 (1984).
515. See Kolata, supra note 503, at 1239.
516. Cf. Anthony DePalma & David Staba, Love Canal Declared Clean, Ending 

Toxic Horror, N.Y. T#3,+, Mar. 18, 2004, available at http://www.nytimes.
com/2004/03/18/nyregion/love-canal-declared-clean-ending-toxic-horror.
html?pagewanted=all&src=pm (observing that Love Canal “epitomized envi-
ronmental horror in the late 1970’s”).
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were Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, which involved the ban of leaded 
gasoline,517 and Reserve Mining Co. v. EPA.518 Environmen-
tal litigation required judges to reach decisions involving the 
limits of technology.519

Reserve Mining involved the deposit of taconite tailings 
into Lake Superior.520 It was in essence a water-pollution 
case, albeit of great magnitude.521 Asbestos was then found 
in the tailings, which transformed the case into one of toxic 
contamination too.522 By that time the health eBects of asbes-
tos were emerging.523 !e district court issued a preliminary 
injunction based on the public-health risks of breathing and 
drinking these "bers.524 On appeal, the Eighth Circuit stayed 
the injunction, noting the uncertainty present in the evi-
dence concerning the public exposure to the "bers.525

!e underlying issue then, and indeed currently, was laid 
out by the Eighth Circuit upon the "rst appeal in the case: 
“!e relevant legal question is thus, what manner of judicial 
cognizance may be taken of the unknown?”526

!e appellate court later recognized that “[a] risk may be 
assessed from suspected, but not completely substantiated, 
relationships between facts, from trends among facts, from 
theoretical projections from imperfect data, or from proba-
tive data not yet recognized as ‘fact.’”527 Yet, the earlier appel-
late opinion recognized: “[W]e are a court of law, governed 
by rules of proof, and unknowns may not be substituted for 
proof of a demonstrable hazard to the public health.”528

!e dilemma encountered by the courts in Reserve Mining 
was expressed by that court as follows:

In the absence of proof of a reasonable risk of imminent or 
actual harm, a legal standard requiring immediate cessation 
of industrial operations will cause unnecessary economic 
loss, including unemployment and, in a case such as this, 
jeopardize a continuing domestic source of critical metals 
without conferring countervailing bene"ts.529

517. Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 6–7 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
518. Reserve Mining Co. v. EPA, 514 F.2d 492 (8th Cir. 1975), modi$ed, 529 F.2d 

181 (8th Cir. 1976). For studies of the Reserve Mining environmental contro-
versy, see T%03&+ F. B&+406, “T%#+ V&+4 P055*4#0. .F.F.” (1986); F'&.- D. 
S$%&*39,'/, J*(/3,.4 R,+,'2,( (1976).

519. See, e.g., Ethyl Corp., 541 F.2d at 7 (observing that part of the court’s task was 
to determine if the evidence adduced by EPA at the rulemaking proceeding 
supported its determination that leaded gasoline posed a signi"cant risk of 
harm to public health).

520. See Reserve Mining v. EPA, 514 F.2d at 500.
521. See generally id. at 500–01.
522. See id. at 501.
523. See id. (noting that the discovery of asbestoslike "bers into the air caused alarm 

because “inhalation of asbestos at occupational levels of exposure is associated 
with an increased incidence of various forms of cancer”).

524. See id. at 502 (citing United States v. Reserve Mining Co., 380 F. Supp. 11, 16 
(D. Minn. 1974)).

525. See id. at 506 (citing Reserve Mining Co. v. United States, 498 F.2d 1073, 
1082–83 (8th Cir. 1974)).

526. Reserve Mining Co. v. United States, 498 F.2d 1073, 1084 (8th Cir. 1974) (en 
banc).

527. Reserve Mining v. EPA, 514 F.2d at 529 (quoting Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 
1, 28 (D.C. Cir. 1976)).

528. Reserve Mining v. United States, 498 F.2d at 1084.
529. Reserve Mining v. EPA, 514 F. 2d at 537; see also Bradley v. Am. Smelting & 

Ref. Co., 709 P.2d 782, 791 (Wash. 1986) (“[N]o useful purpose would be 
served by sanctioning actions in trespass by every landowner within a hundred 
miles of a manufacturing plant. Manufacturers would be harassed and the liti-
gious few would cause the escalation of costs to the detriment of the many.”).

It should be noted that some of the uncertainties sur-
rounding environmental risk can be "lled in today through 
modeling, which has become an accepted tool.530 In addi-
tion, courts have devised the innovative remedy of medical 
monitoring.531

c. Assessing Risk: The Case Study of Lead

Lead is both a bene"t and curse to society and “getting the 
lead out” is still a major problem.532 !ere are lead arsenate 
pesticides,533 batteries,534 bullets,535 crystal,536 ceramics,537 
pencils,538 pipes,539 plumbing,540 water coolers,541 solder,542 
toy soldiers,543 and weights.544 It has appeared recently in 
paint on toys from China545 and in vinyl plastic baby prod-
ucts and lunchboxes.546

Lead is highly dangerous for children aged six and under 
because of their immature organs and developing nervous 
and immunological systems.547 !e brain is especially vulner-
able in early development through age six,548 and low levels 
of exposure to lead cause IQ reductions,549 shortened atten-

530. See, e.g., Sterling v. Velsico Chem. Corp., 855 F.2d 1188, 1199 (6th Cir. 1988) 
(“Numerous courts have validated water modeling techniques to predict past 
levels of contamination in drinking water where the model was both properly 
conceived and constructed.”).

531. See Ann Taylor, Comment, Public Health Funds: !e Next Step in the Evolu-
tion of Tort Law, 21 B.C. E.245. A11. L. R,2. 753, 754 (1994) (observing 
that medical-monitoring damages is “[t]he most successful innovative damage 
theory” used by courts to get around some of the traditional hurdles of tort law 
in the toxic-tort context).

532. See Lead in Paint, Dust, and Soil: Basic Information, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/
lead/pubs/leadinfo.htm (last updated Feb. 29, 2012).

533. EPA, Lead Arsenate EPA Pesticide Fact Sheet 12/86 (1986), available at http://
pmep.cce.cornell.edu/pro"les/insect-mite/fenitrothion-methylpara/lead-arse-
nate/insect-prof-leadars.html (last visited May 16, 2012).

534. Lead, N&4’5 I.+4. E.245. H,&54% S$#., http://www.niehs.nih.gov/health/top-
ics/agents/lead/ (last updated Mar. 19, 2012).

535. Sources of Lead, N.Y. S4. D,<’4 H,&54%, http://www.health.ny.gov/environ-
mental/lead/sources.htm (last visited May 16, 2012).

536. Lead, supra note 534.
537. Sources of Lead, supra note 535.
538. Lead in Pencils, P,.$#5+.$03, http://www.pencils.com/lead-pencils (last vis-

ited May 16, 2012).
539. Lead in Paint, Dust, and Soil: Basic Information, supra note 532.
540. Sources of Lead, supra note 535.
541. C0... D,<’4 01 P*9. H,&54%, F&$4 S%,,4: L,&( #. D'#.-#./ W&4,' 

C005,'+ (n.d.), available at http://www.ct.gov/dph/lib/dph/drinking_water/
pdf/lead_in_water_coolers.pdf (last visited May 16, 2012).

542. Sources of Lead, supra note 535.
543. See Anthony M. Gregory, Risks of Lead Poisoning in Firearms Instructors and 

!eir Students, 4 ASLET J., no. 2, 1990, available at http://www.utexas.edu/
safety/ehs/msds/lead.html. 

544. Lead Facts, H&)-M&<.$03, http://www.haz-map.com/leadfact.htm (last up-
dated Apr. 11, 2011).

545. Louise Story, Lead Paint Prompts Mattel to Recall 967,000 Toys, N.Y. T#3,+, 
Aug. 2, 2007, http://www.nytimes.com/2007/08/02/business/02toy.
html?_r=1.

546. Louise Story, High Lead Levels Are Found in Vinyl Plastic Baby Products, N.Y. 
T#3,+, Feb. 11, 2008, http://www.ceh.org/storage/documents/nyt_021108.
pdf.

547. See I55. D,<’4 01 P*9. H,&54%, C%#5(%00( L,&( P0#+0.#./ (=GG@), avail-
able at http://www.idph.state.il.us/public/hb/hblead.htm. 

548. See I(&%0 F&55+ P,(#&4'#$+, L,&( P0#+0.#./ P',2,.4#0. (2011), available 
at http://www.ifpeds.com/uploads/Lead%20Poisoning-Prevention.pdf. 

549. See Susan S. Lang, Low Lead Levels, Below !ose Once !ought Safe, Pose Risk to 
Children’s Cognitive Functioning, Cornell Scientists Report, C0'.,55 N,6+, Apr. 
?A, =GGE, http://www.news.cornell.edu/releases/April03/lowlead.kids.ssl.html.
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tion spans,550 hyperactivity,551 loss of appetite,552 vomiting,553 
and abdominal pains.554 High exposure levels can lead to 
convulsions,555 brain damage, and death.556

Major sources of lead exposure are one’s diet, the ambient 
atmosphere, lead paint, and leaded gasoline.557 !e federal 
government banned lead paint after studies linked it to learn-
ing disabilities, mental retardation, and deaths.558 Children 
are still exposed to lead through lead piping, "xtures,559 and 
water coolers.560

i. Ethyl and Leaded Gasoline

Charles Kettering of General Motors discovered in the early 
1920s that tetraethyl lead was the critical additive for increas-
ing octane and eliminating the “knock” in gasoline.561 Its 
wide use led to auto emissions contributing about ninety per-
cent of the lead in the air.562

EPA, in one of its most signi"cant early decisions, found 
that the lead additive in gasoline presented “a signi"cant risk 
of harm” to the public health.563 It therefore promulgated a 
schedule for the phaseout of lead in gasoline.564 !e statutory 
mandate under the Clean Air Act authorized EPA to regulate 
gasoline additives—in this case lead—that “endanger[ed] 
the public health or welfare.”565 EPA relied on theoretical, 
epidemiological, and clinical tests to establish the risks of 
lead in the air,566 especially near highways and adjacent to 
homes with lead paint.567

Not all the risks of lead in gasoline could be quanti"ed, 
however, and the lead manufacturers argued for a “high 
quantum of factual proof, proof of actual harm rather than 
of a ‘signi"cant risk of harm.’”568

!e Court of Appeals disagreed with the lead manufac-
turers. It looked to both case law and the dictionary to de"ne 
“endanger” to mean less than an actual harm.569 Endanger 
therefore is a precautionary standard with “will endanger” 
meaning “presents a signi"cant risk of harm.”570 !e court 

550. I(&%0 F&55+ P,(#&4'#$+, supra note 548.
551. Id.
552. Id. 
553. Id.
554. Id.
555. I55. D,<’4 01 P*9. H,&54%, supra note 547. 
556. A/,.$; 10' T08#$ S*9+4&.$,+ &.( D#+,&+, R,/#+4';, C4'+. 10' D#+,&+, 

C0.4'05 : P',2,.4#0., P*95#$ H,&54% S4&4,3,.4 >–@, available at http://
www.atsdr.cdc.gov/toxpro"les/tp13-c1.pdf.

557. Sources of Lead, supra note 535.
558. Lead in Paint, Dust, and Soil: Basic Information, supra note 532; see also A/,.$; 

10' T08#$ S*9+4&.$,+ &.( D#+,&+, R,/#+4';, C4'+. 10' D#+,&+, C0.4'05 
: P',2,.4#0., supra note 556.

559. I(&%0 F&55+ P,(#&4'#$+, supra note 548.
560. C0... D,<’4 01 P*9. H,&54%, supra note 541.
561. See Bill Kovarik, Charles F. Kettering and the 1921 Discovery of Tetraethyl 

Lead in the Context of Technological Alternatives (1999) (unpublished confer-
ence paper), http://www.radford.edu/wkovarik/papers/kettering.html#early.

562. See Ethyl Corp. v. EPA, 541 F.2d 1, 9 (D.C. Cir. 1976).
563. Id. at 7. 
564. Id.
565. Id. at 12.
566. Id. at 42.
567. Id. at 44. 
568. Id. at 12.
569. Id. at 13. 
570. Id.

recognized that Reserve Mining “convincingly demonstrates 
that the magnitude of risk suDcient to justify regulation is 
inversely proportionate to the harm to be avoided.”571 Because 
danger is a risk, it “must be decided by assessment of risks as 
well as by proof of facts.”572

ii. Lead Paint

!e tragedy of lead paint illustrates that some environ-
mental problems may defy solution even with litigation,573 
legislation,574 education campaigns,575 and funding for 
removal.576 Society still battles to remove lead paint from 
older housing, especially multiunit housing built before 
the 1970s.577 Many landlords, either through ignorance or 
economics, fail to remove the lead paint from their units.578 
Strict liability579 and punitive damages580 have been imposed 
against landlords.

Congress enacted the Residential Lead-Based Paint Haz-
ard Reduction Act in 1992.581 It requires lead-based-paint 
disclosures from lessors and sellers of housing built before 
1978.582 Courts have split on whether minor children have 
standing to bring suit for violations of the statute.583

Litigation against the manufacturers of lead paint or the 
lead pigments often failed on traditional causation grounds; 
the victims are unable to identify the manufacturer of the 
paint that injured them.584 Lawyers therefore turned to novel 
approaches when frustrated by the causation issues,585 just as 

571. Id. at 19.
572. Id. at 24.
573. See, e.g., Perry v. Frederick Inv. Corp., 509 F. Supp. 2d 11, 12 (D.D.C. 2007) 

(lead-paint tort case).
574. See 42 U.S.C. §F4831 (2006) (banning future applications of lead paint).
575. See, e.g., Lead in Paint, Dust, and Soil: Basic Information, supra note 532.
576. See, e.g., Lead Paint Removal Assistance, M&++R,+0*'$,+.0'/, http://www.

massresources.org/lead-paint-removal.html#bene"ts (last visited Apr. 1, 2012). 
577. See Lead in Paint, Dust, and Soil: Basic Information, supra note 591 (noting that 

many homes built before 1978, including rural and urban single and multi-
unit residences, have lead-based paint).

578. See, e.g., Perry, 509 F. Supp. 2d at 12–13 (suit by parent of child with lead 
poisoning against the general partner of the partnership holding legal title of 
plaintiBs’ residence).

579. See id. at 21. Liability was also imposed, pursuant to local ordinance, against 
the responsible corporate oDcials. See id.

580. Cf. Morris v. Flaig, 511 F. Supp. 2d 282, 296–300 (E.D.N.Y. 2007). Although 
punitive damages were not assessed in that case, they were potentially available, 
had the court found the defendants’ actions “particularly egregious.” Id. at 296.

581. Residential Lead-Based Paint Hazard Reduction Act of 1992, Pub. L. No. 
102-550, §§F1001–61, 106 Stat. 3672, 3897–3927 (codi"ed at 42 U.S.C. 
§§F4851–56 (2006)).

582. Id. §F1018(b). Penalties for failure to abide by this provision include treble 
damages, costs of suit, and attorney’s fees. Id. § 1018(b)(3)–(4).

583. Standing was found in McCormack v. Kissel, 458 F. Supp. 2d 944, 947 (S.D. 
Ind. 2006). Contra Mason ex rel. Heiser v. Morrissette, 403 F.3d 28, 32 (1st 
Cir. 2005).

584. See, e.g., Spring Branch Indep. Sch. Dist. v. NL Indus., Inc., No. 01-02-01006-
CV, 2004 WL 1404036, at *3–4 (Tex. App. June 24, 2004) (plaintiB’s con-
tention that defendant was “virtually the sole supplier” of the lead pigment 
that alleged caused plaintiB’s injuries was insuDcient to meet Texas’s require-
ment that plaintiBs must identify the manufacturer of the product that caused 
the injury). Contra Jones v. NL Indus., No. 4:03 CV 229 M B, 2006 WL 
1487026, at *2 (N.D. Miss. May 24, 2006) (observing that at the summary-
judgment stage, plaintiBs need only present evidence that creates “fact issues” 
as to whether defendant’s products, here lead-based paint, was the proximate 
cause of plaintiBs’ injuries).

585. !ese included the market-share theory espoused in Sindell v. Abbott Labo-
ratories, 607 P.2d 924, 936–38 (Cal. 1980). Under this theory, courts could 
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with diethylstilbestrol (“DES”).586 Yet, although the market-
share approach of Sindell v. Abbott Laboratories587 seemed 
promising, it was rejected by courts.588

Public-nuisance theories have also been advanced, on 
behalf of public agencies, to seek relief for private defendants’ 
alleged lead-based harms.589 In addition to causing harm to 
individual victims,590 the production and use of lead-based 
paint lead states and local governmental bodies to incur 
great costs from educating the public about the risks of lead 
paint;591 removing lead paint from public and private schools, 
residences, hospitals, and other buildings;592 and treating the 
victims of lead paint.593

Because a public nuisance is an interference with a right 
common to the public,594 such as public health and safety, 
the health risks of lead paint seemingly qualify. However, the 
public-nuisance claims alleging lead-based harms were gen-
erally unsuccessful. Rhode Island, in a closely watched case, 
rejected the approach in 2008,595 following similar decisions 
in Missouri596 and New Jersey.597

!e New Jersey and Rhode Island cases involved the 
traditional principle of public-nuisance law that the defen-
dant must be in control of the instrumentality (e.g., the lead 
pigment) that created the nuisance at the time the damage 
occurred.598 Otherwise, the traditional remedy of abate-

"nd defendants liable for products liability in an amount equal to their mar-
ket share of the injury-causing product. !e burden would then shift to the 
individual defendants to prove that their particular use of the product did not 
cause the plaintiB’s injury. See id.

586. See id. at 925. !e “DES daughters” were women whose mothers took the 
drug DES, which was marketed as a miscarriage preventative. Id. !e drug 
was found to cause adenocarcinoma, a cancer marked by vaginal and cervical 
growths, in women whose mothers took the drug during pregnancy. Id.

587. See id. at 936–38.
588. See City of Philadelphia v. Lead Indus. Ass’n, 994 F.2d 112, 123–27 (3d Cir. 

1993); Santiago v. Sherwin-Williams, Inc., 782 F. Supp. 186, 192–95 (D. 
Mass. 1992), a"’d 3 F.3d 546 (1st Cir. 1993); Skipworth v. Lead Indus. Ass’n, 
690 A.2d 169, 172–73 (Pa. 1997). A critical restraint in Sindell was that the 
market-share theory applied to fungible goods. See Sindell, 607 P.2d at 936. 
Lead paint, as well as asbestos, is not fungible. DiBerences exist in the com-
position of the lead paint, and asbestos is a family of minerals, the risks of 
which vary signi"cantly. See Goldman v. John-Manville, 514 N.E. 2d 691, 700 
(Ohio 1987) (observing that the courts that have considered the market-share 
liability theory with respect to asbestos litigation have rejected it, at least in 
part, because of asbestos’ lack of fungibility); see also Skipworth, 690 A.2d at 
173 (rejecting market-share liability in a lead-paint products-liability action, in 
part, because lead paint is not fungible).

589. For an application of the public-nuisance theory with respect to lead paint in 
Rhode Island and New Jersey courts, see Ruslan Kondratyuk, Public Nuisance 
Cause of Action in Lead Paint Litigation, 16 U. B&54. J. E.245. L. 103, 111–21 
(2009).

590. See, e.g., Santiago, 782 F. Supp. at 188.
591. See, e.g., Lead in Paint, Dust, and Soil: Basic Information, supra note 532.
592. See, e.g., Lead Poisoning Prevention Grants, EPA, http://www.epa.gov/opptintr/

lead/pubs/grantmap.htm#national (last updated Feb. 29, 2012).
593. See Scott Calvert, Baltimore Housing Authority Racking Up Legal Bills for Lead 

Cases, B&54. S*., Sept. 17, 2011, http://articles.baltimoresun.com/2011-09-
17/news/bs-md-habc-lawyer-bills-20110918_1_lead-paint-claims-housing-
authority-lead-paint-poisoning (discussing "nancial restraints preventing the 
Housing Authority of Baltimore from paying $12 million to former public-
housing residents who suBered permanent lead-paint poisoning as children).

594. State v. Lead Indus. Ass’n, 951 A.2d 428, 446 (R.I. 2008).
595. Id. at 435.
596. City of St. Louis v. Benjamin Moore & Co., 226 S.W.3d 110, 116–17 (Mo. 

2007).
597. In re Lead Paint Litig., 924 A.2d 484, 505 (N.J. 2007).
598. Id. at 499; Lead Indus. Ass’n, 951 A.2d at 449.

ment could not be imposed.599 Abatements are usually at the 
expense of the one in control of the nuisance.600 !e pos-
sessor may be an innocent party or one who contributed to 
the problem, such as a landlord who refuses to inspect or 
remedy the nuisance in spite of a statutory duty to do so.601 
!us, presale defendants cannot abate postsale problems over 
which they have no control.602

A third, though unsuccessful, theory of seeking relief for 
alleged lead-based harms has been that the use of white-lead-
carbonate pigment constitutes a design defect under prod-
ucts-liability law.603 !e Wisconsin Supreme Court rejected 
this claim, reasoning that the presence of the lead, the alleged 
defect, is the essence of the product itself: “Without lead, 
there can be no white lead carbonate pigment.”604

d. OSHA, Benzene, and Zero Risk

!e Supreme Court rejected an essentially zero-tolerance 
standard in the Benzene Case.605 !e Occupational Safety 
and Health Administration (“OSHA”) issued a standard of 
1 part per million for benzene exposure in the workplace.606 
Benzene is a known carcinogen at high exposure levels, but 
dose-response curves do not exist for low-level exposure.607 
!e agency’s perspective, therefore, was that the industry 
could not present a safe level of exposure.608 Benzene, just 
like other chemicals such as arsenic and formaldehyde, is 
omnipresent in small concentrations in the ambient air.609

OSHA’s policy was that, when a toxic substance is a 
known carcinogen, no safe level of exposure can be deter-
mined unless the industry can present such a standard.610 
!erefore, pursuant to the statutory requirements, OSHA 
would impose the most stringent limitation on exposure that 
is technologically and economically feasible.611 In short, it 
would set a standard as close to zero risk as it could. !e 

599. See Lead Indus. Ass’n, 951 A.2d at 449.
600. In re Lead Paint, 924 A.2d at 499.
601. See, e.g., Morris v. Flaig, 511 F. Supp. 2d 282, 290–93 (E.D.N.Y. 2007).
602. Cf. Donald G. GiBord, Public Nuisance as a Mass Products Liability Tort, 71 U. 

C#.. L. R,2. 741, 820 (2003) (“Public nuisance claims against product manu-
facturers or distributors fail because the defendants no longer have the ability 
to end the conduct alleged to constitute the nuisance. !ey may be held liable 
for damages, of course, under any other theory of recovery that governs harm 
caused by products. !e essence of public nuisance law, however, is ending the 
harmful conduct. !is is impossible for the manufacturer or distributor who 
has relinquished possession by selling or otherwise distributing the product.”).

603. See Godoy v. E.I. DuPont de Nemours & Co., 768 N.W.2d 674, 678 (Wis. 
2009) (plaintiB asserted a design-defect products-liability claim against manu-
facturers of white-lead-carbonate pigment).

604. Id.
605. Indus. Union Dep’t, AFL-CIO v. Am. Petroleum Inst. (!e Benzene Case), 

448 U.S. 607, 614–15 (1980).
606. Id. at 620–23.
607. Id. at 617–20.
608. Id. at 624 (noting that OSHA’s general policy with respect to carcinogens is 

that whenever a carcinogen is involved, the agency “will presume that no safe 
level of exposure exists in the absence of clear proof establishing such a level 
and will accordingly set the exposure limit at the lowest level feasible”).

609. Id. at 615–16 (noting that, in addition to certain groups of workers being 
exposed to benzene, “[t]he entire population of the United States is exposed to 
small quantities of benzene, ranging from a few parts per billion to 0.5 [parts 
per million], in the ambient air”).

610. Id. at 624.
611. Id.
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theory is that one molecule of exposure, “one hit,” could trig-
ger the development of a cancer,612 and hence better to err on 
the side of safety.613

Justice Stevens’ opinion, which also announced the 
judgment of the court,614 recognized that, as formulated, 
“the benzene standard is an expensive way of providing 
some additional protection for a relatively small number of 
employees.”615 !e agency’s acts must be in accordance with 
the governing statute.616 !e Court held that “the statute 
was not designed to require employers to provide absolutely 
risk-free workplaces whenever it is technologically feasible to 
do so, so long as the cost is not great enough to destroy an 
entire industry.”617 !us, “safe” does not equal “risk-free.”618 
!e Secretary must meet the threshold standard that a place 
of employment is unsafe—that is, “it threatens the workers 
with a signi"cant risk of harm.”619

Chief Justice Berger’s concurring opinion recognized that 
“[p]erfect safety is a chimera[;] regulation must not strangle 
human activity in the search for the impossible.”620

e. Illinois and Zero Risk

!e legacy of Love Canal had a major impact.621 Residents of 
the rural community of Wilsonville, Illinois were opposed to 
the siting of a toxic-waste land"ll in their community.622 !e 
130-acre land"ll was surrounded on three sides by farmland 
and on the fourth side by Wilsonville.623 !e land"ll was 
located above an abandoned coal mine, and was thus subject 
to a high risk of subsidence.624 !e transportation of hazard-
ous wastes into the site had to go through the village on one 
of its main streets.625 In addition to the dust and odors from 
the land"ll, the residents complained of leakage and toxic 

612. Id. at 636 n.41.
613. See id. at 635–36 (emphasizing OSHA’s policy with respect to carcinogens 

that in the absence of de"nitive proof of a safe level of exposure, it must be 
presumed that any exposure above zero presents some increased risk of cancer).

614. See id. at 611.
615. Id. at 628.
616. Cf. id. at 639 (noting that the court’s determination of the propriety of OSHA’s 

actions turned “on the meaning of and the relationship between §F3(8) [of 
the Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970], which de"nes a health and 
safety standard as a standard that is ‘reasonably necessary and appropriate to 
provide safe or healthful employment,’ and § 6(b)(5), which directs the Secre-
tary [of Labor] in promulgating a health and safety standard for toxic materials 
to ‘set the standard which most adequately assures, to the extent feasible, on 
the basis of the best available evidence, that no employee will suBer material 
impairment of health or functional capacity’”).

617. Id. at 641.
618. Id. at 642.
619. Id. at 614–15, 642, 644–45. !e Court looked also to legislative history to 

support this premise. See id. at 646–49.
620. Id. at 664 (Berger, C.J., concurring).
621. Cf. Sidney M. Wolf, Hazardous Waste Trials and Tribulations, 13 E.245. L. 

367, 478–79 (1983) (observing that several waste-disposal sites operated by 
SCA Services were either denied siting or shut down following the Love Canal 
episode, including a site shut down by the Illinois Supreme Court in Village of 
Wilsonville v. SCA Services, Inc., 426 N.E.2d 824 (Ill. 1981)).

622. See Vill. of Wilsonville v. SCA Servs., Inc., 426 N.E.2d 824, 826–27 (Ill. 1981) 
(plaintiB Village of Wilsonville sued defendant seeking an injunction requiring 
defendant to cease operations of a chemical-waste-disposal site located in and 
near the Village).

623. Id. at 827.
624. Id. at 827, 829.
625. Id. at 830.

spills from the trucks.626 PlaintiBs’ expert witnesses testi"ed 
as to the high risks of subsidence, explosive interactions, and 
leakage,627 all in the background of Love Canal, which was 
dominating national news at the time.628

!e Illinois Supreme Court adopted a zero-risk standard 
for the siting of hazardous-waste facilities. !e circuit court 
issued an injunction against the site, ordering removal and 
reclamation.629 It was aDrmed on appeal by the court of 
appeals630 and the Supreme Court of Illinois.631 !e court 
cited Dean Prosser that an injunction may issue when it is 
“highly probable” that an activity will lead to a nuisance.632 
!e court found it “highly probable that the chemical-waste-
disposal site w[ould] bring Fabout a substantial injury.”633 !e 
court concluded that it was a “hazardous undertaking at an 
unsuitable location,” and that it “seriously and imminently 
pose[d] a threat to the public health.”634 In the end, the Illi-
nois Supreme Court concluded that hazardous waste facili-
ties “must be located in a secure place, where it will pose no 
threat to health or life, now, or in the future.”635

B. The Disappearing Issues

1. Environmental Problems

a. Noise Pollution

Little discussion occurs today over noise pollution, but it was 
a major issue forty years ago when Boeing proposed to build 
a supersonic transport (“SST”).636 Opposition scuttled the 
large Boeing plane,637 while the Concorde, the much smaller 
European SST, was limited to Dulles and Kennedy airports 
in the United States.638 New York City tried to block the SST 
from JFK Airport by studying it to death.639 One critical 
lesson from the SST debate was the use of the Freedom of 
Information Act (“FOIA”) to obtain information regarding 
the proposed American construction of an SST,640 and thus 
illustrated FOIA’s critical role as an information tool in envi-

626. Id.
627. Id. at 829–30.
628. Cf. Tom Kuhnle, !e Rebirth of Common Law Actions for Addressing Hazardous 

Waste Contamination, ?K S4&.. E.245. L.J. 187, 218–19 (1996) (noting that 
“[t]he images of hazardous waste nightmares from Love Canal and other sites” 
shaped public opinion and “probably also aBected judicial decision making” in 
other toxic-waste-disposal cases, such as in Wilsonville).

629. Wilsonville, 426 N.E.2d at 827.
630. Id.
631. Id.
632. Id. at 836 (citing W#55#&3 L. P'0++,', T0'4+ §F90 (4th ed. 1971)).
633. Id. at 836–37.
634. Id. at 838.
635. Id. at 838. 
636. See, e.g., William F. Baxter, !e SST: From Watts to Harlem in Two Hours, 21 

S4&.. L. R,2. 1, 1, 30 (1968) (discussing the societal costs of sonic booms in 
supersonic transportation and citing designs by Boeing in order to compare the 
aeronautics industry’s designs with its goals to limit the pressure of shockwaves 
reaching the ground).

637. See History: Supersonic Transport, B0,#./, http://www.boeing.com/history/
boeing/sst.html (last visited May 16, 2012) (noting that public funding for 
supersonic transportation was cut in 1971).

638. See British Airways Bd. v. Port Auth., 564 F.2d 1002, 1004 (2d Cir. 1977).
639. See id. at 1007–10.
640. See Soucie v. David, 448 F.2d 1067, 1070, 1080 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
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ronmental disputes.641 Noise-pollution issues helped scuttle 
proposed international airports in the Everglades,642 and El 
Toro, California,643 to name just a few, but aside from these 
decades-old major-airport proposals, receive little attention 
today.

b. Thermal Pollution

Fossil-fuel and nuclear plants generate electricity by boiling 
water to turn turbines that produce electricity.644 One issue 
is the disposal of the waste hot water.645 Many facilities 
would dispose of the heated water directly into rivers and 
lakes, producing thermal pollution.646 !e heated water 
would substantially aBect the ecology of the discharge 
zone.647 Many power plants, especially nuclear facilities, 
under regulatory pressure switched to closed-cycle cool-
ing towers648 substantially eliminating the major source of 
thermal pollution.

c. Sewage Sludge

One clear victory was the federal statutory banning of the 
disposal of sewage sludge into the nation’s oceans.649 Litiga-
tion delayed implementation of the ban,650 but the last hold-
outs—New York City and Los Angeles, California—"nally 
complied.651 Of course, the ban on ocean dumping did not 
alter the reality that communities still had to dispose of the 
sludge. Los Angeles was sending its sludge to neighboring 

641. Cf. id. at 1080 (“!e public’s need for information is especially great in the 
"eld of science and technology, for the growth of specialized scienti"c knowl-
edge threatens to outstrip our collective ability to control its eBects on our 
lives.”).

642. See James L. Hildebrand, Noise Pollution: An Introduction to the Problem and an 
Outline for Future Legal Research, 70 C05*3. L. R,2. 652, 665 (1970).

643. See Daniel W. Anderson, In Pursuit of “Natural Quiet”: !e Latest on Noise for 
Airports and Airlines, 18 A#' : S<&$, L&6. 8, 11 (2004).

644. Boiling Water Reactors, NRC, http://www.nrc.gov/reactors/bwrs.html (last up-
dated Mar. 29, 2012).

645. Dominion Energy Brayton Point, LLC v. Johnson, 443 F.3d 12, 13 (1st Cir. 
2006).

646. Id.
647. Cf. 33 U.S.C. §F1326(a) (2006) (allowing for more stringent eLuent limita-

tions in certain circumstances, with the goal of assuring “the protection and 
propagation of a balanced, indigenous population shell"sh, "sh and wildlife in 
and on” the body of water in question).

648. See T#3 H&2,;, T,4'& T,$%, I.$., C&5#10'.#&’+ C0&+4&5 P06,' P5&.4+: A5-
4,'.&4#2, C005#./ S;+4,3 A.&5;+#+ 4-2 (2008), available at http://www.
opc.ca.gov/webmaster/ftp/project_pages/OTC/engineering%20study/CA_
Power_Plant_Analysis_Complete.pdf.

649. 33 U.S.C. §F 1414b(a)(1)(B) (2006). !e author had a poster once which 
showed a man staring out at the Paci"c Ocean from Ocean Beach in San Fran-
cisco. !e caption was “I 7ed from the land and arrived at last by the in"nite 
sea.” !e irony was that in the background of the picture was a worn-out pipe 
running from the sewage-treatment plant at the foot of Golden Gate Park into 
the Paci"c Ocean.

650. See, e.g., City of New York v. EPA, 543 F. Supp. 1084, 1085–86, 1115 
(S.D.N.Y. 1981) (holding that EPA had to provide New York City with an op-
portunity to present evidence supporting its position that the costs and adverse 
consequences of a short-term land-dumping alternative exceeded the eBects of 
its practice of dumping into the New York Bight Apex).

651. Kevin Roderick, Sea Dumping Halted as L.A. Tries Trucking Sewage Sludge 
Away, L.A. T#3,+, Nov. 12, 1987, http://articles.latimes.com/1987-11-12/
local/me-20552_1_dump-sludge; Press Release, EPA, Reilly in New York to 
Mark End of Sewage Sludge Dumping (June 30, 1992), http://www.epa.gov/
history/topics/mprsa/03.html.

Kern County, whose residents responded through a referen-
dum that banned the receipt of sludge in the county.652 !e 
ban is currently in litigation.653

d. The Failed Answer: UFFI

!e energy crisis of the 1970s prompted a concerted eBort 
to promote energy conservation.654 One problem arose 
from eBorts to inexpensively install insulation in older 
homes.655 Often the attics were accessible, but the major 
heat loss could be through the walls.656 A Scandinavian 
solution, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation (“UFFI”), 
seemed at hand. UFFI could be blown into walls in a liq-
uid form through holes drilled in the outer walls.657 It was 
inexpensive, easy to install, and quickly solidi"ed after 
installation.658 It seemed the ideal solution, especially for 
retro"tting older homes.659

However, when misapplied, UFFI could emit dangerous 
levels of formaldehyde into the home.660 !e result was a 
ban of UFFI,661 and some statutes even mandated removal 
and restoration.662 Trying to remove solidi"ed UFFI from 
between interior walls is not an easy procedure.663

!e pedagogical value of UFFI is that it shows how dif-
ferent agencies, federal and state, using diBerent statutes and 
burdens of proof, reached diBerent results on a common set 
of facts and risks.664

652. City of Los Angeles v. County of Kern, 581 F.2d 841, 844 (9th Cir. 2009).
653. See id. at 841, 849.
654. See, e.g., A Legacy of Sustainability, A'$%#4,$4 01 4%, C&<#405, %44<://666.

&0$./02/P06,'_40_S&2,/5,/&$;-01-+*+4&#.&9#5#4;.$13 (last visited May 
17, 2012) (“During the energy crisis of the 1970s, the [Architect of the Capi-
tol] developed its ‘Program for the Energy Conservation and Management for 
the United States Capitol Complex Buildings,’ which proposed the concept 
for the Program for Energy Conservation (PEC). !e purpose of PEC was to 
investigate and implement measures for energyconservation.”).

655. See C0... D,<’4 01 P*9. H,&54%, F&$4 S%,,4: UREA F0'3&5(,%;(, F0&3 
I.+*5&4#0. (UFFI) 1 (2009), available at http://www.ct.gov/dph/lib/dph/en-
vironmental_health/eoha/pdf/uD.pdf (noting that UFFI was installed in Con-
necticut homes for the purposes of energy conservation).

656. See Urea-Formaldehyde Foam Insulation (UFFI), C&.. M0'4/. : H0*+. C0'<., 
http://www.cmhc-schl.gc.ca/en/co/maho/yohoyohe/inaiqu/inaiqu_008.cfm 
(last visited May 16, 2012) (noting that UFFI was developed in Europe as an 
improved means of insulating “diDcult-to-reach cavities in house walls.”).

657. See id.
658. See id.; see also Borden, Inc. v. Comm’r of Pub. Health, 448 N.E.2d 367, 372 

(Mass. 1983).
659. See UFFI, USI.+<,$4, available at http://www.usinspect.com/resources-for-

you/house-facts/environmental-concerns-home/uD (last visited May 16, 
2012).

660. See C&.. M0'4/. : H0*+. C0'<., supra note 656.
661. Both the U.S. and Canadian governments did so. See id.; UFFI, supra note 

659.
662. See Borden, 448 N.E.2d at 371.
663. See Urea Formaldehyde Foam Insulation (UFFI), E.2#'0. S,'2#$,+, I.$., 

http://www.environservices.com/uD.htm (last visited May 16, 2012) (noting 
that UFFI removal entails a careful exposure of all UFFI on the premises, me-
chanical removal of the foam, and washing of all surfaces that have touched the 
foam).

664. Compare Borden, 448 N.E.2d at 372–73 (discussing the Massachusetts Com-
missioner of Public Health’s decision to ban the sale, distribution, and use of 
UFFI), with 16 C.F.R. §F1306 (2012) (ruling of the U.S. Consumer Product 
Safety Commission to ban UFFI in homes and schools).
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2. The Appearance of Fairness and the 
Questioning of Legislative Motives

A potentially powerful but currently quiescent litigation 
tool is the “appearance of fairness” doctrine.665 Its growth 
was fueled by the “cynical” reaction to Watergate, Vietnam, 
and the pattern of land-use corruption at the state and local 
levels.666 Decisions often seemed to be based on the in7u-
ence of money rather than the merits.667 !e premise of the 
appearance-of-fairness doctrine is that not only must justice 
be done, but it must appear to be done.668 !e underused 
appearance-of-fairness doctrine emerged out of land-use-
planning cases with a history of corruption at the state and 
local level.669 As stated by the Washington Supreme Court, 
“!e process by which such [changes in zoning plans] are 
made must not only be fair but must appear to be fair to 
insure public con"dence therein.”670

!e appearance-of-fairness doctrine became well estab-
lished in questioning adminstative actions, but the next step 
would be the risky one of questioning the motives of legis-
lators.671 Only rarely have courts noted improper legislative 
meddling in the administrative or statutory decisionmaking 
process. !e strong presumption is for courts to rely upon the 
honesty and integrity of public oDcials, and to thus “ignore” 
most allegations of in7uence peddling.672

One of the few exceptions to courts’ general lack of scru-
tiny of legislative meddling involved the !ree Sisters Bridge 
litigation in Washington, DC. Plans were prepared for addi-
tional highway access into DC because of traDc congestion 
in the vicinity of, and across the river from, Georgetown in 
northwest Washington.673 !e plans called for erecting the 
!ree Sisters Bridge across the Potomac as an essential part 
of the highway-improvement project for the metropolitan 
area.674 !e Georgetown Historic District would lie slightly 
to the east of the !ree Sisters Bridge.675 !e bridge would 

665. See Fleming v. City of Tacoma, 502 P.2d 327, 329–30 (Wash. 1972) (discuss-
ing the “appearance of fairness” doctrine).

666. See, e.g., W.T. Watterson, What Ever Happened to the Appearance of Fairness 
Doctrine? Local Land Use Decisions in an Age of Statutory Process, =? S,&445, U. 
L. R,2. 653, 654 (1997).

667. See id. at 656 n.16.
668. Fleming, 502 P.2d at 329.
669. Watterson, supra note 666, at 658 n.28. Traditional corruption may overlap 

appearance-of-fairness issues, but the standard remedy in the corruption cases 
would be criminal law.

670. Fleming, 502 P.2d at 329. Not all courts accepted this premise though. !e 
Supreme Court of Florida in Schauer v. City of Miami Beach, 112 S.2d 838, 
841 (Fla. 1959) followed the general rule of declining to intervene even though 
members of the legislative body were motivated by bias or self-interest. A re-
zoning vote was upheld even though a councilman, who cast a critical vote 
for passage, could gain up to $600,000 in increased property value from the 
rezoning. Id. at 839.

671. See, e.g., Angle v. Chi., St. P., M & O. Ry. Co., 151 U.S. 1, 18–19 (1894) 
(“[W]henever an act of the legislature is challenged in court the inquiry is lim-
ited to the question of power, and does not extend to the matter of expediency, 
the motives of the legislators, or the reasons which were spread before them to 
induce the passage of the act. !is principle rests upon the independence of the 
legislature as one of the co-ordinate departments of the government.”).

672. See, e.g., Schauer, 112 S.2d at 841.
673. D.C. Fed’n of Civic Ass’ns v. Volpe, 459 F.2d 1231, 1236 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
674. Id.
675. Id.

cross the !ree Sisters Islands, which are three rocks in the 
Potomac River.676

!e National Capital Planning Commission, the oD-
cial planning body for the District of Columbia, adopted 
in December 1968 a comprehensive transportation plan 
that did not include the !ree Sisters Bridge that plaintiBs 
wanted.677 However, many members of Congress were intent 
on seeing the !ree Sisters Bridge constructed. Congress-
man Natcher, Chair of the Subcommittee on the District of 
Columbia of the House Appropriations Committee, threat-
ened to withhold the appropriations for the planned rapid-
transit system desired by the District of Columbia unless the 
District accepted the highway plan that included the !ree 
Sisters Bridge.678

In response to an injunction by the district court enjoining 
construction of the !ree Sisters Bridge,679 Congress enacted 
section 23 of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, which 
explicitly required the Secretary of Transportation and the 
government of the District of Columbia to begin construc-
tion of the !ree Sisters Bridge within thirty days follow-
ing the passage of the statute.680 !e Court of Appeals held 
that the full range of hearing and planning requirements of 
title 23 of the U.S. Code had to be complied with,681 but 
that opinion did not focus on the congressional pressures on 
the District of Columbia.682 !e district court on remand 
noted the political pressures, but found them relevant only if 
they caused other oDcials “to disregard obligations imposed 
on them by statute.”683 !e district judge made no such 
"nding.684

However, on appeal again, Judge Bazelon believed that 
such relevant pressures existed, and instructed that on 
remand the Secretary “must make new determinations based 
strictly on the merits and completely without regard to any 
considerations not made relevant by Congress in the appli-
cable statutes.”685 Judge Bazelon wrote:

[T]he impact of this [Congressional] pressure is suDcient, 
standing alone, to invalidate the Secretary’s action. Even 
if the Secretary had taken every formal step required .F .F . 
reversal would be required, in my opinion, because extrane-
ous pressure intruded into the calculus of considerations on 
which the Secretary’s decision was based.686

676. See !ree Sisters Islands, W0'5(I+5&.(I.10.$03, http://www.worldislandinfo.
com/US/DC/!ree_Sisters_Islands.html (last visited May 16, 2012).

677. Volpe, 459 F.2d at 1236.
678. Id.
679. D.C. Fed’n of Civic Ass’ns v. Airis, 391 F.2d 478, 479 (D.C. Cir. 1968).
680. Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1968, Pub. L. No. 90-495, §F23, 82 Stat. 815, 827 

(1968).
681. D.C. Fed’n of Civic Ass’ns v. Volpe, 434 F.2d 436, 437 (D.C. Cir. 1970).
682. See, e.g., id. at 447 (noting Congress’ mandate to take up construction on the 

bridge merely “amounts to a direction from Congress to the relevant District 
and federal oDcials to continue with the bridge and highway plans they had 
been formulating prior to the Airis decision”). Id.

683. D.C. Fed’n of Civic Ass’ns v. Volpe, 316 F. Supp. 754, 763 (D.D.C. 1970), 
a"’d in part and rev’d in part, 459 F.2d 1231 (D.C. Cir. 1971).

684. Id. at 765–66 ("nding that the Secretary of Transportation made his decisions 
based solely on the merits of the project and not because of political pressures).

685. D.C. Fed’n of Civic Ass’ns v. Volpe, 459 F.2d 1231, 1246 (D.C. Cir. 1971).
686. Id. at 1245–46.
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He further stated:
!e “unusual situation” posited here is entirely the product 
of action by a small group of men with strongly-held views 
on the desirability of the bridge, who, it may be assumed, 
are acting with the interests of the public at heart. !ey may 
well be correct in concluding that a new bridge is needed 
and that no alternative location is available. But no matter 
how sound their reasoning nor how lofty their motives, they 
cannot usurp the function vested by Act of Congress in the 
Secretary of Transportation. Until the statute is amended 
or repealed by another Act of Congress, the Secretary 
must himself decide .F .F . whether a prudent alternative is 
available.687

VI. Percolating Issues

A. We Didn’t Have a Name For It: Environmental 
Justice

An early land-use issue, which now has an environmental 
name, is environmental justice. We had discrimination in 
land-use planning before we called it environmental justice, 
especially with exclusionary zoning and the denial of servic-
es.688 A General Accounting ODce study found that a major-
ity of the oBsite hazardous-waste land"lls in EPA Region IV 
(Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, Mississippi, North 
Carolina, South Carolina, and Tennessee)689 were located 
in majority-black communities.690 In addition, twenty-six 
percent of the population in four communities studied had 
incomes below the poverty level.691 Today, environmental 
justice deals more broadly with the discriminatory provision 
of services.692

Environmental justice has now become a major area of 
the law with many law schools oBering courses in it.693 !e 
government’s attitude towards issues of environmental justice 
depends heavily on who is in the White House; for instance, 
President Clinton issued an executive order on environmen-

687. Id. at 1248–49.
688. See, e.g., United States v. City of Black Jack, 508 F.2d 1179, 1181–82 (8th 

Cir. 1974) (alleging that the city of Black Jack, Missouri, denied persons hous-
ing on the basis of race in violation of federal law, and had interfered with 
the exercise of the right to equal housing opportunity by adopting a zoning 
ordinance prohibiting the construction of new multifamily dwellings); see also 
Denis Binder, Index of Environmental Justice Cases, =J U'9. L&6. ?AE, ?AM 
(1995).

689. U.S. G,.. A$$0*.4#./ O11#$,, RCED->E-?A>, S#4#./ 01 H&)&'(0*+ 
W&+4, L&.(1#55+ &.( T%,#' C0'',5&4#0. 6#4% R&$#&5 &.( E$0.03#$ 
S4&4*+ 01 S*''0*.(#./ C033*.#4#,+ 2 (1983), available at http://archive.
gao.gov/d48t13/121648.pdf.

690. Id. at 1.
691. Id.
692. See, e.g., Gerald Torres, Environmental Burdens and Democratic Justice, =? 

F0'(%&3 U'9. L.J. 431, 442–45 (1994).
693. See, e.g., Environmental Law, T*5. U. L. S$%., http://www.law.tulane.edu/tl-

sAcademicPrograms/index.aspx?id=3564 (last visited May 16, 2012) (oBering 
Environmental Justice as an advanced course in its environmental-law curricu-
lum). For indices of environmental justice cases, see Binder, supra note 688; 
Denis Binder, Environmental Justice Index II, E C%&<. L. R,2. EG@ (2000); 
Denis Binder, Environmental Justice Index III, [2005] 35 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. 
Law Inst.) 10,AGK (Sept. 2005).

tal justice,694 while neither president Bush did. !e Obama 
Administration has been very proactive on environmental-
justice issues.695

B. The Time Has Not Yet Arrived: Ecosystem 
Management

A critical eBort towards environmental preservation would 
be wise ecosystem management. !e reality is that only small 
steps have been undertaken.696 As mentioned earlier, Califor-
nia enacted the San Francisco Bay Conservation and Devel-
opment Commission to control future developments on the 
Bay.697 !e Commission has prevented further shrinkage of 
the Bay, but its powers do not extend inland.698 Indeed, a 
cursory drive around the San Francisco Bay area reveals the 
same urban sprawl of Southern California.699

!e League to Save Lake Tahoe was founded in 1957 
to “keep Tahoe blue.”700 A bistate compact was entered 
into between California and Nevada in 1969 to save Lake 
Tahoe.701 Its success is aided by the reality that nintey per-
cent of the land in the Basin is owned by the federal gov-
ernment.702 At the timing of the writing of this article, the 
compact was becoming frayed and Nevada wanted to repeal 
the compact.703

Other regional planning eBorts include the New Jersey 
Meadowlands704 and Martha’s Vineyard.705  More recent 
eBorts to preserve the Everglades ran into economic diDcul-

694. Exec. Order No. 12,898, 3 C.F.R. 859 (1994), reprinted as amended in 42 
U.S.C. §F4321 app. at 4543–45 (2006). Several authors, including this author, 
wrote an article analyzing the response of federal agencies to the order. Denis 
Binder, et al., A Survey of Federal Agency Response to President Clinton’s Executive 
Order No. 12898 on Environmental Justice, [2001] 31 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. 
Law Inst.) 11,133 (2001).

695. See Press Release, EPA, Obama Administration Advances EBorts to Protect 
Health of U.S. Communities Overburdened by Pollution / Federal Agencies 
Sign Environmental Justice Memorandum of Understanding (Aug. 4, 2011), 
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/bd4379a92ceceeac852573590040
0c27/28420a5ae8467cf5852578e200635712!OpenDocument.

696. An emerging approach in natural-resources law is “adaptive management,” 
which is part of ecosystem management. See J. B. Ruhl & Robert L. Fischman, 
Adaptive Management in the Courts, 95 M#... L. R,2. 424, 424–27 (2010). 
For more discussion of the relationship between ecosystem management and 
adaptive management, see id. at 428–29. 

697. See supra, note 31.
698. See C&5. G02’4 C0(, § 66610 (West 2012).
699. Cf. Todd J. Gillman, Urban Sprawl Encroaching on the Last Farm in San Fran-

cisco, L.A. T#3,+, July 8, 1988, http://articles.latimes.com/1988-07-08/busi-
ness/"-6727_1_san-francisco (discussing how the growth of the San Francisco 
urban landscape has consumed and transformed most of the city’s agricultural 
property).

700. L,&/*, 40 S&2, L&-, T&%0,, Mission & Vision, K,,<T&%0,B5*,.0'/, http://
keeptahoeblue.org/aboutus/mission/ (last visited Feb. 13, 2012).

701. See Bettina Boxall, Ultimatum on Lake Tahoe: Nevada is Pressuring Cali-
fornia to Make It Easier to Win Approval for Developments, L.A. T#3,+, July 
27, 2011, at AA1, available at http://articles.latimes.com/2011/jul/27/local/
la-me-tahoe-20110727.

702. Id.
703. See id.
704. 13 N.J. S4&4. A... § 13:17-1 to -86 (West 2012), enforced in Meadowlands 

Reg’l Dev. Agency v. State, 304 A.2d 545, 546–47 (N.J. 1973). For more gen-
eral information, see Mission, N,6 J,'+,; M,&(065&.(+ C033’., http://
www.njmeadowlands.gov/about/mission.html (last visited Feb. 13, 2012).

705. See Background, M&'4%&’+ V#.,;&'( C033’., http://www.mvcommission.
org/thecommission/background.html (last visited Apr. 1, 2012). 
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ties involved in acquiring the private, commercial interests in 
the Everglades.706

!e ESA has a signi"cant eBect in management of the 
Columbia River and its tributaries to manage salmon runs, 
and the northern spotted owl has stopped timber harvesting 
in much of the Paci"c Northwest,707 but neither of these par-
ticular examples is comprehensive in its reach.

C. Recycling and Conservation: The Bottle Bill

As we saw early on in the SCRAP708 and Vermont Yankee709 
cases, the environmental bene"ts of recycling and conserva-
tion were quickly realized.710 Oregon enacted a bottle bill in 
1971,711 and was followed by 10 states.712 An eBective bottle 
bill promotes the recycling of materials, thereby conserv-
ing natural resources, and also substantially reduces litter 
along the nation’s roads and frees up space in the sanitary 
land"lls.713 Legal attacks under the Commerce Clause failed 
because the bottle-bill statutes did not discriminate on the 
basis of origin.714 Bans on other substances, such as phos-
phate detergents, followed.715 !e reality, though, is that 
most states have not adopted a bottle bill.716

VII. Aspirations and Reality

Our aspirations of environmental quality do not always match 
reality, especially when it comes to consumer preferences.717 
!e increasing shortage of land"ll space focused attention 
on nonbiodegradables that eat up available capacity.718 One 
major suspect was the disposable diaper.719 Attempts to ban 

706. See Implementing the Comprehensive Everglades Restoration Plan (CERP): Hear-
ing Before the S. Comm. on Env’t & Pub. Works, 107th Cong. 94–95 (2002) 
(statement of Ann R. Klee, Counselor to the Secretary, Department of the 
Interior).

707. See Nat’l Wildlife Fed’n v. Nat’l Marine Fisheries Serv., 524 F.3d 917, 923 (9th 
Cir. 2007) (discussing the treatment of salmon along the Columbia River and 
its tributaries after salmon were declared endangered species under the ESA); 
Erin Pitts, !e ESA and the Spotted Owl, 21 E.245. L. 1175, 1175–76 (1991) 
(concerning the northern spotted owl).

708. United States v. Students Challenging Regulatory Agency Procedures 
(SCRAP), 412 U.S. 669 (1973).

709. Vt. Yankee Nuclear Power Corp. v. Natural Res. Def. Council, Inc., 435 U.S. 
519 (1978).

710. Cf. SCRAP, 412 U.S. at 679–80 (plaintiBs argued that a Interstate Commerce 
Commission surcharge created an illegal adverse impact on recycling).

711. See Oregon, B0445, B#55 R,+0*'$, G*#(,, http://www.bottlebill.org/legisla-
tion/usa/oregon.htm (last updated May 4, 2012).

712. See All US Bottle Bills, B0445, B#55 R,+0*'$, G*#(,, http://www.bottlebill.
org/legislation/usa/allstates.htm (last updated June 29, 2009) (states include 
California, Connecticut, Hawaii, Iowa, Massachusetts, Maine, Michigan, New 
York, Oregon, and Vermont).

713. See Bene$ts of Bottle Bills, B0445, B#55 R,+0*'$, G*#(,, http://www.bottle-
bill.org/about/bene"ts.htm (last visited May 16, 2012).

714. See, e.g., Am. Can Co. v. Or. Liquor Control Comm., 517 P.2d 691, 703 (Or. 
App. 1973).

715. See, e.g., Proctor & Gamble Co. v. City of Chicago, 509 F.2d 69, 72 (7th Cir. 
1975).

716. Only eleven states have enacted bottle-deposit laws. !e Connecticut Bottle 
Bill, C0... D,<’4 E.,'/; : E.245. P'04., http://www.ct.gov/dep/cwp/view.
asp?A=2714&Q=324838(last updated Feb. 2012).

717. See generally Mark SagoB, We Have Met the Enemy and He is Us or Con%ict and 
Contradiction in Environmental Law, 12 E.24’5. L. 283, 284–88 (1982).

718. See, e.g., In Vermont, A Proposal to Ban Disposable Diapers, N.Y. T#3,+, Dec. 31, 
1989, at 22.

719. See id.

disposable diapers in Vermont, an environmentally progres-
sive state, failed when parents expressed their love for the 
“rip and wrap” disposable diapers rather than the traditional 
cloth diapers.720 Similarly, in 1990, Maine banned the aseptic 
juice packs because the aluminum layer was not biodegrad-
able.721 !e ban was repealed on September 1, 1994.722

Otherwise stalwart environmentalists often face dilem-
mas with their young children—small cars with high gas 
mileage, or convenience and safety with larger vehicles? !ey 
often drive minivans and sport-utility vehicles.723 To some 
extent the decision is easy. Detroit stopped building station 
wagons because they were then counted towards the strict 
gas-mileage requirements for cars, whereas minivans and 
sport-utility vehicles are counted toward the more lenient 
requirements for light trucks.724

VIII. The Role of the States Versus the 
Federal Government

A basic issue in the 1970s was whether federal or state law 
would apply to the environmental issues at hand. !e answers 
came through both judicial decisions and legislation, but liti-
gation is neverending.

A. Litigation

!e Supreme Court in 1971 held that state nuisance law 
should control in an interstate dispute between a state and a 
private defendant.725 However, only a year later, in Illinois v. 
City of Milwaukee, the Court changed its position and held 
that federal law governs interstate water pollution.726 Indeed, 
federal common law could be used to resolve the dispute.727 
After substantial amendments to the Clean Water Act,728 the 
Supreme Court held in Milwaukee II that the federal legis-
lation preempted federal common law,729 but in a footnote, 
the Court left open the question whether state common law 
might still apply.730 !e Seventh Circuit held in Milwaukee 
III that the Clean Water Act precluded the application of a 

720. Id. 
721. See Jerry Harkavy, Juice Box Is Banned in Maine, L.A. T#3,+, Sept. 2, 1990, 

http://articles.latimes.com/1990-09-02/news/mn-1745_1_juice-boxes.
722. See Robert A. Zuck, State Legislative Action Includes Removal of 2 Bans: 1994, 

P&<,', F#53 : F0#5 C0.2,'4,', Mar. 1, 1995, http://pBc-online.com/
mag/148-paper-state-legislative-action.

723. See Survey: 40% of Parents Buy Car Because Child Is Born, R0&( : T'&2,5 
M&/., http://www.roadandtravel.com/newsworthy/newsandviews03/parents-
buycarfornewbaby.htm (last visited May 16, 2012) (reporting that an August 
2003 survey showed that SUVs, minivans, and station and sport wagons were 
growing in popularity among American families).

724. Warren Brown, !e Station Wagon Stealthily Returns, W&+%. P0+4, Aug. 29, 
2004, http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2004/08/29/
AR2005032405083.html.

725. See Ohio v. Wyandotte Chems. Corp., 401 U.S. 493, 499 n.3 (1971) (noting 
that the lower federal courts would not have jurisdiction over the matter under 
“federal question” jurisdiction because state law would apply).

726. Illinois v. City of Milwaukee, 406 U.S. 91, 93, 107 (1972).
727. Id.
728. See City of Milwaukee v. Illinois, 451 U.S. 304, 310–11 (1981).
729. See id. at 317–19.
730. Id. at 317 n.9.
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state’s common law to a pollution source located in a diBer-
ent state.731

!e legal issue is not yet resolved. !e question of state 
common law remains open, as demonstrated by International 
Paper Co. v. Ouellette.732 In that case, plaintiBs in Vermont 
claimed that water pollution from a paper mill in New York 
constituted an actionable nuisance under Vermont law.733 
!e Court held that although the plaintiBs could not bring 
their suit under a nuisance theory arising out of Vermont law, 
because of the savings clause in the Clean Water Act, other 
state causes of action were available to them.734 Speci"cally, 
although the plaintiBs brought their action in a Vermont 
court, they could possibly raise New York claims, as New 
York was the source state of the alleged harm, if New York 
law provided a cause of action.735

B. Cooperative Federalism

Several major federal statutes, including the Clean Air Act,736 
Clean Water Act,737 Safe Drinking Water Act,738 and Occu-
pational Safety and Health Act739 provide for cooperative fed-
eralism, which calls for shared regulatory duties.740 Congress 
sets minimal standards and states may adopt their own regu-
lations provided that they meet those minimal standards.741

C. Savings Clause

Several environmental protection statutes also include a “sav-
ings clause” that allows private lawsuits for damages to be 
brought under state law even if substantial federal regulation 
of a subject exists.742 In short, remedies exist under public 
law for the wrong to the people, and under private law to 
compensate the individual victim.743

731. Illinois v. City of Milwaukee, 731 F.2d 403, 410–11 (7th Cir. 1984), cert. 
denied 469 U.S. 1196 (1985).

732. Int’l Paper Co. v. Ouellette, 479 U.S. 481 (1987).
733. Id. at 484.
734. Id. at 497.
735. See id.
736. 42 U.S.C. §F7416 (2006).
737. 33 U.S.C. §F1342(b) (2006).
738. 42 U.S.C. §F300h(b)(3)(B)(i) (2006).
739. 29 U.S.C. §F667(a)–(b) (2006).
740. See generally Philip J. Weiser, Federal Common Law, Cooperative Federalism, and 

the Enforcement of the Telecom Act, 76 N.Y.U. L. R,2. 1692, 1696 (2001)
741. See 29 U.S.C. §F667(c)(2) (providing that the Secretary of Labor will approve 

a state plan for worker safety, in part, if it “will be at least as eBective in provid-
ing safe and healthful employment and places of employment as the standards 
promulgated under” federal law).

742. For example, the savings clause of the Clean Water Act provides: “Nothing in 
this section shall restrict any right which any person (or class of persons) may 
have under any statute or common law to seek enforcement of any eLuent 
standard or limitation or to seek any other relief .F.F.F.” 33 U.S.C. §F1365(e) 
2006. See Middlesex Cnty. Sewerage Auth. v. Nat’l Sea Clammers Ass’n, 453 
U.S. 1, 11 (1981) (discussing the savings clause of the Federal Water Pollution 
Control Act).

743. !e public-law remedies would be those common in the environmental stat-
utes, such as civil remedies, "nes, and injunctive relief. See, e.g., Clean Water 
Act, 33 U.S.C. § 1365(a) (2006);.

IX. The Academy

A. Environmental Law, Land-Use Planning, and 
Natural-Resources Law as Venn Diagrams

If environmental law can be viewed as the law of resource 
allocation, then natural-resources law professors would per-
force play a major role in the development of environmental 
law. Environmental law and natural-resources law are often 
the same: the same issues, the same policies, the same stat-
utes, the same lawyers, and the same professors.744 Indeed, 
several leading professors emerged from a natural-resources 
background,745 often with an emphasis on water law.746 
Joseph Sax started his career at Colorado, mastering water 
law.747 Professor William Rodgers of the University of Wash-
ington was involved for decades with Native American "sh-
ing claims in the Paci"c Northwest.748 Others soon joined 
the profession.749

A major convergence of the two occurred in 1981 when 
the Rocky Mountain Mineral Law Foundation, with the 
assistance of the Eastern Mineral Law Foundation and the 
Southwestern Legal Foundation,750 sponsored the "rst of the 
Natural Resources Teachers Law Institutes (“NRTLI”).751 
!ese biennial institutes have become a common ground for 

744. See, e.g., Sandra Beth Zellmer, Sacri$cing Legislative Integrity at the Altar of 
Appropriations Riders: A Constitutional Crisis, 21 H&'2. E.245. L. R,2. 457, 
459 (1997) (“Existing natural resource laws, ‘the pillars of federal environ-
mental law’—[NEPA], the National Forest Management Act .F.F. the Federal 
Land Policy and Management Act .F .F . and the [ESA]—represent Congress’s 
considered eBorts to resolve these con7icts and balance competing interests.” 
(footnotes omitted)).

745. !e leading natural-resources-law professor, Frank Trelease of Wyoming, was 
nearing the end of his distinguished career as environmental law developed. 
For a humorous look at his accomplishments, see George A. Gould, A Salute to 
Frank J. Trelease, 18 P&$. L.J. vii, vii–ix (1987). Other leading natural-resources 
professors were Al Utton of New Mexico, Don Zillman of Maine, and George 
Coggins of Kansas. See Utton Transboundary Resources Center, U.N.M. S$%. 
01 L., http://uttoncenter.unm.edu/about.php (last visited May 16, 2012) (the 
section titled “Center History” provides a few words about the late Professor 
Utton); Faculty Pro$les: Don Zilman, U. M,. S$%. L., http://mainelaw.maine.
edu/faculty/pro"les/zillman.html (last visited May 16, 2012); George Cameron 
Coggins, U. K&.. S$%. L., http://law.ku.edu/faculty/faculty/coggins.shtml (last 
visited May 16, 2012).

746. Professor Bob Beck, then at North Dakota and later at Southern Illinois, is an 
example. See R09,'4 B,$- : A3; K,55,;, W&4,' &.( W&4,' R#/%4+ (3d ed. 
2007).

747. See Joseph L. Sax, U. M#$%. L. S$%., http://www.law.umich.edu/historyan-
dtraditions/faculty/Faculty_Lists/Alpha_Faculty/Pages/JosephLSax.aspx (last 
visited May 16, 2012). Professor Sax wrote germinal articles on the public-
trust doctrine and the Takings Clause, as well as citizen involvement. See, e.g., 
Sax, supra note 253.

748. See, e.g., John E. Bonine, Of Salmon, the Sound, and the Shifting Sands of Envi-
ronmental Law—A National Perspective: Tributes to Professor William H. Rodg-
ers, Jr., 82 W&+%. L. R,2. 459, 478–79 ( 2000) (discussing Professor Rodgers’ 
work with Native Alaskans).

749. !ese include Professors Charles Wilkinson at Colorado who joined his men-
tor, Dave Getches, at Colorado, and Pat McGinley at West Virginia, to wage 
epic battles against strip mining. See Patrick C. McGinley, W. V&. U. C.L., 
http://law.wvu.edu/faculty/full_time_faculty/patrick_c_mcginley (last visited 
May 16, 2012). Michael Blumm specialized in issues of the Columbia River. 
See, e.g., Michael Blumm, Environment, Economy, and Community in the Paci$c 
Northwest, 17 P*9. L&.( : R,+0*'$,+. L. R,2. 1, 1–2 (1996).

750. !e Southwestern Legal Foundation is now the Center for American and In-
ternational Law. About the Center, C,.4,' 10' A3. : I.4’5 L., http://www.
cailaw.org/about.html (last visited May 16, 2012). 

751. Natural Resources Law Teachers, R0$-; M4.. M#.. L. F0*.(., https://www.
rmmlf.org/geninfo/teachers.htm (last visited May 16, 2012).
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a highly popular annual Environmental Law Moot Court 
Competition.763 !e traditional law schools of Columbia 
University764 and George Washington University765 estab-
lished themselves early in environmental law. Other law 
schools, especially Colorado and Denver, built upon their 
natural-resources-law programs.766 Many law schools today 
have emphasis and certi"cate programs in environmental 
law, so popular is the area.767 Florida and Florida State have 
large environmental-law faculties.768

Legal scholarship has 7ourished. Boalt769 and Boston 
College premiered environmental-law reviews in 1971.770 
Columbia followed with its Columbia Journal of Environ-
mental Law in 1972771 and Harvard with the Harvard Envi-
ronmental Law Review in 1976.772 !ey spawned a seemingly 
in"nite number of competitors. Casebooks appeared,773 fol-
lowed by nutshells, student aids and looseleafs.774

Early environmental-law courses encompassed both pub-
lic law and private law, but soon focused on public law, such 
as clean air or clean water. Traditional victim’s compensation 
was oBered in new courses, such as toxic torts.775 New areas 
appeared—biodiversity, environmental justice,776 environ-
mental criminal law,777 international environmental law,778 
endangered species,779 and climate change.780

763. See National Environmental Law Moot Court Competition Oral Argument Dates: 
February 23–25, 2012, P&$, L. S$%., http://www.pace.edu/school-of-law/
NELMCC (last visited May 17, 2012).

764. See Environmental Law at Columbia: Part 1, supra note 758.
765. Paddock, supra note 759.
766. See, e.g., About the NRLC, N&4. R,+0*'$,+ L. C,.4,', U. C050. &4 B0*5(,', 

http://www.colorado.edu/law/centers/nrlc/about/index.html (last visited May 
17, 2012).

767. See, e.g., Environmental & Natural Resources Law, supra note 762.
768. See, e.g., Environmental & Land Use Faculty, F5&. S4. U. C. L., http://www.law.

fsu.edu/academic_programs/environmental/faculty.html (last visited May 17, 
2012). 

769. Boalt published Ecology Law Quarterly. See About ELQ, E$050/; L.Q., 
http://boalt.org/elq/about.php (last visited May 17, 2012).

770. Boston College published the Environmental ABairs Law Review. See Boston 
College Environmental A"airs Law Review, B.C. L. S$%., http://www.bc.edu/
schools/law/lawreviews/environmental/ (last visited May 17, 2012).

771. See Environmental Law at Columbia: Part 4, C05*3. L. S$%., http://www.law.
columbia.edu/law_school/communications/reports/winter2002/enviro_at_
cls4 (last visited May 17, 2012).

772. See Harvard Environmental Law Review, H&'2. E.245. L. R,2., http://harvar-
delr.org/ (last visited May 17, 2012).

773. See, e.g., J0%. E. B0.#., : T%03&+ O. M$G&'#4;, T%, L&6 01 E.2#-
'0.3,.4&5 P'04,$4#0.: C&+,+, L,/#+5&4#0., P05#$#,+ (1984); R0/,' W. 
F#.(5,; : D&.#,5 A. F&'9,', E.2#'0.3,.4&5 L&6: C&+,+ &.( M&4,'#&5+ 
(1981); F'&.- G'&( ,4 &5., E.2#'0.3,.4&5 C0.4'05: P'#0'#4#,+, P05#-
$#,+, &.( 4%, L&6 (1971); E2& H. H&.-+ ,4 &5., E.2#'0.3,.4&5 L&6 &.( 
P05#$; C&+,+ &.( M&4,'#&5+ (1974).

774. See, e.g., About the Book: Emanuel Law Outline: Environmental Law, W054-
,'+ K5*6,', http://www.aspenlawschool.com/books/malone_environmen-
tal_outline/default.asp (last visited May 17, 2012).

775. See, e.g., Environmental & Energy Law Program: Curriculum, G,0. W&+%. U. L. 
S$%., http://www.law.gwu.edu/Academics/FocusAreas/Environmental/Pages/
curric.aspx (last visited May 17, 2012).

776. See, e.g., Environmental Law, supra note 693 (oBering Environmental Justice as 
an advanced course in its environmental-law curriculum).

777. See, e.g., Environmental & Energy Law Program: Curriculum, supra note 775.
778. Professor Lakshman Guwuswamy of Colorado and Nicholas Robinson of Pace 

became leading scholars in international environmental issues. See Symposium: 
!e Con%uence of Human Rights and the Environment, O'. R,2. I.4’5 L. 225, 
265 (2009).

779. See, e.g., Environmental & Energy Law Program: Curriculum, supra note 775 
(oBering an Animal Law and Wildlife Protection Seminar).

780. See, e.g., id. (oBering a course on the International Law of Climate Change).

professors to come together, exchange views, and share the 
latest developments in both areas.752 !e two sections of the 
AALS work closely together in sponsoring programs, often 
with joint sponsorships at the AALS annual meetings.753

!e "fth Institute was held in Lexington, Kentucky, out-
side of the normal western venues. !anks to the eBorts of 
Professor Cy Fox of Pittsburgh, a "eld trip was held to the 
coal mines of eastern Kentucky. MAPCO allowed access to 
its Martiki Coal Company surface mine and an underground 
mine.754 !is "eld trip was the genesis of the annual AALS 
"eld trips755 and the continuance of the NRTLI "eld trips.

Environmental law and land-use planning often overlap, 
perhaps no more so than in wetlands preservation and regu-
lation, especially for inland wetlands.756 Just as some envi-
ronmental-law professors came from natural-resources law, 
others emerged from the slightly older "eld of land-use plan-
ning.757 A few were actually predecessors to environmental 
law, "ghting pollution.758

B. The Curriculum

!e George Washington University Law School, under Pro-
fessor Arnold Reitze, inaugurated its Environmental Law 
Program in 1970 and oBered an LL.M. in environmen-
tal law.759 !e University of Oregon established the "rst 
environmental-law clinic in 1970 and sponsors the annual 
public-interest environmental-law conference.760 !ree new 
law schools focused their programs on environmental law: 
Vermont,761 Lewis & Clark,762 and Pace, which inaugurated 

752. See id.
753. See, e.g., A++’. 01 A3. L&6 S$%+., =GGJ A..*&5 M,,4#./ P'0/'&3 15 

(2007), available at http://www.aals.org/am2007/2007FinalProgram.pdf 
(highlighting the Joint Program of Sections on Environmental Law & Natural 
Resources Field Trip).

754. !e Mid American Pipeline Co. (“MAPCO”), was subsequently acquired by 
Williams Brothers. See E.,'/; I.10. A(3#.., N&4*'&5 G&+ ?@@>: I++*,+ &.( 
T',.(+, at app. E, at 242 (1998), available at http://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/
natural_gas/analysis_publications/natural_gas_1998_issues_trends/pdf/appe.
pdf. 

755. See, e.g., A++’. 01 A3. L&6 S$%+., supra note 753.
756. See, e.g., John R. Nolon, In Prase of Parochialism: !e Advent of Local Environ-

mental Law, 26 H&'2. E.245. L. R,2. 365, 382 (2002) (“State statutes estab-
lish a detailed system for the creation of an inland wetlands and watercourse 
protection regime that allows local wetland agencies to have signi"cant control 
over development aBecting wetlands and watercourses.”).

757. Professor Julian Juergensmeyer oBered a land-use-planning course at the Uni-
versity of Florida in 1965. He believes that his was the "rst oBered by a Florida 
law school, and that few were oBered elsewhere at that time. See Julian C. Juer-
gensmeyer, A 2020 View of Urban Infrastructure: An Introduction and !ank 
You, 43 U'9. L&6. 1, 1 (2011).

758. Professor Krier was a early scholar in air pollution. See, e.g., James E. Krier, 
U. M#$%. L. S$%., http://web.law.umich.edu/_facultybiopage/facultybiopa-
genew.asp?ID=8. Professor Frank Grad at Columbia, as another example, 
had programs up and running. See Environmental Law at Columbia: Part 1, 
C05*3. L. S$%., http://www.law.columbia.edu/law_school/communications/
reports/winter2002/environ_at_cls (last visited May 17, 2012).

759. See Lee Paddock, 40 Years and Going Stronger, G,0. W&+%. U. L. S$%. E.245. 
P,'+<., Spring 2010, at 1.

760. See J0%. B0.#.,, T%, C5#3&4, C%&./, R,205*4#0. #. E.2#'0.3,.-
4&5 L&6 (2008), available at http://www.docstoc.com/docs/22880055/
!e-Climate-Change-Revolution-in-Environmental-Law-by-Professor.

761. See History & Mission, V4. L. S$%., http://www.vermontlaw.edu/About_VLS/
History_and_Mission.htm (last visited May 17, 2012).

762. Environmental & Natural Resources Law, L,6#+ : C5&'- L. S$%., http://law.
lclark.edu/programs/environmental_and_natural_resources_law/jd_environ-
mental_law/ (last visited May 17, 2012).
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C. The Professoriate

!e author remembers an early meeting,781 probably the "rst, 
in a small hotel room at the AALS Annual Meeting. Re7ect-
ing the professoriate forty years ago, fewer than a dozen white 
male professors were in the room, and the question was: 
“Who wants to be the chair next year?” Obviously, the envi-
ronmental professoriate has changed, re7ecting the changes 
in the Academy. A rough estimate based on attendance at 
AALS and NRTLI conferences shows a membership compo-
sition that is roughly forty percent female, especially among 
the younger professors.

A common teaching overlap was environmental law and 
torts.782 Now it is environmental law and property law.783 !e 
author’s experience, though, is that regardless of a colleague’s 
background, an understanding of natural-resources law facil-
itates an understanding of environmental issues.

More signi"cantly, today’s professors are better quali"ed 
than we were. Most took extensive environmental-law and 
natural-resources courses, either in a J.D. or LL.M. program, 
sometimes both, and then clerked, interned, externed, or 
worked at a public-interest organization,784 or law "rm spe-
cializing in environmental law, or EPA or other administra-
tive agency. Some of us were fortunate to take courses from 
pioneers, such as Professor Joseph Sax or Ralph Johnson, but 
most law schools did not oBer courses in environmental law 
four decades ago.785

And the biggest change is that forty years ago, this author 
could master the nascent "eld of environmental law. Today, 
not a chance! Environmental law resulted in law professors 
specializing, such as in endangered species, energy, federal 
lands, clean air, clean water, international law, environmen-
tal justice, and—most recently—climate change.786 !e 
scholarship is prodigious, more than any mere mortal can 
keep up with. Many professors have carved out niches for 
themselves.787

781. !e author cannot recollect who all the participants were, but Professor A. Dan 
Tarlock of Indiana-Bloomington and Professor, later Dean, William Hines of 
Iowa were present. !ey were early pioneers in environmental issues.

782. See, e.g., Oscar Gray, U. M(. F'&.$#+ K#./ C&',; S$%. L., http://www.law.
umaryland.edu/faculty/pro"les/faculty.html?facultynum=058 (last visited 
May 17, 2012).

783. Cf. Juergensmeyer, supra note 757, at 1 (Professor Juergensmeyer speci"cally 
notes that he began his teaching career as a property professor).

784. For example, Professor Oliver Houck founded Tulane’s Environmental Law 
Clinic after leaving the National Wildlife Federation in 1981. See Oliver 
A. Houck, T*5. U. L. S$%., http://www.law.tulane.edu/tlsfaculty/pro"les.
aspx?id=430 (last visited May 17, 2012).

785. For example, the University of San Francisco oBered a very traditional cur-
riculum during the author’s J.D. program, with no courses in such “esoteric” 
subjects as environmental law. !e author was fortunate to take three courses 
(Environmental Law, Water Law, and an Environmental Law Seminar) from 
Professor Sax at the University of Michigan from 1970 to 1972. !e author’s 
early teaching and course contents were, of course, modeled on the lessons, 
insights and provocative thoughts learned from Professor Sax.

786. See, e.g., supra, note 749.
787. For example, Professor Michael Blumm of Lewis & Clark is the expert on the 

issues, especially the salmon, of the Columbia River. See, e.g., id. Professor J.B. 
Ruhl, now of Vanderbilt, is the guru on the Endangered Species Act. See, e.g., 
J.B. Ruhl, Section 7(A)(1) of the “New” Endangered Species Act: Rediscovering & 
Rede$ning the Untapped Power of Federal Agencies’ Duty to Conserve Species, 25 
E.245. L. 1107 (1995).

!e culture of the AALS Section of Environmental Law 
has always been an eclectic, informal body representing a 
diversity of environmental and natural-resources interests.788 
Seniority is irrelevant, as is the professor’s institution.789 
Junior faculty are encouraged to become active in the Section 
in leadership roles and in sharing their research.790

About a quarter century ago at one of these midyear con-
ferences, only about half of the professors teaching the basic 
environmental-law course reported they concentrated on a 
speci"c statute, such as the Clean Air Act or Clean Water 
Act, and the other half concentrated on a general survey 
course. Whether or not the pedagogy has changed is not 
known because no recent survey has been conducted.

X. The Change in Paradigms and the 
Western Backlash

!e Age of the Master Builder791 has been replaced by the 
Age of the Environmentalist. Former California Governor 
Edmund G. (“Pat”) Brown was the last great master builder 
in California. He established three campuses of the Univer-
sity of California, built up the freeway system, and got vot-
ers to approve the California Aqueduct, diverting water from 
northern California to southern California.792

!ese master builders did not encounter the broad oppo-
sition that arose after the "rst Earth Day—opposition that 
was based on environmental considerations and questioned 
proposed infrastructure improvements. !e construction 
of bridges and dams, roads and highways, and coal power 
plants had to comply with NEPA and other statutes, and 
they continue to face opposition by some environmentalists 
today.793 A Robert Moses does not exist today. 

788. Cf. Section on Environmental Law: Section O#cers, A++’. A3. L. S$%+., https://
memberaccess.aals.org/eWeb/dynamicpage.aspx?webcode=ChpDetail&chp_
cst_key=67452a7e-4007-4d02-a4c3-3bBd5dfe76b (last visisted May 17, 
2012).

789. An AALS document lists the chairs of the Environmental Law Section going 
back to 1980. !eir schools are Alabama, Chapman, Chicago-Kent, Cleveland 
State, Columbia, Florida, Golden Gate, Gonzaga, Hawaii, Hofstra, Houston, 
Indiana Bloomington, Loyola New Orleans, Maine, Maryland, New York Law 
School, Northeastern, Oregon, Pace, St. John’s, Santa Clara, Seattle, South-
wester, Tulsa, Vermont, University of Detrout, West Virginia, Wyoming, and 
Yale. Ass’n of Am. Law Schools, Section on Environmental Law: Past Chairs 
(2012) (unpublished document) (on "le with author).

790. Memorandum from Elizabeth Hayes Patterson, Deputy Dir., Ass’n of Am. 
Law Sch., to the Deans of Member and Fee Paid Schools (Mar. 27, 2006), 
available at http://www.aals.org/deansmemos/06-08.html (calling on junior 
members who have been faculty for "ve years or less to submit their papers to 
a scholarly-paper-review committee).

791. !e classic master builders of the 20th Century were William Mulholland and 
Robert Moses. See Paul Goldberger, Robert Moses, Master Builder, Is Dead at 92, 
N.Y. T#3,+, July 30, 1981, http://www.nytimes.com/learning/general/onthis-
day/bday/1218.html.

792. See generally Biography of Edmund G. “Pat” Brown, C&5. M*+,*3, http://www.
californiamuseum.org/exhibits/halloBame/inductee/new-inductee (last visited 
May 17, 2012); see also Library Exhibit Celebrates the Accomplishments and En-
during Legacy of Former California Governor Edmund G. “Pat” Brown, C&5. S4. 
U., L.A., http://www.calstatela.edu/univ/ppa/spotlight/archive/2011/pbilega-
cy-exhibit.php (last visited May 17, 2012) (speci"cally noting Brown’s eBorts 
in passing legislation approving construction of the California Aqueduct).

793. For example, the Sierra Club takes credit for stopping over 150 new coal plants 
in recent years. See Sierra Club, Act Now to Move Beyond Coal, B,;0.( C0&5, 
http://www.beyondcoal.org/act-now (last visited May 17, 2012). Again, this is 
not a new issue in environmental law. Utilities planned six massive coal plants 
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tal community to the issues of climate change, but not to the 
extent of recent years. Rio in 1992 was followed in 1997 by 
Kyoto,803 and then Montreal, and Copenhagen.804 Some of 
the conferences resulted in international agreements dealing 
with the global climate-change issues. Environmental-law 
professors were highly present at Copenhagen, with many 
blogging from the conference.805

!e oil shortages of the 1970’s led to an initial wave of 
energy conservation and alternatives806—similar to recent 
years. Renewable energy in the forms of solar and wind were 
encouraged.807 After the Wisconsin Supreme Court issued 
the pioneering opinion of Prah v. Marretti,808 statutory 
rights to solar access for solar panels and solar clothes dryers 
followed.809

An extraordinary amount of the time, resources, and 
scholarship of the environmental-law faculty has been 
devoted over the past "ve years to issues of climate change.810 
It has dominated much of the environmental-law meetings of 
recent years, especially the AALS Section of Environmental 
Law and the NRTLI institutes.811 !e annual AALS meet-
ings have had presentations on climate change.812 !e activ-
ity is reminiscent of the early days of environmental law four 
decades ago: an engaged, energized faculty pioneering new 

803. Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate 
Change, opened for signature Mar. 16, 1998, 2303 U.N.T.S. 148 (entered into 
force Feb. 16, 2005).

804. See COP15, D,.3&'-, http://www.denmark.dk/en/menu/Climate-Energy/
COP15-Copenhagen-2009/cop15.htm (last visited May 17, 2012).

805. !e rise of the internet has greatly facilitated the dissemination of information 
in the environmental community. Cf. Chris Borgen, Blogging the Copenhagen 
Climate Talks and Climate Finance, More Generally, O<#.#0 J*'#+, (Dec. 13, 
2009), http://opiniojuris.org/2009/12/13/blogging-the-copenhagen-climate-
talks-and-climate-"nance-more-generally/ (discussing bloggers contributing 
reports from the 2009 U.N. Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen).

806. See Ellyn R. Weiss, !e Greening of American Energy, 63 S4. J0%.’+ L. R,2. 
691, 691–92 (1989) (discussing energy-policy-based responses to the 1973 
OPEC oil embargo).

807. See id. 692 (discussing how the federal government used direct subsidies and 
tax credits to incentivize activities related to alternative energy, such as develop-
ing wind-energy power installations and researching solar power).

808. Prah v. Marretti, 321 N.W.2d 182 (Wis. 1982). !e American common-law 
rule did not generally recognize a right of access to the sun. See id. at 188. !e 
Wisconsin Supreme Court, however, allowed the plaintiB to proceed with his 
private nuisance claim, which arose when the defendant attempted to block 
sunlight from the plaintiB’s property by buying land adjacent to the plaintiB’s 
and constructing a house thereon. See id. at 184, 192.

809. For examples of statutory protections for solar panels, see, e.g., C&5. C#2. C0(, 
§F714 (West 2012); C&5. P*9. R,+. C0(, §§F25980–86 (West 2012); C050. 
R,2. S4&4. §F38-32.5-101 (2011). One of the most signi"cant energy-conser-
vation steps many of us can take at home is to hook up a solar clothes dryer, 
i.e., a an outdoor clothes line, because clothes dryers consume a large amount 
of energy. See Kathleen A. Hughes, To Fight Global Warming, Some Hang a 
Clothesline, N.Y. T#3,+, Apr. 12, 2007, http://www.nytimes.com/2007/04/12/
garden/12clothesline.html?pagewanted=all.

810. See, David Markell & J. B. Ruhl, An Empirical Survey of Climate Change Litiga-
tion in the United States, [2010] 40 Envtl. L. Rep. (Envtl. Law Inst.) 10,644 
(July 2010) (noting the dramatic expansion of scholarship in this area). 

811. See, e.g., Federico Cheever, A Word from Prof. Federico Cheever, N&4. R,+0*'$-
,+ L. T$%'+. N,6+5. (Rocky Mountain Mineral Found. & Energy & Mineral 
Law Found., Westminster, Colo.), Winter 2011, at 1, available at https://www.
rmmlf.org/pubs/teachers/nrlt-2011-winter.pdf (noting that the May 2011 
NRLTI will be devoted to “energy, water, resource and climate change issues”).

812. See, e.g., A++’. 01 A3. L&6 S$%+., =G?G A..*&5 M,,4#./: T'&.+10'3&-
4#2, L&6 11–12 (2010), available at http://www.aals.org/am2010/AMPro-
gram2010.pdf (the 2010 annual meeting of the AALS featured two climate-
change-related programs: “Climate Change and Legal Education: It’s Getting 
Hot in Here,” and “Climate Change and Adaptation in a Federal System”).

A wise colleague—the author believes Mark Squillace—
once remarked, “Make sure when you change paradigms 
that you engage the clutch.” !erein lies part of the problem 
in the Old West, the West of resource exploitation. !e late 
1970s witnessed the short rise of the Sagebrush Rebellion, 
which was advanced as a revolt of the colonial West against 
the absentee landlords and bureaucrats of Washington.794 
Nevada unsuccessfully argued that the Federal Land Policy 
and Management Act of 1976 unconstitutionally infringed 
upon Nevada’s Tenth Amendment and Equal Footing 
rights.795 !e rebellion was short-lived after a cowboy-boot-
wearing governor of the West, Ronald Reagan, was elected 
President.796

A more recent expression of the Western backlash has been 
the County Supremacy Movement, originating in Catron 
County, New Mexico.797 !e premise of this movement is 
that the local counties should have primary jurisdiction over 
their lands.798 !e legal issue is simple after Kleppe v. New 
Mexico.799 !e practical problem is diBerent though. It is one 
of safety of government facilities and personnel, who were 
targets of physical attacks.800

XI. Global Climate Change

!e author would be remiss if he did not raise the major envi-
ronmental issue of today, global climate change. !e issue is 
not totally new. Chloro7uorocarbons were banned in 1987 
in the Montreal Protocol.801 !e Convention on Biological 
Diversity in Rio twenty years ago802 alerted the environmen-

in the Southwest, away from population centers of the West. Some, such as 
the Mohave and Navajo, were built, see, e.g., Power Generation—Mohave Gen-
eration Station, S. C&5. E(#+0., http://www.sce.com/powerandenvironment/
powergeneration/mohavegenerationstation/default.htm (last visited May 17, 
2012), but a proposed 5,000-megawatt plant on the Kaiparowits Plateau in 
southern Utah was abandoned in 1975, Defeat for Kaiparowits, T#3,, Apr. 26, 
1976, http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,879680,00.html.

794. See generally !e Sagebrush Rebellion, U.S. N,6+ : W0'5( R,<., Dec. 1, 1980, 
available at http://www2.vcdh.virginia.edu/PVCC/mbase/docs/sagebrush.
html.

795. See Nevada ex rel. Nev. State Bd. of Agric. v. United States, 512 F. Supp. 166, 
168, 172 (D. Nev. 1981). For more information on the Sagebrush Rebellion, 
see Richard D. Clayton, !e Sagebrush Rebellion: Who Should Control Public 
Lands?, 1980 U4&% L. R,2. 505 (1980); A. Costandina Titus, !e Nevada 
“Sagebrush Rebellion” Act: A Question of Constitutionality, 23 A'#). L. R,2. 263 
(1981).

796. See Robert H. Nelson, Why the Sagebrush Revolt Burned Out, AEI J. 0. G02’4 
: S0$’;, May/June 1984, at 27, 27, 33.

797. See Scott W. Reed, !e County Supremacy Movement: Mendacious Myth Market-
ing, 30 I(&%0 L. R,2. 525, 528 (1994).

798. See id. at 529.
799. See Paul Conable, Comment, Equal Footing, County Supremacy, and the Western 

Public Lands, 26 E.245. L. 1263, 1278–79 (1996).
800. See id. at 1265 (noting that the County Supremacy Movement, in contrast to 

the Sagebrush Rebellion, had been accompanied by a wave of violent attacks 
on federal land oDcers).

801. Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer, opened 
for signature Sept. 16, 1987, 1522 U.N.T.S. 3 (entered into force Jan. 1, 
1989). !e ban on chloro7uorocarbons in aerial inhalants resulted in the 
reformulation of many inhalants, such as albuterol inhalers for asthmatics. 
See Laurie Tarkan, Rough Transition to a New Asthma Inhaler, N.Y. T#3,+, 
May 13, 2008, at F5, http://www.nytimes.com/2008/5/13/health/13asth.
html?scp=1&sq=Rough%20Transition%20to%20a%20Asthma%20
Inhaler&st=cse. As an asthmatic, the author can attest that the reformulated 
albuterol inhalers are not as eBective as the chloro7uorocarbon inhalers.

802. Convention on Biological Diversity, opened for signature June 5, 1992, 1760 
U.N.T.S. 79 (entered into force Dec. 29, 1993).
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cians, and public-interest groups. Progress has not always 
been steady and some issues seem destined to remain unre-
solved. !e path has been long and winding, but generally 
leading to a cleaner, diversi"ed environment.

Some problems, such as environmental risk and exposure 
to toxic substances, are perhaps not totally resolvable because 
of the lack of scienti"c facts, fears, media attention, and the 
responses of politicians. Some development proposals will 
reappear, especially at the local level; as Professor Sax once 
wrote: “Money can always wait.”817

Our resources—air, water, land, and minerals—are lim-
ited, but the demands are in"nite. How society allocates the 
resources is governed by environmental law. Over the past 
"fty years, the paradigm shifted from resource exploitation 
to resource conservation, recreation, and restoration. !e val-
ues of aesthetics, conservation, recreation, and the health of 
the environment now more often trump those of the older 
master builder.

Environmental law empowered the citizen and fostered 
transparency, even prior to the internet. !e administrative 
law that existed in 1970 is no more, and environmental law 
continues to test constitutional law.

Much of today’s environmental law was unforeseeable, 
especially given the smog on the "rst Earth Day. Let us not 
forget that the roots remain as the foundation of today’s and 
tomorrow’s environmental law.

817. J0+,<% S&8, D,1,.(#./ 4%, E.2#'0.3,.4: A S4'&4,/; 10' C#4#),. A$-
4#0. 51 (1971).

approaches to a pressing environmental-law problem.813 As 
with forty years ago, statutes have not provided protection 
from climate change. Indeed, the Supreme Court in Mas-
sachusetts v. EPA opened the door for EPA to impose sub-
stantial controls on greenhouse-gas emissions only relatively 
recently.814

Justice Blackmun in Sierra Club v. Morton referenced John 
Donne’s famous quote that is certainly true in the global cli-
mate change context:

No man is an Iland, intire of itselfe; every man is a peece 
of the Continent, a part of the maine; if a Clod bee washed 
away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse, as well as if a Promon-
torie were, as well as if a Mannor of thy friends or of thine 
owne were, any man’s death diminishes me, because I am 
involved in Mankinde; And therefore never send to know 
for whom the bell tolls; it tolls for thee.815

XII. Conclusion

“Big trees out of little acorns grow” is certainly true of the 
"eld of environmental law.816 Many of the basic tenets we 
take for granted in environmental law today are of recent 
origins, often crafted in the 1970s and early 1980s. Citizen 
suits, broad concepts of standing, and judicial reviewability 
were mostly settled through the collective eBorts of legisla-
tors, judges, administrators, presidents, lawyers, academi-

813. A random sample of recent literature includes: Deepa Badrinarayana, Glob-
al Warming: A Second Calling for International Law?, 85 W&+%. L. R,2. 253 
(2010); Alejandro E. Camacho, Adapting Governance to Climate Change: Man-
aging Uncertainty !rough a Learning Infrastructure, 59 E30'; L. J. 1 (2009); 
Robin Kundis Craig, “Stationary is Dead”––Long Live Transformation: Five 
Principles for Climate Change Adaptation Law, 34 H&'2. E.245. L. R,2. 9 
(2010); Alice Kaswan, Greening the Grid and Climate Justice, 39 E.245. L&6 
1143 (2009); Bradford C. Mank, Standing and Global Warming: Is Injury to All 
Injury to None?, 35 E.245. L&6 1 (2005); J. B. Ruhl, Climate Change Adapta-
tion and the Structural Transformation of Environmental Law, 40 E.245. L. 363 
(2010).

814. Massachusetts v. EPA, 549 U.S. 497, 528–32 (2007) ("nding that the EPA has 
the obligation under the Clean Air Act to regulate greenhouse-gas emissions 
from new motor vehicles).

815. Sierra Club v. Morton, 405 U.S. 727, 760 n.2 (1971).
816. See G',/0'; T#4,53&., R&.(03 H0*+, D#$4#0.&'; 01 P0<*5&' P'02,'9+ 

&.( S&;#./+ 125 (1996) (quoting a variation of the English proverb “Mighty 
oaks from tiny acorns grow”).


